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INTRODUCTION to the Business World
1.THE BUSINESS WORLD
1.1 BUSINESS ORGANISATIONS
THE SOLE TRADER
A sole trader is the person who carries out business on his/her own; s/he is generally
a retailer or a manufacturer.
Advantages:
− full control of the business
− decisions are taken autonomously
− profits are not shared with others
Disadvantages:
− unlimited liability
− management continuity issues
− capital to be provided by one person only
PARTNERSHIPS
A partnership is an association of two or more people who run business together with
a view to a profit.
Forms of partnerships:
− Limited partnership (some partners have limited liability up to the amount of capital
they provide)

− Unlimited partnership (all partners are personally and unlimitedly liable for the debts
of the company)

In Italian, a partnership is a “società di persone”.
LIMITED COMPANIES
The capital of limited companies is divided into shares (stocks in American English).
The members have limited liability* corresponding to the nominal value of the shares.
The company has a separate corporate liability.
There are private or public companies. In Italian, a company is a “società di capitali”.
Little Glossary on Business Organisations
ENGLISH
ITALIANO
Dealer
Rivenditore; commerciante
Retailer
Dettagliante
Wholesaler
Grossista
Manufacturer/Producer**
Produttore
Enterprise; Business*
Azienda
Pay attention to the following acronyms :
B2B – Business to Business (your company sells products or services to other companies)
B2C – Business to Consumer (your company sells products or services to individuals)
SME – Small Medium Enterprise
LLC – Limited Liability Company (AE)
LLP – Limited Liability Partnership (BE)
** MANUFACTURER and PRODUCERS: “PRODUTTORI”
Pay attention to the differences:
a company or person that produces goods in a
Manufacturer
large quantity (e.g. a car manufacturer)
a company or person that makes food, goods or
material (e.g. oil producers)

Producer

SOURCE: the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary: http://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/
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*GRAMMAR FOCUS
1) LIABILITY & responsibility
To be liable for something means to be responsible by law, e.g. for damages. Liability
implies legal consequences.
To be responsible means to have the competence to perform something or to have
competence for something.
2) BUSINESS is an uncountable noun (therefore singular) if it refers to some
“activity”. When, instead, it refers to an “enterprise”, it is a countable noun with a
plural ending in -es (businesses).
Examples:
“How is business going ?” – > come vanno gli affari?
“In Italy there are many small businesses” – > in Italia ci sono molte piccole aziende
1.1.1 “Who's Who” in a Company
C.E.O
Chief Executive Officer = Amministratore Delegato
A title held often by the Chairperson of the Board of Directors or the
President; s/he is the person principally responsible for the activities of the
company. If the term CEO is used when no board exists (i.e. when there is
only the company's owner), it is used incorrectly.
MANAGING DIRECTOR
Chairman of the Board of Directors = Presidente del Consiglio di Amministrazione
The term 'managing director' typically refers to a top-level manager who is
part of the board of directors and deals with the daily activities of the
company. Therefore, s/he is part of the board itself and has to carry out
day-to-day tasks. Although it is assumed that “Managing Director” is equal
to “CEO”, these two titles are not the same. In some organisations, they
certainly are, in fact the members of the board appoint someone they trust within the
board to run the daily activities. “Managing Director” is a term used in Europe, as well
as in India, Australia and New Zealand, but it is rarely used in the U.S. and Canada.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS = Consiglio di Amministrazione
The board of directors is formed by a group of people who administer a
company.

OWNER/PRINCIPAL = Proprietario/Titolare
The owner of a company

OFFICER = Funzionario / Dirigente (settore pubblico)
A person who has a position of responsibility in the public sector.

DIRECTORS = Direttore / Dirigente (settore privato)
In companies, such position is filled by directors (direttori, dirigenti), who may not
have executive tasks.
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EXECUTIVE = Amministratore/Dirigente
A person who has administrative or managerial control

MANAGER = Responsabile/Direttore
A person responsible for a functional area.

GENERAL MANAGER = Direttore Generale
If a Manager is responsible for one functional area, the General Manager is
responsible for all areas. Most commonly, the term “General Manager” refers
to any executive who has an overall responsibility.

Other positions in a company..:
ACCOUNTING MANAGER = direttore amministrativo
AREA MANAGER = responsabile di area
CO-WORKERS ; COLLEAGUES = colleghi
MANAGING DIRECTOR'S PERSONAL ASSISTANT (PA) = segretaria di direzione
FINANCE MANAGER = responsabile finanziario
HUMAN RESOURCES (HR) MANAGER = responsabile del personale/risorse umane
KEY ACCOUNT MANAGER = responsabile del portfolio clienti più importanti
MARKETING MANAGER = responsabile marketing
PRODUCTION MANAGER = responsabile di produzione
PURCHASING* MANAGER = responsabile acquisti
SALES MANAGER = responsabile vendite
TRAINEE, INTERN = stagista

*GRAMMAR FOCUS
1) PURCHASING is pronounced ˈpɜːrtʃəsɪŋ, therefore, the stress is at the beginning of
the word! (for more details see the chapter on Grammar Overview)
2) You are... IN CHARGE OF / RESPONSIBLE FOR (the company’s finance).

EXERCISE : WHO'S WHO
Complete the following sentences using words or phrases in the box below:
managing director
junior executive
colleague
director
supervisor
staff*
senior executive
superior
employees
middle manager
subordinate
work-force
1) The group of executives working below the top managers are generally called ….
2) Valerie is an important person in our company. She is a member of the ......
3) Peter, a recent university graduate, has been with the firm for a year. He is at
present … and is being trained for a managerial position.
4) Their ….. is expanding rapidly. They now have over 5.000 employees.
5) At least 50% of our ... have been with the company for over 10 years
6) …. in an organisation generally have more fringe benefits than lower-level
managers
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7) We are a small group in the R&D department. Fortunately I get on well with all
my...
8) Our telephone operators work under the direction of a ….
9) I work under Mr. Brown. He's my...
10) Sheila and Tom work under my authority. I am their boss and they are my....
11) I am responsible for …. training and development
12) A …. is a person of high rank in an organisation, usually next in importance to
the chairman.
(EXCERCISE SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)

*GRAMMAR FOCUS
“staff” can be either singular or plural: when it refers to a single employee it is a
plural noun; when it refers to the body or unit of a department (or a company) it is a
singular noun.
A COMPANY CHART:

OWNER
C.E.O.

Board of
Directors

Managing
Director
Sales
dept.

Marketing
dept.

Customer Care
dept.

Administration
dept.

Production
dept.

Human
Resources dept.

Quality
Inspection dept.

Finance dept.

Logistics dept.
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Research and
Development
dept.

1.2 THE STOCK EXCHANGE
The Stock Exchange is the central market where it is possible to deal
with shares (stocks), bonds and securities. In particular:
• shares (stocks) or bonds of local authorities
• government securities
• shares of companies
• shares (stocks) and securities of foreign companies
, which are bought and sold daily in the Stock Exchange.
The shares can be ordinary, preference and deferred.
Ordinary shares entitle the holders to profits after the holders of debentures and
preference shares are paid. If profits are low, the shareholders get little or no
dividend. If profits are high, the shareholders get a high return.
Preference shares entitle the holders to a fix dividend and are paid before ordinary
shares.
Deferred shares are paid after all other shares are paid.
Debentures are fixed-interest securities issued by limited companies in return for
long-term loans. The interest is paid whether the company makes a profit or not.
Bonds are certificates of debts issued in order to raise money.
1. Stock Exchange Terminology (and more):
ENGLISH
ITALIANO
DEFINITIONS
Certificates
of debt issued by a company
Debentures
Obbligazioni
yielding* a fixed rate of interest

Bonds
Obbligazioni
Government bonds titoli di stato

Certificates of debt issued by a company or by
the state, yielding a fixed rate of interest

Dividends

Dividendi

Profits which are paid by a company to the
persons who own shares in the company

Entrata/e

The money people or companies earn from their
activities; in a company’s Balance Sheet it could
be equivalent to “return”

Income

(nei bilanci aziendali è anche
sinonimo di “Utile”)

Profit

profitto

The money that is made from selling goods, after
deducting the incurred costs.

Return

profitto

The amount of profit people get from an activity
or an investment

(generalmente riferito a titoli o
investimenti)

Securities

azioni ordinarie,
privilegiate o di
risparmio; “titoli” in
generale

Certificates issued by companies or governments
which prove that they borrowed money from the
holder and entitle to a fixed rate of interest or to
dividends

Shareholder (BE),
Stockholder (AE)

azionista

The person who owns shares (or stocks)

Shares

azioni (BE), titoli,
valori

Parts of the capital of a company in which it is
divided. People who owns shares receive parts of
the company’s profits (BE)

Stocks

titoli (BE); azioni (AE)

Shares (AE) OR certificates which indicate the
money that is lent to the government at a fixed
rate of interest (BE)

To be entitled to..

avere diritto a

To have the right to..

To entitle

dare diritto a

To give the right to..

To yield interests

generare interessi

To give rise to interests

SOURCES: Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary:http://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/ and Collins Dictiornay:
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http://www.collinsdictionary.com

AE= American English; BE= British English
EXERCISE: THE STOCK EXCHANGE
Here is a report written by a financial adviser*, some words are missing and are
reported at the end of the report. Fill in the missing words.
On the basis of the Stock Exchange trend analysis, our client can invest in government bonds
if s/he doesn't like risky investments. These offer in fact a fixed ____ of interest and are
quite stable. Otherwise, s/he could invest in ____ from a big company. In this way, s/he
would become entitled to a rate of dividend which is paid before all other shares are paid.
However, ____ could not be very high in case the company did not have a high profit at the
end of the year. Therefore, if the client were neither satisfied with the returns of government
bonds nor with the ____ of preferred shares, s/he could invest money in debentures, which
are fixed-interest securities that are issued from Limited Companies in return for long-term
loans. This kind of investment would be suitable because there are no risks of instability
(except the one of ____ of the company) and, at the same time, because the (fairly good)
rate of ____ is paid whether the firm makes a ____ or not.
Words to fill in: bankruptcy, dividends, interest, preferred shares, profit, rate, returns
(EXCERCISE SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)

*GRAMMAR FOCUS
1)Investment is written with no “i” between ST and MENT =>INVESTIMENT
2)ADVICE is a noun; ADVISE is a verb;
3)ADVICE is an uncountable noun; “sound advice” means “wise advice”
4)you can either write “adviser” or “advisor”

1.3 TRADE AND COMMERCE
Trade and Commerce are thought to be the same thing; however, they
are not. Commerce refers to the general business activity on a large
scale; such as: transport, insurance, warehousing, banking, advertising,
and trade, of course. Trade, on the contrary, describes strictly the
commercial traffic (i.e. the buying and selling) in a business.

EXERCISE : TRADE AND COMMERCE: choose the correct answer
1

a)Trade is a branch of commerce, whereas commerce is a branch of business
b)Commerce is a branch of Trade, while Trade is a branch of business

2

a)The scope of commerce is wider than the scope of trade
b)The scope of trade is wider than the scope of commerce
(EXCERCISE SOLUTIONS AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)
1.3.1 Sales Conditions
Any business offer must contain the following information:
a. time (e.g. delivery time, delivery terms etc.)
b. place
c. type and quality of goods
d. weight
e. price (unit and total price)
f. payment terms
g. packing
The above, is normally referred to as a QUOTATION*.
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*GRAMMAR FOCUS
In business terms, “quotation” is a synonym of “estimate”. Therefore, do not translate
quotation with “quotazione”, but with “offerta; preventivo”
a. Time of delivery
a.
immediate delivery (fast; as soon as possible)
b.
prompt delivery (for example, after receipt of an order)
c.
on an established time (on term)
b. Place of delivery
1.3.1.1 INCOTERMS
Incoterms are the International Commerce Terms that determine the
rights and obligations of a buyer and a seller in international sales and
concern the delivery of goods. Therefore, INCOTERMS refer to the
transfer of risk from the seller to the buyer and the related transport
costs. They were firstly introduced in 1936 by the International Chamber of
Commerce and are currently used by most companies which operate on a global
scale. The last updated version is Incoterms 2010.

Incoterms used for any mode transport:
EXW : ex works = franco fabbrica
The goods are left outside the exporter’s premises; the transport costs (and all
risks) are borne* by the importer.
FCA : free carrier
The goods are consigned to the Carrier which will transport them up to the
importer’s country
CPT : carriage paid to
The exporter pays for the transport up to a certain place/town (this INCOTERM
usually referes to road transport)
CIP : carriage and insurance paid to
Similar to CPT + insurance for loss and damage to the goods during transport
DAT : delivered at terminal**
The exporter pays for the transport of goods up to the terminal** of destination
DAP : delivered at place
The exporter pays for the transport and for the insurance of the goods up to a
certain place of destination (such as: the importer’s premises/warehouse..)
DDP : delivered duty paid
The exporter pays all transport costs and customs duties and taxes, and bears
all risks. It is the most expensive INCOTERM. In business jargon, it is
commonly referred to as “delivered to (my) door”.
**Terminal includes quay, warehouse, container yard or road, rail or air terminal
Incoterms used for waterway transport only:
FAS : free alongside ship
The goods are left alongside the ship before embarking
FOB : free on board
The exporter pays for the transport of goods up to the closer port of departure
and loads the goods on board
CFR : cost and freight
The exporter pays for the transport of goods up to the port of destination
CIF : cost, insurance and freight
Similar to CFR + Insurance for loss/damage in transit
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Here is a scheme of INCOTERMS:

Remember: when issuing a quotation, do not write only «our prices are FOB»; always
put the name of a city (port, airport or whatsoever) after the INCOTERMS! (ex: FOB
Naples; CIF New York etc.)

*GRAMMAR FOCUS
1)To bear (born / borne) costs/risks = sostenere costi (rischi) =>transitive verb
2a)The costs incurred (to incur) = i costi sostenuti =>intransitive verb
2b)We incurred expenses = abbiamo sostenuto spese =>transitive verb
3)In business (or better, in accounting) there is a big difference between «costs» and
«expenses». Let's see why..
ENGLISH
Costs

ITALIANO
Costi

Expenses Spese

EXPLANATIONS
costs are normally borne (or: costs incur) in order to carry out the
company's core (or: main) business and have correspondent
revenues. Revenues come from the business sale of products or
services. Examples: costs of raw material, costs of transport..
expenses are not the result of the production cycle (either of
products or services). They normally relate to side activities, such
as travel expenses.

EXERCISE ON INCOTERMS
Fill in the missing INCOTERM:
1. your company will send the goods up to the port of departure and will place them
on the port’s quay. Your company is based in Singapore, the port of arrival is
Naples. Your prices are....
2. you bought high costly items and ask for an immediate delivery by airfreight.
Your company is based in Rome, the producer in Paris. Prices will be...
3. you (based in Frankfurt) ask your supplier for an all-inclusive price, but the
exporter (based in Taipei) will not pay for customs duties. Prices will be...
c. Type and quality of goods
− referring to a catalogue description
− referring to a sample**
− referring to a specific quality standards according to the ISO regulations
− referring to technical data sheets
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**Different
Sample
Pattern
Specimen

ways to say “Campione”
Campione (un articolo; un prodotto); “free sample” (campione gratuito)
Campione (disegno, stampa o stoffa): motivo, modello (cartamodello..)
Campione (nel significato di “esemplare” oppure inteso come “modello” nei documenti)

1.3.1.2 Quality Claims
Quality issues may unfortunately happen and they may involve: goods arrived in bad
conditions (see also “transport complaints”); goods not compliant with national or
international standards, or which do not conform to the samples the customer had
previously received. Therefore…
In some (unfortunate) cases, the goods may arrive* at the point of destination…
Broken
Rotto/ spezzato/ in pezzi
Cracked
Spaccato / incrinato
Damaged*
Rovinato / avariato / guasto
Faulty
Non funzionante / difettoso / imperfetto
Ruined
Rovinato / danneggiato (più figurativo)
Melted
Sciolto (dal calore)
Rotten (perishable goods only)
Marcio

In all cases, you might have to follow the company’s policy on quality claims, which
may require to: replace unsatisfactory items; offer discounts; suggest a meeting with
the customer in order to discuss the quality issues; give reasons to the customer or
explain why the company had to change/lower the quality of the products. Finally, you
may even refuse the claim. All the above suggestions depend of course on the type of
company you work for: if your company is a retailer (i.e. not a manufacturer) quality
claims might be handled in different ways from the ones suggested above. For
example, your company could ask the importer to refer to the manufacturer and
refuse the claim.

*GRAMMAR FOCUS
DAMAGES / DAMAGE
Damage (= “danno/i”) uncountable noun (e.g. “there was considerable damage to the
goods”)

To damage (= “danneggiare/rovinare”) verb (e.g. “the goods were badly damaged”)
Damages (= “risarcimento danni”) countable noun, always plural. Damages are
claimed if someone caused harm or injury (e.g. “we will ask for damages”)
ARRIVE IN + CITY/COUNTRY (e.g. “arrive in Italy”, “arrive in Rome”)
ARRIVE AT + (any other nouns or adj.+nouns: e.g. “arrive at your factory”)
d. Weight
The weight of the goods can be:
−
gross weight (weight of the goods plus packing)
−
net weight (weight of the goods)
−
tare (weight of the packing only)
and it can be expressed in: Kilograms / Tons / Pounds / Grams.. depending on the
type, the nature of goods and the country where goods were packed.
f. Packing
For “PACKING” we generally mean the way goods are packed (i.e.
prepared) for shipment. Packing should be safe and appropriate with
regard to the nature of goods and of the transit time.
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Little Glossary on Packing
Boxes
Canvas sack
Cases
Coils / bobbins
Container
Crates
Pallets
Refrigerated container
Sack
Shrink-wrapped + packing
Tank
Loose (no packing at all; e.g. corn on a
truck's trailer)

Scatole, (piccoli) contenitori
Sacchi di tela
Contenitori
Bobine
Container
Cassette di legno
Pallet
Container frigorifero
Sacco
(imballo) in materiale termoretraibile
Cisterna, serbatoio

Pay attention to the difference between "packaging" and "packing":
Packaging
Packing
Containers, Boxes, or Packing can be...
Fireproof
Lined with protective material
Padded
Refrigerated
Waterproof

Confezione; confezione regalo
Imballo, imballaggio, confezionamento

Ignifugo
Ricoperto di materiale protettivo
Imbottito
Refrigerato (celle; container etc.)
Resistente all’acqua

f. Price
All information concerning prices includes: the unit price and the total price,
the currency used (if applicable), the terms of payment and discounts, if
any. It is obvious that the final price will be influenced by the chosen
INCOTERM. As a matter of fact, export prices may include transport costs.
Therefore, the higher the transport costs, the higher the export prices. For example: a
FOB Ancona price will be higher than a EX WORKS Ancona price, which, however, will
be far lower than a DDP Sydney price! For this reason, some exporters prefer issuing
EX WORKS prices and adding the transport cost separately, in the invoice. In this way,
they can in fact show the “real” prices, unaffected by the transport freight. Not all
importers accept this however, as the export prices of the different suppliers would
not be comparable.
Any quotation can be issued by writing a simple line (indicating the price of the goods)
in the body of an e-mail or a letter, or by means of a pro-forma invoice. A proforma
(or pro-forma) invoice states the seller’s commitment to provide the goods or services
indicated to the buyer at certain prices. It looks just the same as a regular invoice,
but its name and numbering system are different, of course. It is hence issued for
quotation, customs or bank funding purposes.
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EXAMPLE OF A PROFORMA INVOICE
Company's logo

PRO-FORMA INVOICE
Page: 1

Bill to
Name:
Company name:
Address:
State:
Phone No:

Date:
Invoice no:
Customer ID:

Ship to:
Name:
Company name:
Address:
State:
Phone No:

Shipment information:
Purchase Order no:
P.O. date:
L/C no:
Payment terms:
Est.shipment date:
Mode of transportation:
Transportation terms:
No of packages:
Est. net weight:
Est. gross weight:
Carrier:

Item/Part number

Additional information for customs
Country of origin
Port of loading
Port of discharge
AWB/BL:
Reason for export:

Description

Unit Price

Quantity

VAT

Total Price

Subtotal
Subtotal VAT
Handling
Other
Total

EXERCISE ON A PROFORMA INVOICE
Fill in the proforma invoice above with the information provided here below. Invent some
missing details (e.g. phone numbers etc.).
Information to fill in the proforma invoice:
Tre Elle snc is a small firm located in the industrial area of Jesi, Ancona (ZIPA, Via
dell'industria 54/A 60131). Tre Elle is specialised in the production of high-quality tiles. They
recently sold a huge amount (500.000 pieces, mod. AZ125, unit price € 5,40) to House Refine
Ltd, with headquarters in Sydney, Australia (New South Wales, Queen's Ave,586, EC145Z)
and a warehouse in Brisbane (Queensland, London ave 1245, AW125Y, contact person: Mary
Steeve), who placed the order number 14 on 14th March 2015 and will pay by L/C at 60 days.
The goods will be packed in 20 lined cases and will be put on 4 pallets, 250 Kg each. The
goods will leave the port of Ancona on 31st March. The carrier “Saima Avandero” will be at Tre
Elle's premises to load the goods on their truck, then the goods will be placed on board and
the customer will take care of all remaining duties and charges. The ship “Caroline”, is
expected to arrive at destination one month later.
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g. Payment terms (see par. 1.3.2 for more details)
The most reliable forms of payment in international business are:
− payment in advance (also referred to as “down payment”)
− (irrevocable) letter of credit (at sight; at 30/60.. days). The letter
of credit is a form of documentary credit where the shipping
documents, which give title to the goods, are handed over to the importer by
his bank (issuing bank) as soon as the seller's bank (advising bank) has verified
their conformity and has sent them to the importer’s bank. This is the most
expensive, yet reliable, form of payment in export trade, after advanced
settlement.
− documents against payment: the goods are shipped ahead, then the shipping
documents, which give title to the goods, are handed over to the importer when
he pays through his local bank.
1.3.2 Payment in Foreign Trade
The method of payment depends on many variables, such as: security,
risks involving the importer's country; overall economic situation;
importer’s financial stability etc. Payment also depends on the relationship
between the seller and the buyer and their negotiation power.
Little Glossary on Payments
To pay; to make the payment
Pagare
To effect payment
Pagare
To arrange for payment
Pagare
To settle; to arrange for settlement
Pagare il saldo; saldare
To pay IN cash; in advance
Pagare in contanti; in anticipo
To pay BY cheque; by draft; by bill of Pagare con assegno; cambiale tratta;
exchange*; by bank transfer/wire
pagherò cambiario; bonifico bancario
The invoice is due; is overdue; was due La fattura è in scadenza; scaduta; scaduta
last...
lo scorso..
Outstanding** invoices
Fatture in scadenza
*In international trade these forms of payment are rarely used
**OUTSTANDING Vs. OUTSTANDING
Be careful with this word. When it refers to invoices, it means “UNSETTLED, UNPAID”,
but if it refers to products, services, or performance in general, it means “FANTASTIC,
EXCELLENT”!
Payment can be made (effected) :
- IN ADVANCE by bank transfer or in cash
- by BANK TRANSFER at …. days from the date of the invoice or from the receipt of
the order: the importer's bank instructs its correspondent bank to pay a certain
sum into the seller's account.
- by DOCUMENTS AGAINST PAYMENT (see the scheme 1 below)
- by (IRREVOCABLE) LETTER OF CREDIT (see scheme 2 below): the importer opens a
credit with his bank (known as the issuing bank). The importer's bank notifies the
exporter's bank (namely the advising bank). The exporter's bank informs the
exporter of the opening of the credit. When the goods are ready for shipment, the
exporter gives the documents (such as: the commercial invoice in more copies; the
transport documents; other documents and certificates, if requested, such as the
packing list, the certificate of origin..) to the advising bank which, after verification,
forwards them to the issuing bank. After checking all documents, the issuing bank
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releases the credit. The exporter receives the credit in his/her account (if s/he
opened an account with the advising bank) or in any other account s/he indicates.
The documentary letter of credit is the most widely used method of payment in
export trade thanks to the guarantees it offers to both the exporter and the
importer. In fact, it is quite common on first orders or with customers operating in
“risky” countries. However, it is also the most expensive form of payment and
should not be used with a long-standing clientele.
- CHEQUES (CHECKS), DRAFTS and INTERNATIONAL BILLS OF EXCHANGE are not
very used in practice, as they basically do not protect the seller against nonpayment.
Documents against Payment scheme 1:

DESCRIPTION of scheme 1: The goods are shipped(1), then the shipping documents are
shipped(2).The documents give title to the goods and are handed to the importer(3) when he
pays to his local bank(3). Afterwards, the goods will be “released”(4), normally by the
forwarder or the customs.

The Letter of Credit (Documentary Credit) Scheme 2:
1 business relationship; order
2 opens a documentary
credit
3 notifies opening
4 notifies opening
4a sends the goods
5 documents
6 documents (after checking)
7 debits the importer (after
checking the documents)
8 releases the credit
9 releases the credit
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EXERCISE ON METHODS OF PAYMENT
If you receive these messages from your supplier, what do they mean? Explain in Italian
what it the method of payment chosen in the following cases.

you will effect payment in advance and we will send you
the goods as soon as we receive the money
please send us a bank receipt confirming the money
transfer and we will ship the goods immediately
we will send you the goods as soon as our bank
transmits your documents to us
OTHER EXERCISES ON METHODS OF PAYMENT CAN BE FOUND at the end of
par. 1.3.4.1 “Transport Documents”. The reason is due to the fact that the opening
of a L/C requires a deep understanding of several documents, which will be introduced
in the following paragraphs.
1.3.3 Import-Export Documents
- The PROFORMA invoice (as introduced above) is a sample invoice issued
for customs purposes or when the importer needs to submit it to his/her
bank (in the documentary credit process, for instance).
- The most important document in business is however the COMMERCIAL
INVOICE which indicates: the date of issue, the name and address of the
buyer and of the seller, the order it refers to; the quantity, the type and price of
goods, the delivery and payment terms.
EXAMPLE OF A COMMERCIAL INVOICE

Date of Export

Terms of Sale

Reference

Currency

01/02/2015

FOB

56/15

USD

SHIPPER / EXPORTER

CONSIGNEE

Phone Innovations Inc.
4568 Renault Drive
Fort Lauderdale, FL, 33024
Ph. +1 954-333-8888
USA

James Bond Import/Export Ltd.
34 Victoria's Str.
London
EC2W 0AB
UK

COUNTRY OF ULTIMATE DESTINATION

IMPORTER (if different from consignee)

UK

/

INTERNATIONAL AIRWAYBILL NUMBER
AY123456US
FULL DESCRIPTION OF GOODS
(description / HS number)

COUNTRY
of manufact.

QUANTITY

WEIGHT
(in LBS.)

UNIT
VALUE

TOTAL
VALUE

TW1 Rose telephones (HS 45698)

US

10

0.6

25.00

150.00

AR3 Black telephones (HS 45698)

CN

2

0.5

10.00

20.00

12

1.1

/

170.00

FREIGHT

25.00

INSURANCE

0.00

TOTAL INVOICE VALUE

195.00

SUB-TOTAL

TOTAL NO. OF PACKAGES
1
These commodities were exported in accordance with
Export Administration regulations.
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EXERCISES ON COMMERCIAL INVOICES
1.Describe the above commercial invoice in all its parts.
If the sales term is FOB, where will the goods be handed over?
2.On the basis of the following proforma invoice, indicate:
-who the buyer is
-who the transport company is
-the INCOTERM
-are the goods dispatched up to the customer's warehouse or production plant?
-method of transport
-method of payment
-is there any information missing?
-if it were a commercial invoice, which information would have been different?

PROFORMA INVOICE
Shipper
Outdoor living International
850 NY Street, NW
Washington DC 20000
Ph. 202-856-7845
Fax 202-856-7111

Proforma Invoice No.
125a

Date
Sept.14, 2015

Customer Ref.
24

Date
Sept. 10, 2015

Customer
Gonzalez Y Cortega Survival
Apt.do. Postal 789
Bogota, Colombia

Ship Via
Air

Item Code
AA270
BA258

Quantity
500
600

Terms of Sale
CIF Buonaventura, Colombia (Incoterms 2000)

Description
Water Filters, carbon
Ultra-violet water filers

Est. Shipment Date
60 days from receipt of
order and L/C
Unit price
$50.00
$59.28

Total price
$ 25,000.00
$ 35,570.00

Total EX WORKS Washington DC

$60,570.00

Export processing, packaging, inland freight
and fowarder's handling charges

$3,100.00

Total FCA, Washington Dulles Airport

$63,670.00

Estimated Airfreight and insurance

$2,960.00

Total Est.CIF Buen Aventura, Colombia

$ 66,630.00

Est.Gross weight 9,360 lbs
Est.Cube 520 cu.meters
Export packed 4,212 kg
Export packed 15.6 cu.meters
Prices quoted herein are valid for 60 days from Sept.14, 2015
Any changes to shipping costs or insurance rates are for account of the buyer
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-The CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN is a certificate issued by the local Chamber of
Commerce. It states that the goods are of Italian (or EU) (preferential) origins. The
certificate must contain: the description of the goods, the packing, the seller’s and
buyer’s address, the means of transport, the Incoterm applied, the invoice number. All
information must be identical to the information described in the invoice. Certificates
of origins are issued with a sequential number. The local Chamber of Commerce will
provide ahead (in advance) several blank (although numbered) copies to the
companies who request them. They have to be typed (not hand-written) and no
corrections can be made. If any copy gets lost, the loss must be reported to the
Chamber of Commerce. If something is accidentally mistyped, that certificate must be
shredded, but it must reported and brought to the local Chamber of Commerce. The
C.O. must be stamped and signed by the company’s legal representative and brought
to the Chamber of Commerce for approval (signature+stamp), together with copies of
the commercial invoice it refers to.
EXAMPLE OF A CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN

1.Exporter

Certificate No.
CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN
OF
________________

2.Consignee

3.Means of transport and route

5.For certifying authority use only

4.Country / region of destination

6.Marks and numbers

7.Number and kind of
packages: descr.of
goods

8.H.S. Code

9.Quantity

10.Number and
date of invoice

11.Declaration by the exporter
The undersigned hereby declares that the above details and
statements are correct, thtat all the goods were produced in China
and that they comply with the Rules of Origin of the People's
Republic of China

12.Certification
It is hereby certified that the
declaration by the exporter is
correct.

…........................................
Place and date, signature and stamp of authorized authority

…........................................
Place and date, signature and
stamp of certifying authority

EXERCISE ON A CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN
1.On the basis of the following information, fill in the above certificate of origin. If some
details are missing, invent them.
2.Where will the exporter sign?
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3.Where will the officer of the Chamber of Commerce sign?
Information:
Shen Shun Import Export Ldt (Blank Industrial Park 12578 Shanghai) sold 1.500 kitchen
exhaust hoods (unit price: € 120,00) to Milla snc (Via del Pescatore 14, Porto Potenza
Picena, MC). The customs code, necessary for exportation, is 145PO. The hoods were
placed on boxes (1 box each hood) and then on pallets. A full container was loaded. The
legal representative of “Shen Shun Import Export” is Shon Shuan Zen. At the Chamber of
Commerce, Yon Xuo stamped and signed the certificate.

-Finally, the TRANSPORT DOCUMENT (such as: the bill of lading, the CMR or the
airway bill) must be sent along with* the goods. In some cases, the transport
document is a title of possession of the goods (see below for more details).
*GRAMMAR FOCUS
along with = together with
1.3.4 Transportation
Choosing the mode of transport does not mean using the cheapest or the
quickest form of transport available, as several considerations have to be
taken into account. In fact, all the following aspects must be considered
when shipping goods: the nature of goods (e.g. whether the goods are
perishable or not); the size of the load (bulky goods cannot be sent by
airfreight, for instance); the cost of the transport (which affects directly the price of
the goods); the value of the goods (diamonds should be transported by air, not by
sea, for instance); the urgency; the distance involved (overland journeys of up to 200
Km should require road transport, for example).

GRAMMAR NOTE
Despatch Vs. Deliver
“goods despatched on..”
It refers to the date when the goods were sent
“goods delivered on..”
It refers to the date when the goods arrived
 You can either write “to send” or “to ship” the goods when you mean that you
despatch the goods, regardless of the method of transport you choose.
Little Glossary on Transportation
ENGLISH
To deliver
To despatch
To send
To ship
ETA: Estimated Time of Arrival
DOA : Dead On Arrival

ITALIANO
Consegnare
Spedire
Spedire (generico)
Spedire (per qualsiasi forma di trasporto)
Data presunta di arrivo merce
Il prodotto è arrivato rotto/guasto
(attenzione! Non si usa in tutti i settori)

How to say “VIAGGIO”...
Flight
Journey
Travel
Trip
Voyage
To travel
To fly

Viaggio aereo
Viaggio via terra
Viaggio, intesto come “il viaggiare”
Viaggio breve
Viaggio via mare
Viaggiare
Viaggiare in areo
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Land transport
− ROAD : by trucks (AE) / lorries (BE), vans, refrigerated carriers, containers,
tankers
Advantages: flexible, fast, can reach places inaccessible to the railway
Disadvantages: expensive, polluting, affected by traffic and weather
conditions

Little Glossary on Road Transport
Courier
Corriere espresso (DHL, UPS, TNT...)
Carrier
Vettore
Forwarder / forwarding agent
Spedizioniere
Truck (AE), Lorry (BE)
Camion
−

RAIL
Advantages: not polluting, fast on long distances, quite economical
Disadvantages: not flexible, more handling of goods

Air transport
− AIRFREIGHT
Advantages: high speed, no risks of damage in transit
Disadvantages: very high freight charges

Sea Transport
− container SHIPS
− bulk CARRIERS
Advantages: any weight and size of the goods, freight charges quite low
Disadvantages: length of time, risks of damage (or loss) in transit
SEALS
Security seals are used to seal shipping containers or trucks to provide
security against thefts or contamination. They are used to secure against
intrusion. The carrier has to write down the security seal number on the
transport document.

EXERCISE ON TRANSPORTATION: SHIPPING FOODSTUFF

When exporting Foodstuff,
which are the essential aspects
to take care of regarding
packing and transport?
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HERE IS A DRAFT FOR YOU TO FOLLOW:
When exporting foodstuffs it is essential to take care of packing and to consider the
nature of goods (as it is normally perishable).
First of all, it is necessary to avoid any means of transport which could damage the
food, therefore ..................
Amongst all means of transport, .............. would be the worst to choose, unless the
food has undergone a canning process (which means that t is processed food). For
this reason, it would be better to send food by ............. because....................
The use of refrigerated lorries ................................... .
The use of trains .................
Other factors are also important : …....................
In conclusion, it is important to take into account many aspects when deciding to ship
foodstuffs; first of all …......................
then …...........
…..................... and only afterwards, is it possible to decide how to transport them.
REMEMBER, REMEMBER!
Use LINKING WORDS, such as: firstly, secondly, therefore, however, in conclusion....
(SUGGESTED SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)
1.3.4.1 Transport Documents
In international business, transport documents are very important, as
some of them represent the title of possession of the goods, which means
that they are negotiable. Most of the times, however, transport documents
only describe the goods, the packing, the name of the seller and importer
and, of course, the transport company’s name and address. They are
signed and they bear the stamp of the transport company. The most relevant
transport documents are:
- The consignment note: “CMR”, which is a French acronym of “Convention relative
au contrat de transport international de Marchandise par Route”. It is the most
important document in road transport. It is not a document of title of the goods and
it acts only as a receipt. It is filled out by the carrier, it indicates all relevant
information about the goods transported, such as: packing, gross weight, net
weight, volume, importer's name and address, exporter's name and address.
- The AIRWAY BILL is issued by the airline and it is used in air transport. It is not a
document of title.
- The BILL OF LADING is used for transport by sea, it is a title of possession of the
goods and is therefore a negotiable document.
Any document of transport may by accepted “with reservation” by the importer. This
happens when the importer received faulty or damaged goods. The claims should be
sent immediately to the seller (exporter), who may ask for compensation against the
carrier.

EXERCISE ON TRANSPORTATION AND TRANSPORT DOCUMENTS
Imagine that you have to ship solid wood (=legno massello) bedroom furniture to one
of your customer in Sydney, Australia.
Describe the phases of the shipment, in particular:
− the kind of letter you would write to the customer
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−
−
−

the packing
the method of transport that you suggest
the necessary documents

Here is a draft of the description you could write:
With a view to shipping solid wood furniture to Australia, it is essential at first to
write an “advice of despatch” to the buyer in order to: inform about................
…........................................................... and about the packing that was chosen.
As for the packing, the goods should be packed in................................
In addition, it is necessary to inform the buyer about the means of transport; in this
case the only way to transport the goods is..................... In fact, solid wood
bedroom furniture consists of a large-sized consignment................. Furthermore, as
it is not perishable, ….............….............…............….............….............
Therefore, ….................................................….............….............….............
The transport document that is required in this case is..........................................
…...................................................... . Then, if requested by the buyer, …..........
…...............................….............….............…............….............…............. .
(EXCERCISE SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)
EXAMPLE OF A CMR (CONSIGNMENT NOTE):
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EXERCISE ON A CMR
Read the following CMR and fill in the information provided below:

LETTRE DE VOITURE INTERNATIONAL **CMR** INTERNATIONAL CONSIGNMENT NOTE
Sender (Name, Address, Country)

Customs Reference/Status
Sender's/Agent's Reference

Consignee (Name, Address, Country)

Carrier (Name, Address, Country)

Place & date of taking over of goods (place, country) Successive Carriers

Place of delivery of goods (place, country)

This carriage is subject, notwithstanding any clause to
the contrary, to the Convention on the Contract for the
International Carriage of Goods by Road (CMR)

Marks & Nos., No. & Kind of Packages. Description of Goods

Trailer No.:

Gross Weight (kg) Volume (m3)

Quantity said to contain:

Description of Goods
THE DRIVER MUST ENSURE THAT THE CONSIGNMENT IS SECURED

Carriage Charges

Sender's instructions for Customs, etc.

Reservations

Documents attached
Special agreements

SEAL No.
Goods Received

Signature of Carrier Company completing this note

Place and Date. Signature

Copy 1: Sender, Copy 2: Consignee, Copy 3: Carrier
Information:
Goods:
5.000 booklets
put in 30 boxes (1 pallet)
gross weight: 200Kg

Forwarder:
Saima Avandero SpA
Via dell'Industria 45
Montecassiano, MC
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Volume: 0,7 cubic meters
Loaded on 12th May 2015
Invoice n. 14 of 10/05
Harmonized system**: 125PY
Exporter:
Trottaroli Snc
Z.I. ZIPA
Jesi, Ancona – Italy
(the goods were loaded here)

Italy
(no other forwarders)
plate: BA 456 OT
seal no. 124567
Importer:
Synergy Ltd.
12 Raantalstraat
1256 Gravenhag NL
(the goods will be delivered here)
They require the packing list

Which copy must be held by the seller?
Which copy must be held by the transport company?
Can there be any reservations?
**The Harmonized System is a customs code system

PACKING LIST: when transporting goods, the importer may ask for a packing list, that
is a document which indicates: the gross weight and net weight of the goods; the
number of items; the packing (crates; pallets etc.); the production lot (when
applicable); the volume, etc. It is not necessarily signed or stamped.
EXAMPLE OF A PACKING LIST

CERTIFICATE OF FUMIGATION: In some countries, it is mandatory to import goods
accompanied by a certificate of fumigation. The fumigation is a process by which the
pallets are fumigated (treated with smoke) before loading. In this way, parasites (if
present) are killed.
The fumigation operation and the issue of the related certificate is dealt with by the
carrier. Therefore, the company has just to instruct the carrier to process fumigation
and to issue the necessary certificate, which will be shipped together with the goods.
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EXAMPLE OF A CERTIFICATE OF FUMIGATION
MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
VIETNAM ANTI-PAR COMPANY
-------Head Office: 129 Dion Thwang Str. Dist. 3, Hochiminh City, Tel +84 123456789
-------

CERTIFICATE OF FUMIGATION
No. 5896/AA

We hereby certify that the cargo with the following details:
- Name of commodity: HANDICRAFTS WOODEN BOATS

- Weight:
- Quantity:

Gross Weight: 2 TON
1 Container (20')

- Means of conveyance: Trasnport ship Yokohama n 569
B/L No. VT4589/A
-Has been fumigated with: METHYL BROMIDE (CH3Br)
-Dosage:
50 GR/M3
-Duration of exposure:
24 hours at 30°C
-Place of fumigation:
Hochiminh City
-Date fumigated:
Mar. 16.2015
-Port of Loading:
-Port of discharge:

Hochiminh City
Montreal, Canada

EXERCISE ON A CERTIFICATE OF FUMIGATION
Analyse the certificate of fumigation above and say:
1.What the product is
2.from where the goods are leaving
3.where the goods are being shipped
4.who performed the fumigation
---------------------------------------------------------

EXERCISES ON A LETTER OF CREDIT
What follows is a fax from your bank confirming the opening of a letter of
credit in your favour. Read it carefully.
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SWIFT SENT TO
UNICRITXXX
UNICREDIT SPA
MILANO
ITALY
SEQUENCE OF TOTAL
1/1
FORM OF DOCUMENTARY CREDIT
IRREVOCABLE
DOCUMENTARY CREDIT NUMBER
123456
DATE OF ISSUE
28/09/2015
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41 APPLICABLE RULES
UCP LATEST VERSION
32 DATE AND PLACE OF EXPIRY
15/10/15 ITALY
21 APPLICANT BANK
BANK OF GREEK SA
KOMOTINI
20 APPLICANT
ENE MEDIA
INDUSTRIAL AREA KOMOTINI
GREECE
22 BENEFICIARY
VIDEO FUN SRL
Z.I. LEGO – PARMA
33 CURRENCY CODE – AMOUNT
EUR 35163,07
39 MAXIMUM CREDIT AMOUNT
NOT EXCEEDING
43 AVAILABLE WITH..BY..
UNICRITXXXX
BY DEF PAYMENT
44 DEFERRED PAYMENT DETAILS
EUR 35163,07 AT 90 DAYS FROM CMR DATE
45 PARTIAL SHIPMENTS
NOT ALLOWED
46 TRANSHIPMENT
NOT ALLOWED
47 LOADING ON BOARD/DISPATCH/TAKING IN CHARGE AT
PARMA ITALY
48 FOR TRANSPORTATION TO
KOMOTINI GREECE
49 LATEST DATE OF SHIPMENT
05/10/15
50 DESCRIPTION OF GOODS
651.168 PCS OF PHONE COVERS AT EUR 0.054/PC FOR TOTAL AMOUNT EUR 35.163,07
(DELIVERY TERMS: CFR KOMOTINI GREECE)
51 DOCUMENTS REQUIRED
1)COMMERCIAL INVOICE IN THREE ORIGINAL AND THREE COPY FOR EUR 35.163,07
DULY STAMPED AND SIGNED BEARING THE BENEFICIARIES STATEMENT THAT THE
INVOICED AND SHIPPED GOODS ARE IN STRICT CONFORMITY TO THE ISO 9001/145
STANDARDS MENTIONING THE VAT NUMBER OF BOTH BUYER AND SELLER
SEPARATELY, THE PLACES OF LOADING AND OF DISCHARGE
2)TRUCK WAY BILL (CMR) ISSUED BY AN INTERNATION TRANPORT COMPANY TO THE
NAME OF THE BANK OF GREECE EVIDENCING DISPATCH OF GOODS FROM PARMA
ITALY WITH DESTINATION KOMOTINI GREECE MARKED FREIGHT PREPAID AND NOTIFY
APPLICANT
3)PACKING LIST IN THREE COPIES MENTIONING THE GROSS AND THE NET WEIGHT OF
EACH PACKAGE, THE MARKS AND NUMBERS AND THEIR CONTENT
58 ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS
INSURANCE WILL BE COVERED BY THE APPLICANT ACCORDING TO THEIR STATEMENT.
OUR L/C NUMBER AND DATE TO BE MENTIONED ON ALL DOCUMENTS REQUIRED
70 CHARGES
ALL YOUR CHARGES OUTSIDE APPLICANT'S BANK ARE ON BENEFICIARIES ACCOUNT
59 PERIOD OF PRESENTATION
DOCUMENTS TO BE PRESENTED WITHIN 10 DAYS AFTER THE DATE OF ISSUANCE OF
THE TRANSPORT DOCUMENT, BUT WITHIN THE VALIDITY OF THE CREDIT
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71 INSTRUCTIONS TO THE PAYING/ACC/NEG.BANK
WE SHALL COVER YOU AS PER YOUR INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE AMOUNT OF EUR
35163,07 ON DUE DATE (SEE FIELD 44) WITH VALUE TWO WORKING DAYS LATER, ON
CONDITION THAT RELEVANT DOCUMENTS HAVE BEEN PRESENTED IN COMPLIANCE
WITH L/C TERMS AND CONDITIONS.
60 ADVISE THROUGH BANK
UNICRITYYYY
UNICREDIT CORPORATION
PARMA ITALY
72 SENDER TO RECEIVER INFORMATION
FORWARD TWO SETS OF DOCUMENTS TO THE ADDRESS INDICATED IN FIELD 21
COURIER. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT RECEIPT BY SWIFT.

On the basis of the fax above:
1.answer the following questions:
-which is the importer's bank?
-which is the exporter's bank?
-the goods were sent on 29/09. By when should all documents be submitted to the
exporter's bank?
-are instructions 71 and 72 for the exporter only or also for the importer?

2.read the following standard seller's commercial invoice and the one issued in
view of the L/C. Indicate what the additional information refers to, having
regard to the instructions reported in the fax.
3.read the packing list and answer the questions
4.prepare a CMR by filling in the template provided
-------------------------------------------------2)COMMERCIAL INVOICE
The first one is a standard invoice issued by the seller. Now you have to highlight the
differences between this invoice and the one issued in view of the L/C instructions. In
particular, you have to indicate what each piece of information refers to, having regard to
the instructions in the fax. An example (“Ref.47”) is provided.

STANDARD COMMERCIAL INVOICE

VIDEO FUN srl
Z.I. LEGO PARMA
ITALY P.I. IT556644

ENE MEDIA
INDUSTRIAL AREA KOMOTINI
GREECE

Cod.Cliente 456

Numero: 56

Data: 29/09/2015

Cond.Pagamento: IRREV. L/C
Codice
Articolo

Descrizione

Data
consegna

Quantità

Prezzo Importo netto
unitario

IVA

444589

Phone covers

06/10/2015

651168

0,054

0

TOTALE

29

35163,07

35.163,07

COMMERCIAL INVOICE WITH FULL DETAILS IN VIEW OF THE L/C INSTRUCTIONS

VIDEO FUN srl
Z.I. LEGO PARMA
ITALY
P.I. IT556644

ENE MEDIA
INDUSTRIAL AREA KOMOTINI
GREECE

Cod.Cliente 456

Numero: 56

Data: 29/09/2015

Cond.Pagamento
IRREV. L/C
Codice
Articolo

Descrizione

Data
consegna

Quantità

Prezzo Importo netto
unitario

IVA

444589

Phone covers

30/09/2015

651168

0,054

0

35163,07

Place of loading: Parma Italy (Ref. 47)
Place of discharge: Komotini Greece
Description of goods: 651.168 pcs of
phone covers at EUR 0.054/pc for total
amount EUR 35.163,07 for total amount
EUR 35.163,07 (delivery terms: CFR
Komotini Greece).
The invoiced and shipped goods are in
strict conformity to the ISO 9001/145
standards.
Buyer's VAT number: 7778899;
Seller's number: 556644.
L/C number 123456. Date of issue
28/09/2015.
TOTALE

35.163,07

Are there any mistakes in this invoice, according to the L/C instructions?

3)PACKING LIST
a)This is the packing list which was prepared. For each piece of information, indicate
what it refers to, with regard to the instructions in the fax.

VIDEO FUN SRL
PACKING LIST
ENE MEDIA
INDUSTRIAL AREA KOMOTINI
GREECE
ITEM
444589

NO. OF PIECES IN A PALLET
19.152

NO. OF PALLETS
34

PACKAGES: NO.34
NET WEIGHT: 17.581 KG
GROSS WEIGHT: 18.232 KG.
VOLUME 68 CU.METER
MARKS AND CONTENT OF PACKAGES: 444589 PHONE COVER
b)Which information is missing in this packing list?
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TOTAL NO. OF PIECES
651.168

4)CMR
Fill this CMR in with the instructions reported in the fax and with some of the information
indicated in the packing list. The goods were sent on the invoice date.

LETTRE DE VOITURE INTERNATIONAL **CMR** INTERNATIONAL CONSIGNMENT NOTE
Sender (Name, Address, Country)
Customs Reference/Status
Sender's/Agent's Reference
Consignee (Name, Address, Country)

Carrier (Name, Address, Country)
PARMA LOGISTICS Srl
Largo Ind.le 154, PARMA - ITALY

Place & date of taking over of goods (place, country) Successive Carriers

Place of delivery of goods (place, country)

This carriage is subject, notwithstanding any clause to
the contrary, to the Convention on the Contract for the
International Carriage of Goods by Road (CMR)

Marks & Nos., No. & Kind of Packages. Description of Goods
Trailer No.:

Gross Weight (kg) Volume (m3)

Quantity said to contain:

THE DRIVER MUST ENSURE THAT THE CONSIGNMENT IS SECURED

Carriage Charges

Sender's instructions for Customs, etc.

Reservations

Documents attached
Special agreements

SEAL No.
Goods Received

Signature of Carrier Company completing this note
Place and Date. Signature

Copy 1: Sender, Copy 2: Consignee, Copy 3: Carrier
1.3.4.2 Dealing with transport complaints
First of all, there are several reasons why a customer may call and complain. In fact,
there might be problems due to..
1. a late delivery (due to: strikes in the transport sectors; the fact that the products left
the exporter’s warehouse too late; weather conditions; general delays; the fact that the
truck is “stuck” somewhere; thefts; customs clearance issues; road accidents.. etc.)
2. no delivery at all
3. damaged goods discovered upon arrival of the goods
4. faulty items discovered upon arrival of the goods
5. missing items found out upon arrival of the goods
6. quality below the standards or below what expected, after customer's verification
Cases 1-2 can be dealt with by ringing the transport company and asking for
information about the late delivery. If the customer is very angry, you can put him/her
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on hold while calling the transport company on another line. It is generally good
practice to reassure the customer and say that you're doing your best.. In some
cases, however, such as if there is a national strike going on, there is not much you
can do.
Cases n. 3-6 can be caused by the means of transport or by the exporter. In these
cases, if there seems to be quality issues, different ways of facing them can be found.
Let's see some of them...
DAMAGED GOODS, BROKEN or CRACKED ITEMS
- it could be the fault of the forwarder while the goods were in transit (e.g. shifts
of the contents of the packing) or while loading the goods;
- it could be the fault of the logistics staff, while unloading the goods (e.g. the
packing fell off and the items broke, for instance).
In this case:
- It is a good practice to see whether there are any remarks on the CMR (i.e. the
document of transport). The remarks should clearly indicate if the goods are
damaged or broken. If this is the case, the exporter should ask for a scanned
copy of the CMR and forward it straight away to the transport company, to ask
for damages*. If not, it will depend on the exporter's choice whether to decide
to meet the client's requests of reimbursement / replacement or not
- It is also a good practice to ask for samples of the broken items, or to ask at
least for some pictures of the damaged goods in order to verify the damage
- Furthermore, if the exporter keeps track of all the dispatched items, the quality
(or production) manager may investigate further and see whether there are
samples of the corresponding production lot to be analysed
- In the end, the exporter may opt for replacing the damaged goods or for
granting a discount on future orders. On the basis of the circumstances, of the
analysed samples (if any), and of the ascertained damage, the exporter may
also decide not to reimburse the customers or not to replace the items.

*GRAMMAR FOCUS
if the goods are damaged = se la merce è danneggiata
to ask for damages = chiedere i danni

FAULTY ITEMS:
- Unfortunately, if there are faulty (i.e. not working) items and if the exporter is
the manufacturer, it could only be his/her fault, unless the items are faulty as
they have been broken (see above)
Therefore..
- In this case, it is a good practice to verify with the production manager or with
the quality manager whether there are some problems in the production line.
- if the exporter keeps track of all the dispatched goods, it should investigate
further with the quality / production manager, and see if there are any samples
of the corresponding production lot that can be analysed
- also in this case, the exporter may opt for granting a discount or replacing the
items
MISSING ITEMS:
- it could be the fault of the logistics staff, who may have overlooked some
boxes/packing and forgotten to ship some items
- there could be some losses in transit (railway transport is risky for this reason,
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as there is much handling of goods)
In this case:
- the exporter should better investigate with the warehouse/logistics department
or with the transport company (although s/he should not expect them to accept
the claim!)
- in the end, the exporter will decide whether to ship the missing items or not (if
they are urgent, and if the customer is important, non-bulky items should be
sent by airfreight)
QUALITY CLAIMS:
Quality issues are not generally due to transport issues, unless perishable goods or
“sensitive” items (such as medicines) have been exposed to heat or to unfavourable
weather conditions. However, if the customer complains, the exporter should better
investigate further with its quality/production manager, then decide what to do.
Quality issues could occur, for instance, when the delivered goods do not comply with
the samples the customer had previously received, or when they do not comply with
the national or international quality standards (such as the ISO standards, for
instance).

EXERCISE: GETTING ORGANISED FOR THE SHIPMENT OF GOODS
Your boss is on a business trip and left you a note in order to organise a urgent**
shipment of luxury bathrobes for an important Brazilian customer.
Here are his notes. In red you will find some other helpful suggestions.
Write a letter to the Brazilian customer by taking the following into account:
“Hi Sara, please write a letter to Mr. Carvalho considering the following:
1. inform him about the fact that the goods will be arriving on a certain (or
estimated?) date. Phone Jenny from our forwarding company “Fast Shipments
Ltd” and ask for details about ETA. (Jenny says “goods will be leaving the port
of Naples on 21st January and should arrive in Sao Paulo on 14th February”)
2. inform about the method of packing; ask Larry from the Logistics dept. if we
are sending the product in cardboard or plastic boxes as I can't remember now.
(Larry says : “fine cardboard boxes, with the mark “Made in Italy” together with
our company's trade-mark, according to the boss’s instructions”)
3. inform about the means of transport and give details about the transport (this
kind of information is provided by the forwarding company, i.e. Jenny, such as:
ship number + container number + container seal number + date of
departure). (Jenny says : “Ship name is “Melissa”, the ship number is AY14H
and we will inform about the container seal number as soon as the ship has left
the port of departure”)
4. prepare the transport documents or ask the transport company to supply you
with all necessary info/documents (Bill of lading--> sea transport). (Jenny says:
“we will forward a copy of the BL to you as soon as the goods are loaded onto
the ship, we cannot do that before! I have said this many, many times...”)
5. prepare the invoice or the pro-forma invoice for customs purposes, according to
customer’s requests (see his previous emails) and attach it to the letter you are
sending (customer wants a pro-forma invoice and Larry, from logistics, says:
“we will send the invoice as soon as the goods are loaded onto the truck. Truck
will deliver the goods up to the port of departure, according to boss’s
instructions. But I'm not supposed to issue this pro-forma thing.. you are!”)
6. prepare the certificate of origin (if requested by the customer, please see old
emails) (you see from past emails that customer wants the certificate of origin
to be sent along with the goods)
7. if the customer is paying by L/C (please verify this with Lisa from Accounting)
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read carefully all customer's bank instructions and the documents to be
submitted to our bank (such as: BL, packing list, how many copies of the
invoice; certificate of origin; declaration of conformity of the goods etc.) (Lisa
says: “As soon as our bank confirms the opening of the L/C, we will proceed
with the preparation of all necessary documents; not before, because we do
NOT know what they confirmed with their bank! Our boss should know this;
why is he insisting on this point every time?! I am glad he is away these
days..”)
If you have any troubles, ring me. Good luck!”

**GRAMMAR NOTE
Pay attention to the following:
• A URGENT MATTER => A

ˈɜːrdʒənt MATTER
• WEAR A UNIFORM => A ˈjuːnɪfɔːm
• AN UNUSUAL CUSTOMER => AN ʌnˈjuːʒuəl CUSTOMER
• AN UMBRELLA TERM => AN ʌmˈbrelə TERM
•
•

When the sound of the vowel U corresponds to a mute ɜ or to ju, you must use
A as indefinite article.
When the sound of the vowel U corresponds to an open ʌ, you must use AN as
indefinite article.

1.4 EXHIBITIONS AND TRADE FAIRS

•

•
•
•

Exhibitions are the standard way to:
• meet existing customers
• find new customers
• know the competitors and have the chance to see their (new)
products
launch a new product on the Market
“test” the Market area or niche
talk, exchange ideas, get “inspired”
anticipate or understand new market trends

A good preparation before an exhibition is hence essential. First of all, it is necessary
to remark that every company has its own strategy and there are millions of ways to
get organised for an important exhibition. For instance, it is possible to :
 contact an event organiser to take care of all the details (from the rental of the
exhibition space to the complimentary chocolates offered to customers) or to
 organise everything by oneself, such as:
o contacting the carrier to ship all relevant equipment
o asking someone to mount the shelves and the equipment, or even
o bringing* all the equipment and basic information (samples, catalogues
etc.) along with oneself
Given all that, the list that follows contains some aspects to be kept in mind when
getting organised for a trade fair:
• booth: where exactly in the exhibition ground map and which dimensions it has
(it depends strictly on the exhibitor’s budget); cleaning (how often the
exhibition personnel should clean the booth), electricity (where sockets need to
be placed), Internet access
• furniture: chairs, tables, stool-chairs, shelves, counters, lockers, coat-hanger,
paper basket…
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

products: samples, brochures, catalogues (to bring* along or to be sent over)
organisation: entry badges, opening hours of the exhibition (for you and for the
transport company which will bring the items you need, if decided so)
miscellaneous: gadgets for customers (complimentary items such as pens, USB
keys..), coffee machine, little fridge, cookies, chocolates, posters, stationary…
getting there: flight tickets, hotel reservation (in the proximity of the fairground
or with easy transport connection)
people: who will go from the company? Are interpreters needed?
preparation of the company's sign above the booth: the fair organiser will ask
to confirm the company's name
(last but not least): dissemination activity: inform customers about the
attendance at* the event; informing about the booth number; writing articles
on sector's magazines about attendance etc.; announcing (on that occasion)
the launching of new products..

*GRAMMAR FOCUS
differences between TO BRING and TO TAKE (=PORTARE)
To bring (ex: “bring it here”)
Portare avvicinando
“phrasal verb”: To bring along
portare con sé
To take (ex: “take it there, please”)

Portare allontanando

Attendance at (an event)
Partecipare a (un evento)
Participation in (an event)

EXERCISE : GETTING READY FOR AN IMPORTANT EXHIBITION
Here is a list of all things that should do before an important trade fair takes place.
Suppose your company is a manufacturer of quality small kitchen appliances and the
Marketing Manager left this list on your desk before quitting the company:
1. prepare the material to be brought to the exhibition: brochures, samples, stationary,
business cards, PCs with video presentations of the company and of the latest products.
Remember also hooks/scotch tape (to hang on photos or posters)
2. make all necessary reservations: hotel, flight. If you ask the exhibition organiser, they
generally have some agreements with or special offers from some hotels near the
fairground. You may want to spend a few words with them, on the phone or on a video-call
3. prepare samples to take there (ask the production manager for quantities and packing)
4. get a map of the city to see how to move around (do you need taxis to reach the
fairground?). You can get all this information from the exhibition's Web Site, generally.
5. organise appropriate advertising, highlighting your participation in the exhibition.
Remember to indicate our booth number. Such AD should be issued in the exhibition
magazine, on our Web Site and on the sector magazine “Home Kitchens”
6. send e-mails to the customers presenting the exhibition and informing about the booth
number. In particular, you may plan formal meetings with some of our important customers
during the exhibition
7. are you sending all equipment/furniture(desks, chairs etc.) via courier?
a. If yes, contact one courier to organise the pick up from our premises and to set the
delivery date and time (ask the fair organiser for the opening hours of the fairground)
b. If not, have all furniture/equipment provided by the fair organiser; few months before
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the exhibition, you will see the exhibition website activated with all useful information
on how to book the furniture or services you need, such as:
o stool-chairs, chairs, tables, counters, lockers, coat-hangers, paper basket, shelves,
carpet-floor, screens (if we need any), etc.
o booth cleaning (i.e. how often you will have your booth vacuum-cleaned)
o (last but not least): electricity and Wi-Fi connection (beware: the wireless is not
for free)
8. give our company's name to the fair organiser, so that they can prepare a sign with our
company's name to put on top of the booth (sometimes this is obvious and you do not have
to contact the organiser to give such information, but please verify)
9. ask the fair organiser for their bank details to effect the payment in order to participate
in the exhibition (this should be done well in advance and if you forget it, they will chase
you)
10.
ask the fair organiser how and when you can get the entry badges
11.
in the first evening of the exhibition there is usually a welcoming party: it could be
a good idea to join it in order to see all exhibitors, competitors, partners and (possibly)
customers, or just to share few words with some people who work in our sector. Find out
who the other exhibitors are, so you can decide whether to join the welcoming party or not.
12.
ask the organiser of the exhibition for:
o the fair ground opening hours (if you are waiting for the carrier to let the
equipment in)
o detailed information (i.e. dimensions) of the booth (if you are preparing posters or
other material to hang on, for example)
I hope I wrote down everything, if you are in troubles, ask Lisa.
Good Luck

Now, on the basis of the above, answer the following questions :
a) which points would you exclude from the list, if your company were in the service
sector (e.g. transport, financing or consulting)?
b) which points would you add or would you skip, if your company only VISITED the
trade fair in order to look for potential customers?
c) rank points n° 1 to 12 from the most urgent to the least time-affected activity
when getting ready for an exhibition
(SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)

EXERCISE : THINGS TO BE DONE WHEN PARTICIPATING IN A TRADE FAIR

You are the marketing manager of Time-Write ltd, a company which produces clocks. Your
firm is going to attend the International Trade Fair in Birmingham in September 2016. You
are going on maternity leave next week, so you will delegate the responsibility for the
arrangements for the fair to your assistant. On the basis of what you have learnt so far from
the notes and exercises above, leave detailed written instructions saying what needs to be
done!
You may start in this way:
With a view to presenting our collection of clocks at the Trade Fair in Birmingham it is
important to show not only our traditional clocks (product catalogue numbers 1 to 9),
but also our new line of clocks, which I think will become popular in the coming years.
 I suggest sending some letters and brochures to …….
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 It is also important to invite the customers …….
 Furthermore, in our letter of presentation, it is important to point out that our
products will be offered at special prices, …...................
 It is also necessary to organise the booth, the cleaning, the WI-FI connection,
the…......................
 by next week, please arrange a meeting with the managing director to decide:
− who will come ...
− how many complimentary ....
− how many clocks of the old line we still have on stock ...
− …....................... interpreter (last year we ....)
− ...
(SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)
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SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS TO CHAPTER EXERCISES
EXERCISE : WHO’SWHO
1) middle managers
2) board of directors
3) junior executive
4) work-force
5) employees/staff*
6) middle managers/senior executives
7) colleagues
8) supervisor
9) superior
10) subordinates'
11) staff
12) managing director
*GRAMMAR FOCUS
“staff” in the 5th line is a plural noun; in the 11th sentence it is meant to be singular

STOCK EXCHANGE
On the basis of the Stock Exchange trend analysis, our client can invest in government bonds
if s/he doesn't like risky investments. These offer in fact a fixed rate of interest and are quite
stable. Otherwise, s/he could invest in preferred shares from a big company. In this way,
s/he would become entitled to a rate of dividend which is paid before all other shares are
paid. However, returns could not be very high in case the company did not have a high profit
at the end of the year. Therefore, if the client were neither satisfied with the returns of
government bonds nor with the dividends of preferred shares, s/he could invest
money in
debentures, which are fixed-interest securities that are issued from Limited Companies in return
for long-term loans. This kind of investment would be suitable because there are no risks of
instability (except the one of bankruptcy of the company) and, at the same time, because the
(fairly good) rate of interest is paid whether the firm makes a profit or not.

TRADE AND COMMERCE
a)Trade is a branch of commerce, whereas commerce is a branch of business
a)The scope of commerce is wider than the scope of trade

INCOTERMS
1. FAS SINGAPORE; 2. CIF / C&F Rome; 3. CPT or DAP Frankfurt

EXERCISE ON A PROFORMA INVOICE
Company's logo

PRO-FORMA INVOICE

¥

Page: 1
Bill to
Name: John Reed
Company name: House Refine Ltd
Address: Queen's Ave 586
State: EC145Z New South Wales, Sydney
Phone No: +61 2 1234 6674

Date: 16th March
Invoice no: 15
Customer ID: 125
Additional information for customs
Country of origin: Italy
Port of loading: Ancona
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Port of discharge: Brisbane
AWB/BL: AY7581W
Reason for export: SALE
Ship to:
Name: Mary Steeve
Company name: House Refine Ltd
Address: London Ave 1245
State: AW125Y, Queensland, Brisbane
Phone No: +61 7 3245 9999

Shipment information:
Purchase Order no: 14
P.O. Date: 14th March 2015
L/C no: 123RT
Payment terms: 60 days
Est.shipment date: 31st March 2015
Mode of transportation: SEA
Transportation terms: FOB Ancona
No of packages: 20 cases on 4 pallets
Est. net weight: 800 Kg
Est. gross weight: 1 TON
Carrier: Saima Avandero SpA

Item/Part number

Description

Unit Price

Quantity

VAT

Total Price

AP1458

Blue Marine

5,40

500.000

0

270.000,00

Subtotal
Subtotal VAT
Handling
Other

270.000,00
0,00
1.000,00

Total

271.000,00

EXERCISE ON METHODS OF PAYMENT
ENGLISH
SPIEGAZIONE (ITALIANO)
you will effect payment in advance Il compratore deve pagare la merce anticipatamente. Non
and we will send you the goods as appena il venditore riceve il denaro (nel conto corrente,
soon as we receive the money
generalmente), invia la merce
please send us a bank receipt Il venditore chiede una copia della ricevuta bancaria
confirming the money transfer and attestante il pagamento (bonifico) eseguito dal compratore.
we will ship the goods immediately Non appena il venditore riceve la ricevuta (normalmente
per fax o come allegato di un messaggio di posta
elettronica), invia la merce
we will send you the goods as soon Si tratta di una operazione di credito documentario, dove
as our bank transmits your intervengono le banche (sia dell’importatore che
documents to us
dell’esportatore) e verificano i documenti commerciali
(fattura, documento di trasporto ed altri, laddove richiesto
dalle banche stesse). Dopo averne verificato l’esattezza, le
banche rilasciano il credito all’esportatore (l’importatore
dovrà aver precedentemente versato il denaro
corrispondente alla transazione commerciale o, più
frequentemente, avere un c/c presso la banca)
EXERCISE ON COMMERCIAL INVOICES
1.The goods are handed over in the airport of Fort Lauderdale, FL.
-Phone Innovations = seller
-James Bond Import/Export = buyer
-the goods will be delivered by the seller up to the airport of departure (Fort
Lauderdale)
-We understand that the goods will be shipped by airfreight because the document of
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transportation is an airwaybill.
-the airwaybill number is AY123456US
-the buyer is importing telephones which are either manufactured in the US or in China
-the seller is charging $ 25 to the buyer for the transport of goods up to the airport of
departure
-the “HS” number is a customs code

2.
-The buyer is “Gonzalez y Cortega Survival”
-The name of the transport company is not revealed in the invoice
-the INCOTERM is CIF Buonaventura, Colombia
-the goods are dispatched up to Buonaventura by the seller, not up to the customer's
plant
-the method of transport is by AIR
-goods will be paid within 60 days from the receipt of the order and of the opening of the
L/C
-information is missing about the type and number of packing (cases, boxes etc.).
-->On the proforma invoice, the following would change if it were a commercial invoice:
---instead of “proforma”=>”commercial”
---I would take out all “Estimated” words and I would write the real incurred costs, freight
and the real dates (e.g. on the invoice, etc.)
---I would take out out the phrase indicating the validity of the offer

EXERCISE ON A CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN
1.Exporter
Certificate No. 1458/14
Shen Shun Import Export Ldt
Blank Industrial Park
CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN
12578 Shanghai
OF
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
2.Consignee
Milla snc
Via del Pescatore 14
62018 Porto Potenza Picena (MC)
ITALY
3.Means of transport and route
From Shanghai to Civitanova Marche
BY SEA

5.For certifying authority use only

4.Country / region of destination
Italy
6.Marks and
numbers
1258

7.Number and kind of
packages: descr.of goods
No. 1.500 boxes on 27 pallets

8.H.S. Code
145PO

11.Declaration by the exporter
The undersigned hereby declares that the above details and
statements are correct, thtat all the goods were produced in China
and that they comply with the Rules of Origin of the People's
Republic of China
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9.Quantity
1 TON

10.Number and
date of invoice
Inv.No. 35
Date:
19/04/2015

12.Certification
It is hereby certified that the
declaration by the exporter is
correct.

(Exporter's signature and stamp)Shon Shuan Zen §
Place and date, signature and stamp of authorized authority

(Officer of the Chamber of
Commerce: signature and
stamp) Yon Xuo O
Place and date, signature and
stamp of certifying authority

2.The exporter will sign in the box at the bottom of the certificate, on left hand column
3.The officer of the Chamber of Commerce will sign in the box at the bottom, on the right
hand column.

TRANSPORTATION: SHIPPING FOODSTUFF
When exporting foodstuffs it is essential to take care of packing and consider the
nature of goods (as it is normally perishable).
First of all, it is necessary to avoid any means of transport which could damage the
food, therefore the appropriate method of transport must to be chosen carefully.
Amongst all means of transport, sea transport would be the worst, unless the food
has undergone a canning process (which makes it processed food). For this reason, it
would be tempting to send food by air because this would not imply any risk of
damage as the goods would arrive directly at the point of destination. However, the
high freight charges and the low amount of profit in the food industry, would not
make this alternative possible.
Therefore, the use of refrigerated lorries could be an excellent alternative for short
journeys, otherwise it would be better to use container-trains as they are cheaper and
quicker for distances over 200 Km. However, the use of trains would imply risks of
damage when handling the goods.
In conclusion, it is important to take into account many aspects when deciding to ship
foodstuffs; first of all the value of the goods; the weight and size; the nature
(perishable or not) and then decide how to transport food.
In addition, other factors must be considered, such as: how fast the buyer needs the
goods; how much s/he is prepared to pay to have it and (as transport costs are
normally charged in the commercial invoice) how much the end-customers would pay
locally for that type of food.

TRANSPORTATION AND TRANSPORT DOCUMENTS : SHIPPING FURNITURE TO
AUSTRALIA
With a view to shipping solid wood furniture to Australia, at first it is essential to write
an “advice of despatch” to the buyer in order to: inform about the date of arrival of
the goods; list the items that were ordered (the quantity, the type and name of the
products); indicate the amount of the invoice (which is normally indicated in a
proforma invoice that can be sent ahead per email) and the packing that was chosen.
As for the packing, the goods should be packed in special containers lined with
protective materials or in padded cases or containers, in order to avoid risks of
damage during transport.
In addition, it is necessary to inform the buyer about the means of transport; in this
case the only way to transport the goods is by ship. In fact, solid wood bedroom
furniture consists of a large-sized consignment which is also quite heavy.
Furthermore, as it is not perishable, there would be no risks of damage, which might
be caused by the long voyage. Therefore, the use of container ships is suitable in
order to transport the goods up to Sydney.
The transport document that is required is the Bill of Lading, together with other
documents, such as the commercial invoice, which can be sent along with the goods.
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Then, if requested by the buyer, the seller can send a certificate of origin, issued by
the Chamber of Commerce. If the goods are placed on wooden pallets, there might be
the necessity to submit a declaration at the customs that certifies the absence of
pests in the pallet wood. Such declaration is called “certificate of fumigation”, but if
such document is required, the shipping agency would normally take care of it.

EXERCISE ON A CMR
Sender (Name, Address, Country)
TROTTAROLI SNC
Z.I. ZIPA
JESI, ANCONA - ITALY

Customs Reference/Status

Consignee (Name, Address, Country)
SYNERGY LTD.
12 RAANTALSTRAAT
1256 GRAVENHAG – NL

Carrier (Name, Address, Country)
SAIMA AVANDERO SPA
VIA DELL'INDUSTRIA 45
MONTECASSIANO, MC – ITALY

Sender's/Agent's Reference

Place & date of taking over of goods (place, country) Successive Carriers
JESI, ANCONA, ITALY
DATE: 12/05/2015
Place of delivery of goods (place, country)
GRAVENHAG, THE NETHERLANDS

This carriage is subject, notwithstanding any clause to
the contrary, to the Convention on the Contract for the
International Carriage of Goods by Road (CMR)

Marks & Nos., No. & Kind of Packages. Description of Goods
1 PALLET

Trailer No.:
BW125WZ

Gross Weight (kg) Volume (m3)
200 KG
0,7 CU.
METER

Quantity said to contain:
30 BOXES

Description of Goods
NO. 5.000 BOOKLETS
THE DRIVER MUST ENSURE THAT THE CONSIGNMENT IS SECURED

Carriage Charges

Sender's instructions for Customs, etc.
HS NO. 125PY

Reservations

Documents attached
INVOICE NO. 14 OF 10/05/2015, PACKING LIST

SEAL No. 124567
Goods Received

Special agreements
Signature of Carrier Company completing this note
SAIMA AVANDERO SPA

Robert Laars

Place and Date. Signature
JESI, 12/05/15 Luciano Luci

Copy 1=to the sender
Copy 3=to the carrier
There can be no reservations at the moment as the goods are loaded.
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EXERCISE ON A CERTIFICATE OF FUMIGATION
-The
-The
-The
-The

products are handicrafts wooden boats
goods are leaving from Hochiminh (Vietnam)
goods will be shipped to Montreal, Canada
fumigation was performed by the “Vietnam Anti-Par Company”

GETTING ORGANISED FOR THE SHIPMENT OF GOODS
Dear Mr. Carvalho,
I am writing to inform about our next shipment of luxury bathrobes, art. N°323, as
ordered in your fax of 12th January.
Our agent informed us that the goods will be leaving the port of Naples on 21st
January and should arrive in the port of Sao Paulo on 14th February.
As usual, we put the bathrobes inside fine cardboard boxes, with the mark “Made in
Italy”, together with our company trade-mark tags, as you requested.
The Ship name is “Melissa”, the ship number is AY14H and our agent will inform about
the container seal number as soon as the ship leaves the port of departure.
Please find herewith the proforma invoice, that you requested for customs purposes.
As agreed, we will send you the invoice as soon as the goods are loaded onto the
truck, which will take the goods to the port of Naples. As for the bill of lading, our
shipping agent will forward it to us as soon as the goods are loaded on the ship.
We are instructing our Chamber of Commerce to prepare the Certificate of Origin and
we will ship it together with the original invoice, as you requested.
Regarding the method of payment, we are waiting for you to provide all necessary
information to your bank in order to open the letter of credit. As soon as our bank
confirms the opening of the L/C, we will proceed with the preparation of all
documents.
If you have any questions, Mr. Carvalho, do not hesitate to contact me.
Best Regards
Tricia James
Sales Department

EXERCISES ON A L/C
1)Questions
-which is the importer's bank? BANK OF GREECE,KOMOTINI
-which is the exporter's bank? UNICREDIT PARMA
-the goods were sent on 29/09. By when should all documents be submitted to the
exporter's bank? By 10 days (ref. 59), therefore by 09/10
-are instructions 71 and 72 for the exporter only or also for the importer? No-one of them.
These are instructions sent by the exporter's (advising) bank for the importer's (issuing)
bank.
2)Commercial invoice

VIDEO FUN srl
Z.I. LEGO PARMA
ITALY
P.I. IT556644

ENE MEDIA
INDUSTRIAL AREA KOMOTINI
GREECE

Cod.Cliente 456

Numero: 56

Data: 29/09/2015

Cond.Pagamento
IRREV. L/C
Codice
Articolo

Descrizione

Data
Quantità
consegna

Prezzo Importo netto
unitario

IVA

444589

Phone covers

30/09/15

0,054

0
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651168

35163,07

Place of loading: Parma Italy (Ref.47)
Place of discharge: Komotini Greece
(Ref.47)
Description of goods: 651.168 pcs of phone
covers at EUR 0.054/pc for total amount
EUR 35.163,07 for total amount EUR
35.163,07 (delivery terms: CFR Komotini
Greece) (Ref.50)
The invoiced and shipped goods are in strict
conformity to the ISO 9001/145
standards. (Ref.51/1)
Buyer's VAT number: 7778899; Seller's
number: 556644. (Ref.51/1)
L/C number 123456. Date of issue
28/09/2015. (Ref. 58)
TOTALE
35.163,07
Mistake: “for total amount Eur 35.163,07” is repeated twice. There is nothing that the
seller can do. If the invoice has been printed and sent to the advising bank, s/he has to
hope that the bank will accept this document and proceed anyway.

2)PACKING LIST

VIDEO FUN SRL
PACKING LIST
ENE MEDIA
INDUSTRIAL AREA KOMOTINI
GREECE
ITEM
444589

NO. OF PIECES IN A PALLET
19.152

NO. OF PALLETS
34

TOTAL NO. OF PIECES
651.168

PACKAGES: NO.34
NET WEIGHT: 17.581 KG
GROSS WEIGHT: 18.232 KG.
(Ref.53/3)
MARKS AND CONTENT OF PACKAGES: 444589 PHONE COVER (Ref.53/3)
IRREVOCABLE LETTER OF CREDIT NUMBER 123456 DATE OF ISSUE 28/09/2015
BANK: BANK OF GREECE KOMOTINI (Ref.58)

b)In the packing list the reference to the irrevocable letter of credit and to the name
of the issuing bank was missing.
4)CMR
LETTRE DE VOITURE INTERNATIONAL **CMR** INTERNATIONAL CONSIGNMENT NOTE
Sender (Name, Address, Country)
Customs Reference/Status
VIDEO FUN srl
ZI LEGO PARMA
Sender's/Agent's Reference
ITALY
Consignee (Name, Address, Country)
BANK OF GREECE

Carrier (Name, Address, Country)
PARMA LOGISTICS Srl
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KOMOTINI GREECE

Largo Ind.le 154, PARMA
ITALY

Place & date of taking over of goods (place, country) Successive Carriers
Parma, Italy. 29/09/2015
Place of delivery of goods (place, country)
Komotini, Greece

This carriage is subject, notwithstanding any clause to
the contrary, to the Convention on the Contract for the
International Carriage of Goods by Road (CMR)

Marks & Nos., No. & Kind of Packages. Description of Goods
44589
34 pallets
Phone covers

Trailer No.:

Gross Weight (kg) Volume (m3)
18.232
68

Quantity said to contain:

DISPATCH OF GOODS FROM PARMA ITALY WITH
DESTINATION KOMOTINI GREECE
THE DRIVER MUST ENSURE THAT THE CONSIGNMENT IS SECURED

Carriage Charges
FREIGHT PREPAID

Sender's instructions for Customs, etc.
NOTIFY APPLICANT:
ENE MEDIA
industrial area Komotini, Greece

Reservations

Documents attached
Invoice no. 56 dated 29/092015
Irrev.L/C 123456 dated 28/09/2015

SEAL No.

Special agreements

Goods Received

Signature of Carrier Company completing this note

Place and Date. Signature

Copy 1: Sender, Copy 2: Consignee, Copy 3: Carrier

GETTING READY FOR AN IMPORTANT EXHIBITION
• If my company were in the financing sector, I would probably skip point n. 3

•

(samples to take over); I would, instead, prepare some leaflets, brochures and
other information material to distribute during the event, together with some
gadgets (such as USB sticks) bearing the company’s logo.
If my company were only a visitor (a company), I would probably skip points n.
3-5-7-8-9-12. As for point n. 1, I would bring some information material
anyway, in order to distribute it to potential customers. I would book a hotel
(depending on how long I wish to stay), get organised to move around and to
reach the fairground (points. N. 2-4). As for point n. 6, I would send emails to
my customers in order to schedule meetings at the exhibition or I would
schedule dinner meetings in order not to lose contacts with them. I would need
entry badges as a visitor (point n. 10) and, if visitors can attend, I would go to
the opening party (point n. 11)
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• I would personally rank the priorities as follows:
2: at first: booking the flight and the hotel (hotels’ best offers are the first ones to be
taken, as well as aircraft seats)
9: paying for the participation in the exhibition (otherwise the fair organiser would
chase me)
12: asking for opening hours (in order to have the equipment delivered) and booth
dimensions
5-8-7: organising the booth furniture, the company’s sign etc.
10: deciding who is coming and having the badges ready
11: preparing the stationary to be sent over together with other office material and
equipment
3: preparing the samples to be shipped
6: sending emails to customers
4: getting a map of the city
11: (once I am at the exhibition) deciding whether to go to the opening party or not

THINGS TO BE DONE WHEN PARTICIPATING IN A TRADE FAIR
With a view to presenting our collection of clocks at the Trade Fair in Birmingham it is
important to show not only our traditional clocks (product catalogue numbers 1 to 9),
but also our new line of clocks, which I think will become popular in the coming years.
 I suggest sending some letters and brochures to our customers in order to let
them know that we will attend the trade fair and in order to anticipate some
features of our new clocks.
 It is also important to invite our customers to come and visit our stand, by giving
them the booth number and a small map of the fairground.
 Furthermore, in our letter of presentation, it is important to point out that our
products will be offered at special prices during the exhibition. For regular
customers, we will quote prices CIF + client's nearest port.
 It is also necessary to organise the usual things:
 contacting the cleaning service for the daily cleaning of the booth
 contacting the trade fair company for all electrical supplies and for the Internet
connection
 remembering to call the forwarding company on time (by next week) in order to
ship ahead all samples of clocks that will be exposed at the trade fair, together
with some stationary, the samples and some complimentary items for the
customers...
 contacting the trade fair organization in order to have the entrance badges
available for you, for the managing director, the sales manager, the marketing
manager, and for everyone else the managing director tells you
 by next week, please arrange a meeting with the managing director to decide:
 who will come with you
 how many complimentary items will be needed and what else must be prepared
(last year we offered pencils and USB sticks)
 how many clocks of the old line we still have on stock (so that you can issue
quotations easily at the trade fair)
 if we need a Russian interpreter (last year we had one, see “Interpreters 4-U
Ltd”)
 whether Ann (accounting dept.) should book an AD space on the trade fair
brochure ahead, in order to present our new collection of clocks
Thank you and good luck.
Take care
Sophia.
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PART I

BUSINESS
PRESENTATIONS

MEETINGS

NEGOTIATIONS
&
TELEPHONING
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2. BUSINESS PRESENTATIONS
2.1 INTRODUCTIONS
When you are introduced to someone, it is important to:
 greet by telling your name, starting with your first name
 (tell your position in the company)
 (exchange business cards)
 shake hands firmly and say “how do you do?” or “nice to meet
you”
 keep the eye contact
When leaving, you may say “it was nice meeting you”; “it was a
pleasure talking to you”.

REGISTER

GREETING STYLE

NAME + SURNAME
POSITION
I’m Mario.
I am...

− Hi!

Informal

− Hi there!
− Hello!
− How are you?
Good morning / evening

− Pleased to meet
you, I’m Mario
Rossi.
− Nice to meet you

Formal

Very Formal
(e.g. in public
speeches)

Ladies and gentlemen,
My name’s Mario
− It's a pleasure to have Rossi, and I am..
you here today
− It’s an honour* to
have the opportunity…

− I’m in charge
of...
− I am responsible
for..
− I work as a*...
− My position in
the company is...
− I'm the.. of the
company

*GRAMMAR NOTES:
- In honour, honest and hour the H is not pronounced, therefore the article that
precedes these nouns is AN
- When presenting yourself and telling your position, you may say “I am Mario Rossi. I
work as a....”. Remember not to confuse “AS” with “LIKE”:
ENGLISH
ITALIANO
AS
come = in qualità di
LIKE
come = paragone
Example:
“I work as a Marketing Junior Assistant”: it means that you are a Marketing Junior Assistant.
On the contrary, if you say (INFORMAL speech):“In my department, they make me work like a slave!” you
are probably not pleased with your superiors, because you work so much and so hard that you compare
yourself to a slave!

WARMING-UP EXERCISE
How would you say...?:
-Sono il responsabile di produzione
-Lavoro nel campo dell'informatica
-Mi occupo del controllo qualità
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EXERCISE: INTRODUCTORY SPEECH
Imagine that your Managing Director is going to join a Conference Call with some
international companies of the industrial sector. The conference call will be about
some international financial funds that he is going to administrate for the whole group
of enterprises. He already had a first conference call last month, when he discussed a
project draft. He aims now at discussing ways of receiving international financial
contributions for the further development of the sector, after a strong earthquake had
hit the industrial area.
Here’s the script of the speech that your Managing Director prepared.
What’s wrong with this introductory speech? Correct it before his presentation starts..
Good Morning!
I hope this time the connection will be better.
I think we already make all presentations last time, but now I am pleased to
announce that Mrs. Gabetti Sara, my assistant, will help me from now on.
- First of all, I would like to hear from you if you are agree with the program of the
proposed financial plan. I would like to know if you have same problem in collect
data about the state of the art of your specific sector.
If you want our external expertise technician Dr. De Rossi will be at your disposal
during the whole period of the project plan. You can submit your questions at any
time get answers in little time.
- Second, please be patient for the delay in transferring the financial founding. We
were tell that the money is actually being transfer. As you know, we will preparing
a document which should be sign during our meeting at Rome on May.
- Third, we spoke with Mr. Van Hoof who agreed in the ways we chose to
distribute the money among the companies damaged from the earthquake.
- Finally, I would like to hear from you if you have problems with the date of the
next meeting. I ask you to inform Sara about your fly arrival in order to organise
for you a welcoming. Do you have any questions now?

2.2 PRESENTATIONS
Here are some important points to take into account when making* a presentation:
− Introducing yourself briefly (see above)
− Introducing the subject of the presentation (i.e. the aim of
the presentation)
− Remembering to use the right tense (especially when
reporting facts or other people’s words)
− Avoiding slang or jargon (you can only use everyday
expressions if you are among colleagues)
− Leaving time for questions: at the beginning of your talk, you may say that you
will leave some time for discussions and questions at the end of your speech, in
order to better handle possible interruptions
− Referring often to the audience, keeping a good eye contact (without looking
constantly at one person only)
− Changing sometimes the tone of your voice, to highlight some important parts
and to keep the attention high
− Using visual aids, which will help the audience follow what you say. Visual aids
should support your presentation, not substitute your own words. Therefore, do
not simply read the slides of your presentation; try to present them in your own
words and to make comments about the content.
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*GRAMMAR NOTES
Differences between MAKE and DO: they both mean the same (=FARE), but normally
MAKE is used for practical things, while DO for intellectual activities. Nevertheless,
there are many exceptions, such as..:
ENGLISH

ENGLISH
ITALIANO
MAKE A MISTAKE :
FARE UN ERRORE
MAKE AMENDS :
RIMEDIARE (AD UN ERRORE)
MAKE ARRANGEMENTS : PRENDERE ACCORDI
MAKE A CHOICE :
FARE UNA SCELTA
MAKE AN EFFORT :
FARE UNO SFORZO
MAKE PROFITS :
FAR PROFITTI/GUADAGNARE
MAKE A REMARK :
FARE UN COMMENTO
MAKE A SUGGESTION : DARE UN SUGGERIMENTO

ITALIANO

DO AN EXAM : FARE UN ESAME
DO A FAVOUR : FARE UN FAVORE
DO EXERCISES : FARE ESERCIZI
DO YOUR BEST : FAR DEL PROPRIO MEGLIO
but...

The following paragraphs are dedicated to **LINKING WORDS**

2.2.1 Presentation Terminology

Due to…
Because of...
Owing to...
Thanks to...

Expressing reasons or causes

Adding
In addition..
Furthermore,
Moreover

a causa di...
grazie a...

For this reason…
Consequently...
Therefore…
That's the (main) reason why..
So…
As a result (of this)…

inoltre

Phrases for supposing
Given the above mentioned..
Given that..

dato quanto sopra indicato..
dato che..

Adverbs and phrases for comparing and contrasting
but… (GRAMMAR NOTE: better not to start a sentence with BUT)
However,…
comunque
On the one hand..., on the other hand…
da un lato; d’altra parte
Nevertheless…
tuttavia
Actually… (GRAMMAR NOTE: do not confuse “actually” with “nowadays”, “at present” or
“currently”)

in realtà

Although… + SUBJ.+VERB
Even though…

sebbene

Despite…+NOUN
In spite of…+VERB-ing ; + NOUN

nonostante

Providing that... + SUBJ.+VERB ; + NOUN
Similarly,…
In the same way…
At the same time..
, in fact…
As a matter of fact...
compared to...
in contrast with..
differently from...

a condizione che

allo stesso modo/tempo

infatti, di fatto..

rispetto a ; differentemente da..
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In particular…
Especially…
I would like to draw your attention to...
I wish to highlight the following...
I would like you to take into account...
We should focus on...
It is remarkable that...

Phrases for highlighting
and giving examples

For example…
For instance…
Such as…

Phrases for concluding or suggesting solutions
To sum up…
Briefly…
In short…
In other words…
In a few words
In conclusion…
To conclude…
Sequencing the speech
Firstly,… secondly,… thirdly…
Then… Next… Finally/Lastly…
After that…
The first/second step is…
At the beginning,…later,…then…,finally…
Referring to the Audience

As you know...
I’m sure you remember…
As you have probably seen/experienced...
You may recall…

2.2.2. Business Presentation Terminology with Sample Phrases
1. BUSINESS PRESENTATION SEQUENCING WITH SAMPLE PHRASES
This paragraph is dedicated to **LINKING WORDS**
TOPICS
PHRASES
TRANSLATION

SAMPLE PHRASES

PREAMBLES

Given the..
Considering the..
As we all know,
We experienced..

Dato il..
Considerando..
Come ben sappiamo,
Abbiam visto..

-Given the Market situation, we
decided to...
-Last year we all experienced a
sales downturn,

CAUSES

Due to..
Because of..
Owing to...

A causa di

We won’t be able to carry on the
project due to/because of/owing
to a lack of financial resources

Thanks to

Grazie a...

Thanks to our sales team, we were
able to beat the competition

For this reason

Per questo
motivo/questa
ragione

for this reason, I can say that they
really did a good job

Therefore,
Consequently,

Perciò
conseguentemente

therefore / consequently / that’s
the reason why, I will never
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That’s the reason
why..

ADDING

criticize the members of my team

As a result of this

In ragione di ciò

Our project was rejected, as a
result of this / consequently / so
we didn't get the job

In addition..
Furthermore,
Moreover

Inoltre,
in aggiunta a ciò

Thanks to my sales team, we were
able to beat the competition. In
addition, /furthermore, /moreover,
we also found new customers

In fact
Infatti,
As a matter of fact di fatto

CONTRASTING However

-the number of our clients has in
fact increased
-as a matter of fact, the number of
our clients increased

Tuttavia,
comunque

I don’t think I can help you;
however, I can try.

but

Però, ma

He is focused, but he is very slow

On the one
hand...,
on the other
hand…

da una parte..,
On the one hand, this project was
d’altra parte;
very interesting, on the other
da un lato.., dall’altro hand, it was very exhausting
lato

Nevertheless

Ciononostante

Our business plan was not the best
solution, nevertheless we proved
we were right

Actually

In realtà

Actually, the truth is that..

Although
Even though

Sebbene

Although / even though we had
few resources, we managed to find
the funds

Despite..
In spite of..

Nonostante,
malgrado

Despite / in spite of the cramped
budget, our proposals were
accepted

In spite of..

Invece di

In spite of investing, we decided to
keep the money for ourselves

Regardless of..
Irrespective of..

Indipendentemente
da

We have to deal with this issue,
regardless of / irrespective of the
time it will take

CONDITIONS

Providing that..
A condizione che Se
On condition that..
If (if clause of 1st
type)

We will sign the contract,
providing that / on condition that if
your deliveries are punctual

COMPARING

Similarly,
In the same way,

Allo stesso modo,
Similmente

-Our sales showed a negative
trend last year. Similarly, our
investments in Research and
Development dropped.
-Our competitor created a new
product, in the same way, we
invented our new model.

At the same time

Allo stesso tempo

We introduced a new product and
at the same time, we launched a
new advertising campaign

Compared to

Rispetto a

Compared to last year, this year
our profit margin has grown

In contrast with..
Differently from..

Differentemente da

In contrast with / differently from
last year, this year our profit
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margin has grown
SPECIFYING

In particular

In particolare

In particular, I would like to
highlight that..

Especially,
particularly

Specialmente,
particolarmente

We are especially / particularly
interested in...

For example,
for instance

Ad esempio

For example, our product “Bianca”
was very successful

Such as (always

Come ad esempio:

We offer reliable services, such as:
home deliveries; excellent
customer care;...

write “such as” before
a list of nouns)

GENERALISING Usually, generally, In linea generale
generalmente
generally
speaking, As a
Di norma..
rule..

-Generally, it is believed that..
-as a rule, we presume that..

Firstly,..
secondly,...
thirdly,....
At first,... in the
second place,... in
the third place,...
First,...
then,...after
that,...
At the
beginning,...
then,...
afterwards,...

Per prima cosa,...
poi,
successivamente,….,
infine.. In principio,
poi, in ultimo…
Inizialmente.., poi..,
dopodiché..

-Firstly, I would like to express my
thanks for..., secondly, I will briefly
go over the sales plan, then I will
ask if you have any questions,
finally I will draw some conclusions

REFERRING

-As you know...
-I’m sure you
remember…
-As you have
probably seen..
-You may recall..
-Regarding the..

-Come sapete..
-Son certo che vi
ricorderete..
-Ricorderete..
-Come avrete visto…
-Riguardo a..

-As you know, in 1991 we faced
some issues due to..
-You may recall the positive sales
trend of the recent years

CONCLUDING

To sum up…
Per riassumere in
To sum up, a solution can only be
Briefly… In short… breve in poche
found in a new Marketing
In few words..
parole in altre parole campaign
In other words…

SEQUENCING

In conclusion,
To conclude,

In conclusione/ per
concludere

-At the beginning of our marketing
campaign, we all thought it would
never work, but then things turned
out fine

In conclusion, I would like to thank
our guests Mr. and Mrs....

2. PREPOSITIONS WITH SAMPLE PHRASES
PHRASES

TRANSLATION

An increase IN the demand FOR our Un aumento della domanda dei nostri
products
prodotti
Sales increased BY 2%

Le vendite sono aumentate del 2%

Sales fell BY 1.000 units

Le vendite sono diminuite di 1.000 unità

(you mean: the difference in sales is 1.000 units)

Sales fell TO 1.000 units

Le vendite si sono ridotte a 1.000 unità

(you mean: the sales reached the value of 1.000
units)
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3. BUSINESS PRESENTATION VERBS
VERB

SAMPLE PHRASES

TRANSLATION

To increase
to raise

We raised / increased our prices Aumentare (transitivo)
last year

To rise (rose/risen)
to increase

The cost of the raw materials Aumentare (intransitivo)
have recently risen/increased

To decrease
to decline

Our competitor's price
decreased / declined

To fluctuate
to vary

The sales trend fluctuated / fluttuare/variare
varied last year

To remain constant/unvaried

-The sales trend has remained Restare constante
constant recently
-The sales trend remained
unvaried

To reach a peak

Our sales reached a peak in Raggiungere un (punto di)
2009
massimo

To soar
To sky-rocket

Our sales soared last year

Schizzare verso l’alto

To
To
To
To
To
to

-The Board of Directors suggested
that we focus on our core business
instead of investing money in
alternative solutions
-At yesterday's meeting, I drew the
audience's
attention
to
our
outstanding performances

concentrarsi su..
evidenziare..
prendere il/la..in
considerazione
attirare l' attenzione su..

focus on
highlight
remark
take into account..
draw (someone's) attention

To thank

has Ridurre

-I would like to thank you for ringraziare
coming
-I thank you for your kind attention
-I wish to thank Mr. and Mrs... for..

IMPERSONAL VERBS
Sometimes you may wish to carry out a presentation without telling who the agent of
an action was. In this way, you keep your presentation more impersonal. Let's see
some verbs and strategies to do that...
It can be stated that
Si può affermare che..
It can be seen that

Si può notare/vedere che..

It can be asserted that

Si può sostenere che...

It is advisable to..

È consigliabile...

It would be wise to..

Sarebbe opportuno...

It is possible to see/notice that..

È possibile vedere/notare che...

It is mandatory / necessary to..

È necessario

REMEMBER! REMEMBER!
In English POLITENESS is very important. Politeness can be expressed by using
CONDITIONALS, MODAL VERBS and by banning impolite verbs, such as “want”,
“demand”! Use many “pleases” and “thank you-s”.
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FREQUENTLY MISTAKEN VERBS
The following are frequent verbs in business presentations, but they are frequently
mistaken...
How would you say, for instance, “abbiamo tutti visto (=vissuto) la crisi finanziaria del
2007”? The correct answer passes through the verb TO EXPERIENCE:
We've all experienced the financial crisis of abbiamo tutti visto (=vissuto) la crisi
2007
finanziaria del 2007
There are also other verbs. For example, DISCUSS is never followed by the
preposition ABOUT:
I'll discuss the sales trend with Pete today
Parlerò dell' (illustrerò l') andamento
I'll talk about the sales trend with Pete today delle vendite con Pete oggi
How would you translate “I'll figure out how to solve this matter”? “Figure out”
(informal) means “to understand”; “to find a way to..”:
Don't worry. I'll figure out how to solve this Non preoccuparti, vedrò (ragionerò)
matter
come risolvere la questione.
Here are other frequently misunderstood verbs:
ENGLISH
DEFINITIONS
To deduce
To reach a conclusion by reasoning

ITALIAN
dedurre

To deduct

dedurre

To subtract

FALSE FRIENDS
ENGLISH
to argue

litigare

to assume

presupporre

to demand

pretendere

to process

elaborare

fabric

tessuto

estimate

preventivo

notice

avviso

advice

consiglio

advertisement

inserzione pubblicitaria, annuncio pubb.

recipient

destinatario (corrispondenza)

ITALIAN

EXERCISE : SALES TREND ANALYSIS
You are the sales manager of “Roberts & Sons”. The following graph shows the sales
trend of the product “Simona” in 2014 (blue line) and in 2015 (red line). The product
was eventually withdrawn from the market, due to quality issues. Describe the sales
trend in front of the Board of Directors. You have to convince them that you did a
good job, despite the sales downturn and the difficult national economic situation. In
particular, you have to promote the launch of a new product, named “Enrietta”,
ISO12XY1 compliant, whose quality is higher and it's certified. Furthermore, you have
to say that a recent survey showed that the design is very appreciated and the
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product is considered very functional. In the end, say few words to thank the R&D
department and be open to questions.

(SUGGESTED SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)

EXERCISE: A NEW PRODUCTION PLANT
Imagine that you have to introduce the proposal of a new production plant.
You need to go through the following steps:
−
Undertaking research to find the best location for the new plant --> propose an
area which is easily accessible and in a prosperous industrial area. What about the
South-East?
−
Looking for technical advice to determine the plant dimension and structure,
depending on the production requirements and the company's budget --> the
budget is only € 100.000
−
Issuing a call for tenders to select the best constructors and the most costeffective proposal --> you are implementing a software for this purpose (receiving
and handling applications via a new electronic system); --> proposals must be
reasonable and justified, according to the principles of “sound financial
management”
−
Construction & Building process --> 19 months!
−
Carrying out quality audits during and after the new plant construction
−
Financial experts verifying the way money is being invested
How would you introduce these steps in front of an audience?
(SUGGESTED SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)
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2.2.3 Graphs and Terminology
Types of graphs

Dotted line

Verbs which describe trends
Here are some verbs that are commonly associated with descriptions of an increase
or a decrease:
Verbs:

to..

Adverbs:

Increase

rapidly, suddenly, fast*

Go up
Climb
Increase
Rise*
Raise*
Drop
Decline
Decrease

a bit, a little, slightly
dramatically, sharply, remarkably
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*GRAMMAR NOTES
1) modal adverbs normally end in -ly (adj.+ly), whereas “FAST” does not (i.e. “fastly”
does not exist).
2) to RISE [rAIz] - rose - risen is an intransitive verb (i.e. it is a verb that is not
followed by an object; e.g. “the transport costs have risen sharply”);
to RAISE (rEIz) is a transitive verb (i.e. it is a verb which is normally followed by
an object, e.g. “we have raised the prices”).
3) the company’s sales trend: the use of the possessive case is possible when talking
about businesses, company, staff etc. (i.e. groups of people or organisations formed
by people)
4) pay attention to the correct pronunciation of the words if they are VERBS or
NOUNS (see the Grammar Overview for more information about English Word stress
rules). For example:
to increase (inˈkriːs)
an increase (‘iŋkriːs)
to decrease (di’kriːs)
a decrease (‘diːkriːs)
5) pay attention to the preposition that follows a VERB or a NOUN:
ENGLISH
ITALIAN
(sales) increased BY 10%
(vendite) aumentate di (del 10%)
an increase in our sales

un aumento delle vendite

(there was) an increase OF 10%

un aumento di (del 10%)

Verbs which describe a change:
To flatten out
To level off

To remain constant/stable
To stay at the same level
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To soar
To increase very rapidly
To sky-rocket

To fluctuate
To vary

To fall rapidly

To reach a maximum
To peak
To reach a peak
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“trough” BE: /trAf/ ; AE: /trAːf/
= it is the lowest part
or point of a graph;
it is the opposite of “peak”

EXERCISE: TRANSLATION OF BUSINESS PRESENTATION PHRASES
ITA
ENG
it fell and reached a trough
it remained almost constant
an increase/a rise, which occurred on..
a downward trend, which reached..
to rise to nearly to..
a 10% of the total amount of the sales

ITA

ENG

Ciò ha recentemente paralizzato l’economia

This has recently..

Finora/fino ad ora
Raggiungere questo obiettivo importante

To reach..

Mostrando un andamento verso il basso*
Su un totale di 100

Out of..

Quest’anno ha raggiunto un 2,9%

It reached…

L'aumento sarà del 2,9%

The increase

Fluttuazioni nelle valute

Currency..

*GRAMMAR FOCUS
−
−
−

−

Downturn=noun=>ribasso, flessione, andamento negativo
Downwards=adverb=>verso il basso
Downward=adjective=>verso il basso
Putting articles (i.e.”THE” or “A”) before a percentage is possible if the
percentage
is followed by some extra information (e.g. “of this year”),
otherwise articles never preceed a percentage (e.g. “will be 2,9%”= sarà il
2,9%)

(EXERCISE SOLUTIONS AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)
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EXERCISE : THE FTSE**
2600

You
are
a
financial
2500
adviser*. One of
2400
your clients has
asked for sound
2300
advice* on how
2200
to invest a sum
of money that
2100
s/he
has
inherited
from
2000
an elderly uncle.
1900
S/he has heard
FT-SE 2011 February
March
April
May
June
that investing in
the
London
Stock Exchange is both safe and profitable. The graph gives you information about
the current state of the market. After looking at the graph, describe the changes in
the FTSE Index from February to May.
**the FTSE (or FTSE Index) is a share index of the most important British companies

in the London Stock Exchange.

*GRAMMAR FOCUS
1)Investment is written with no “i” between ST and MENT =>INVESTIMENT
2)ADVICE is a noun; ADVISE is a verb;
3)ADVICE is an uncountable noun; “sound advice” means “wise advice”
4)you can either write “adviser” or “advisor”

EXERCISE : FINANCIAL INDICATOR ANALYSIS
Write a detailed analysis of the graphs showed here below.
(EXERCISE SOLUTIONS AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)
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c) FT-SE Index  the FTSE (or FTSE Index) is a share index of the most important

British companies of the London Stock Exchange.
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Small Glossary on (apparently) similar words..
ENGLISH
Index

ITALIANO
Indice; elenco

Indicator

Indice; indicatore (economico etc.);

Rate

Percentuale, quota, tariffa, tasso

Percentage

Percentuale

Rating

Valutazione, classificazione

Relation

Relazione (anche tra dati, cifre, etc.)

Relationship

Relazione tra persone o di affari (business relationship)

Ratio

Rapporto (price/quality ratio)

To rank

Classificare, ordinare (secondo un principio crescente/decrescente)

To classify

Classificare, dividere in classi

EXERCISE : COMPARING DATA
a) Look at the table here below. Use the information provided to match the first
halves of the sentences (a-f) with their endings (1-6).
WASHING MACHINE PRODUCTION 2014-2015
COMPANY
JAN-JUL 2014
JAN-JUL 2015
Genevieve
1.351.875
1.443.652
Fine Wash
714.097
758.207
ChromoWash
274.333
300.893
Help-4-U
264.7
279.765
Toy
128.546
140.983
Diamond
91.730
85.205
Nessy
77.888
74.232
Mamy
93.138
64.155
− Genevieve…
− From January through July 2015, Diamod’s production…
− Fine Wash…
− In the first half of 2014, Nessy’s production..
− In both periods, Fine Wash produced..
− In both periods, ChromoWash produced..
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

% CHANGE
6,8
6,2
9,7
5,7
9,7
-7,1
-4,7
-31,1

slightly more washing machines than Help-4-U.
was the second largest washing machine manufacturer.
produced more washing machines than any other manufacturer.
over twice as many washing machines as ChromoWash.
was 7,1% lower than from January through July 2014.
was around 15.000 less than Mamy’s.

b) Now write three or four sentences and compare the above companies.
(SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)
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EXERCISE: DESCRIBING A GRAPH
Look at the description taken from a financial report about a Japanese advertising
agency named “Detsu”. Use the information to complete years 6-7-8 and 10 of the
graph below.
The company's net income increased considerably during the years. However, during
the first year, the growth was very slow. This was due to the fact that most of the
clients were Japanese companies, and the Japanese economy grew slowly during the
first half of the decade. Net income actually fell by $4m (from $25m to $21m in year
2), and there was only a slight rise during the years 3 to 5.
As the Japanese economy grew faster during the late years, the company's income
increased significantly. The recovery started in year 6, when the net income reached
$30m. It rose by $8m in year 7 and by a further $24m in year 8. Then, in year 9
there was a very sharp increase, and income reached a record level of $102m. In
fact, the Japanese economy peaked only in year 9 because in year 10 there was a
slight fall in income; a decrease to $96m.

Dentsu Inc.
120

100

Values

80

60

Net Income ($ mil)

40

20

0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Years

(SUGGESTED SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)

EXERCISE : DESCRIBING CHANGES
The Graphs here below describe the changes in the sales trend from January to
December (values are expressed in € /1.000).
3,5

Write
−
−
−
−
−
−

down when the graph showed:
a dramatic increase
a steady rise
a peak
a trough
a sharp drop
a slight decline

3
2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0
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Mark
•
•
•

the places where the sales:
remained stable
fluctuated
decreased substantially
• levelled off
• fell by 1.000 units
• fell to 1.000 units

3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0

(SOLUTIONS AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)
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EXERCISES ON WORDS FOLLOWED BY PARTICLES
By “particle” is here meant either a preposition or an adverb
1) VERBS + PARTICLE:
− An increase ___ the demand ____ our products
− (Sales) increased ___ 2%
− Sales fell ___ 1.000 units (you mean: the difference in sales is 1.000 units)
− Sales fell ___ 1.000 units (you mean: the sales reached the value of 1.000
units)
− We are interested ____ the new advertising campaign
− We will not participate (take part) ____ the company’s welcome party
− I succeeded ___ reaching that goal
− The boss is ____ a meeting; he can’t answer the phone now
− The reasons ____ this dramatic change could be explained ___..
− I was pleased ___ see you at the trade fair
− I was in favour ____ the new marketing campaign
− I totally agree ____ you
− I agree __ the financial plan
− I work ___ Timbers Ltd
Particles to fill in (some more than once): AT, BY, FOR, IN, OF, ON, TO, WITH
2)ADJECTIVES + PARTICLE
− It was very kind __ you to call me back.
− The telephone operator was annoyed __ that arrogant customer.
− The boss was angry __ losing one important customer.
− We were all furious __ the unaccomplished pay raise.
− Our Director was pleased __ us for the good work.
− I was surprised __ the company's choice of hiring new managers.
− I was worried __ not reaching my goals.
− After the meeting with Caroline I was afraid __ losing my job.
− I am so proud __ Mary; she did great __ her job interview!
− Are you aware __ all the difficulties we would have to face?
− I am very good __ typing.
Particles to fill in (some more than once): ABOUT , AT, BY, FOR, OF, WITH
−
−

3)NOUNS + PARTICLE
The firm closed ____ because there wasn't enough demand __ its products
Tom said that there must be a reason __ this unbalanced budget!
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−

There has been a fall __ work accidents, after the installation of the new
security equipment
− The disadvantage __ increasing the prices, is that customers will choose other
products.
− The cause __ the price increase was the increased costs of raw materials.
− The company paid __ the damages __ the items.
− We received an invitation __ the company's New Year party
− Bob's reaction __ the Chairman's speech was exaggerated.
− An immediate solution __ this issue must be found quickly.
− His attitude __ his job is very negative.
− We established a good relationship __ our customers.
− There are many differences __ British and American English.
− There is a connection __ these two issues.
Particles to fill in (some more than once): BETWEEN, DOWN, FOR, IN, OF, TO,
TOWARDS, WITH
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SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS TO CHAPTER EXERCISES
WARMING-UP EXERCISE
-I am the production manager
-I work in ICT
-I am in charge of the quality control OR I am responsible for the quality
control
INTRODUCTORY SPEECH (mistakes are underlined)
Good Morning!
I hope this time the connection will be better.
I think we already make all presentations last time, but now I am pleased to
announce that Mrs. Gabetti Sara, my assistant, will help me from now on.
- First of all, I would like to hear from you if you are agree with the program of the
proposed financial plan. I would like to know if you have same problem in collecting
data about the state of the art of your specific sector.
If you want our external expertise technician Dr. De Rossi will be at your disposal
during the whole period of the project plan. You can submit your questions at any
time get answers in little time.
- Second, please be patient for the delay in transferring the financial founding. We
were tell that the money is actually being transfer. As you know, we will preparing a
document which should be sign during our meeting at Rome on May.
- Third, we spoke with Mr. Van Hoof who agreed in the ways we chose to distribute
the money among the companies damaged from the earthquake.
- Finally, I would like to hear from you if you have problems with the date of the next
meeting. I ask you to inform Sara about your fly arrival in order to organise for you a
welcoming. Do you have any questions now?
CORRECTIONS
Good Morning!
I hope this time the connection will be better.
I think we already made all presentations last time, but now I am pleased to
announce that Mrs. Gabetti Sara, my assistant, will help me from now on.
- First of all, I would like to hear from you if you are agree with on the program of
the proposed financial plan. I would like to know if you have some problems in
collecting the data about the state of the art present/current situation of in your
specific sector.
If you want, our external expertise technician expertise (either expert or
technician)Dr. De Rossi will be at your disposal during the whole period of the project
plan. You can submit your questions at any time get answers in little time and
receive a feedback within a short time.
- Secondly, please be patient for with the delay in the time we need for transferring
the financial founding funds. We were tell told that the money is actually* being
transfer is being transferred at the moment. As you know, we will be preparing a
document which should be signed during our meeting at Rome on May in May in
Rome**.
- Thirdly, we spoke with Mr. Van Hoof who agreed in on the ways we chose to
distribute share (more professional) the money among the companies damaged from
by the earthquake.
- Finally, I would like to hear from you know if you have problems with the date of
the next meeting. I ask you to inform Please inform Sara about your fly arrival flight
details in order to organise for you a welcoming a (nice/hearty) welcome for you. Do
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you have any questions now? Now, if you have any questions, please do not hesitate
to ask (it is more polite)
*“actually” is mistaken for “at present”
**first TIME then PLACE (see the grammar overview)

SALES TREND ANALYSIS
Ladies and Gentlemen, it’s an honour for me to be here today. I am going to present
the company’s sales trend of the past two years. As shown in the graph, you will see
the dramatic sales increase we experienced in may 2014, thanks to the launch of our
new product “Simona”. Simona showed a great deal of success both in the national
and in the international market. As we all know, unfortunately, there were some
quality issues, that forced us to withdraw the product from the Market (from June on).
Our quality department worked hard on this issue, and after a year we were able to
re-launch “Simona”, with little success though. Our sales had a positive trend until
May 2015, as you can see, but then they dropped. Nevertheless, despite the
downward trend, I would like to point out that given the national economic downturn
and the overall market negative situation, our team made all necessary efforts to
increase our sales. In particular, we have worked very hard on a similar product,
named “Enrietta”, which would replace “Simona”. This new product is ISO12XY1
compliant, it has been tested and certified. I am sure it will have a great, positive
impact in the market. In fact, random interviews showed that the design is very
appreciated and the product is considered very practical. For these reasons, I would
like to thank the R&D staff together with the Quality Manager, Mr. Bays, who will
explain this new product extensively after my intervention. Now, if you have any
questions, I will be pleased to answer.

A NEW PRODUCTION PLANT
−Thank you for coming. I am Lucy James, the New Project Implementation
Director, and I would like to present you some outlines of our new project, namely
“Alfa21”, by which we aim to build a new production plant. First of all, we have to
look for the best location for the new plant. We propose the South-East, as it is
the most productive area, full of many other manufacturing enterprises, which
could become our service partners. It is also well-served and it is easily
accessible.
−We will need to consult our financial advisers and production experts, in order to
determine the dimension and the construction phases of our new plant. As a
matter of fact, we have to take into account that the company's budget for this
year amounts to €100.000.
−Afterwards, we will issue a call for tenders and we will ask the applicants to return
the application forms electronically. Mr. Johnson, our service manager, is now
implementing a new electronic system for this bid. Then, we will select the best
proposal among those which will prove to be reasonable and justified, in
accordance with the principles of sound financial management
−The next step will be the construction and implementation process, which will take
approximately nineteen months.
−During all project phases, constant quality checks will be carried out by our
production engineers, in order to verify the work progress.
−Furthermore, our financial experts will constantly verify the way the company has
been spending the money.
Now, I think I have covered all the main aspects of this short presentation. I am
ready to answer your questions, if you have.
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TRANSLATIONS OF BUSINESS PRESENTATION PHRASES
ITA

ENG

È sceso ed ha raggiunto un valore minimo

it fell and reached a trough

È rimasto quasi sempre costante

it remained almost constant

Un aumento che si è verificato il..

an increase/a rise, which occurred on..

Un andamento negativo che ha raggiunto…

a downward trend, which reached..

Aumentare fino a circa..

to rise to nearly to..

Un 10% del totale

a 10% of the total amount of the sales

Ciò ha recentemente paralizzato l’economia

this has recently paralysed the economy

Finora/fino ad ora

up to now/so far

Raggiungere questo obiettivo importante

to reach this important goal/aim

Mostrando un andamento verso il basso

showing a downward trend

Su un totale di 100

out of a total of 100

Quest’anno ha raggiunto un 2,9%

it reached 2,9% this year

Sarà del 2,9%

will be the 2,9%

Fluttuazioni nelle valute

currency fluctuations

FTSE EXERCISE
In analysing the general tendency of the FT-SE from February until May, it could be
said that it was characterized by a substantial rise from nearly 2,150 to nearly 2,450.
However, this positive trend did not remain constant during this period of time, as
remarkably shown by all its fluctuations. For instance, from February until March, the
FT-SE rose constantly and during March it soared and reached the value of 2,500. At
the end of March, however, it fell rapidly to 2,430. The highest values of the period
were reached in June when the FT-SE was quoted nearly 2,550. Based on this
analysis, it can be stated that the FT-SE was characterised by an increasing trend
which fell down only in some periods and for a very short time.

FINANCIAL INDICATOR ANALYSIS
The pound sterling (graph a) remained almost constant in relation to the US dollar.
The value was approximately 1.5 in August and, after a substantial fall, it rose
immediately to nearly 1.55 in September. Then, it fluctuated a lot, but its values were
always between 1.48 and 1.53 approximately. At the end of the analysed period, the
pound sterling was quoted almost 1.55.
From June 2009 until May 2010 the UK balance of trade (graph b) showed a negative
balance; in August its value was about GBP -400,000. Then, in September it fell and it
reached the lowest figure of the year: almost GBP -1,500.000. In October and in
January the balance of trade was nearly GBP – 900,000, while in February and in April
it went up a little and reached nearly GBP – 700,000. In December and in March, it
was approximately GBP -1,100,000. Based on these figures, it could be said that the
balance of trade varied a lot from month to month but during some months (for
instance in October and January, in February and April) the balance remained almost
constant. In conclusion, it showed many cyclical fluctuations in the period of
reference.
At the beginning of the week, the FT-SE Index (graph c) was nearly 3,160, whereas
at the end it was quoted 3,142.3. Therefore, there was a loss of 25.2% in the FT-SE
Index. At the beginning of Tuesday it reached a peak, since it was quoted nearly
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3,180, but from Thursday a downward trend began and on Friday the FT-SE Index
reached nearly 3,110.
Despite its weekly fluctuations, the annual tendency of the FT-SE Index (graph d) was
quite positive; from 2009 to 2010 it rose from nearly 2,850 in August to nearly 3,450
at the beginning of 2010. From this moment on, there was a downward trend, in fact
in July 2010 the quotation of the FT-SE Index was nearly 2,850 and it only rose again
in August.

COMPARING DATA
−

a3; b5; c2; d6; e4; f1

− Although Genevieve produced more washing machines than the other
companies, it was not the one with the highest rate of growth. As a matter of
fact, Toy and ChromoWash were the companies with the highest production
rate between 2014 and 2015. The company which showed to be less productive
was Diamond, whose manufactured units decreased by 7,1% and Mamy,
showing a loss of 31%

DESCRIBING A GRAPH
120
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38

year 8

62

(year 9)

(102)

year 10
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year 10

DESCRIBING CHANGES
−
−
−
−
−
−

−
−
−

−
−
−

a
a
a
a
a
a

dramatic increase : from April to May
steady rise : from January to February
peak : in May
trough : in March
sharp drop : between February and March
slight decline : from July to August and from September to December

remained stable : from November to December
fluctuated : from June to September
decreased substantially : from February to March and from May to June
levelled off : from November to December
fell by 1.000 units : from May to June
fell to 1.000 units : in March
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EXERCISES ON WORDS FOLLOWED BY PARTICLES
1)
−
−
−
−

−
−

An increase IN the demand FOR our products
(Sales) increased BY 2%
Sales fell BY 1.000 units (you mean: the difference in sales is 1.000 units)
Sales fell TO 1.000 units (you mean: the sales reached the value of 1.000
units)
We are interested IN the new advertising campaign
We will not participate (take part) IN the company’s welcome party
I succeeded IN reaching that goal
The boss is IN a meeting; he can’t answer the phone now
The reasons FOR this dramatic change could be explained BY..
I was pleased TO see you at the trade fair
I was in favour OF the new marketing campaign
I totally agree WITH you
I agree ON the financial plan
I work WITH Timbers Ltd ; I work FOR Timbers Ltd
I work AT Timbers Ltd / AT home (you refer to the office or location)

−
−
−
−

It was very kind OF you to call me back.
The telephone operator was annoyed WITH that arrogant customer.
The boss was angry FOR losing one important customer.
We were all furious ABOUT the unaccomplished pay raise.

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

2)

(annoyed/angry/furious WITH someone; ABOUT something(noun); FOR +verb-ING)

−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Our Director was pleased WITH us for the good work.
I was surprised BY the company's choice of hiring new managers.
I was worried ABOUT not reaching my goals.
After the meeting with Caroline I was afraid OF losing my job.
I am so proud OF Mary; she did great AT her job interview!
Are you aware OF all the new difficulties we would have to face?
I am very good AT typing.

−
−
−

The firm closed DOWN because there wasn't enough demand FOR its products
Tom said that there must be a reason FOR this unbalanced budget!
There has been a fall IN work accidents, after the installation of the new
security equipment
The disadvantage OF increasing the prices, is that customers will choose other
products.
The cause OF the price increase was the increased costs of raw materials.
The company paid FOR the damages TO the items.
We received an invitation TO the company's New Year party
Bob's reaction TO the Chairman's speech was exaggerated.
An immediate solution TO this issue must be found quickly.
His attitude TO/TOWARDS his job is very negative.
We established a good relationship WITH our customers.
There are many differences BETWEEN British and American English.
There is a connection BETWEEN these two issues.

3)

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
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3. BUSINESS MEETINGS & NEGOTIATIONS
3.1 BUSINESS MEETINGS
Meetings are a part of the business life. Meetings normally take place in
order to discuss important business matters to or review the company’s
policy. Meetings can involve the whole company's staff or some
workers/employees only. They are normally presided by a moderator
(or chairperson/chair) who is the person who introduces the topics of
the meeting and explains the reasons for the meeting. The moderator
generally has an agenda which indicates the themes and topics to go through.
Meetings generally start with an introductory speech and are followed by people’s
interventions. The attendees share their views and opinions to some extent and they
may support the ideas of the others or disagree with them. The chairperson must
have the ability to moderate their interventions and arguments if conflict arises. In
support of their ideas, attendees may present data, figures, tables, graphs or slides.
In this way, they can give suggestions, provide data and show clear examples.
Politeness is always at stake in meetings. Therefore, it is necessary to mind one's
language, use modals and conditionals, and ask for permissions when interrupting
someone. Generally speaking, however, it is courteous not to interrupt the speaker
while s/he is presenting a point of view, even if the speaker is transmitting incorrect
data or information. It is courteous, instead, to present a different point of view when
the speaker has finished his/her intervention. If this occurs, it is recommendable to
start a comment with a phrase that does not contradict the other person straight
away.
At the end, the moderator draws the conclusions and states what needs to be done,
who will deal with certain matters and by when they have to be carried out. The
moderator will also indicate when the meeting will take place again. During each
meeting there is normally a person who takes the minutes and sends them
afterwards. It is important to learn from each meeting: the meeting moderator should
look for feedbacks and concrete actions after each meeting in order to improve future
meetings and to verify the execution of the decisions.
The topics of a meeting can be..
− a new company’s policy
− a production change
− a new campaign
− the launch of new products
− a new business strategy
− new market segments to discover
− the sector trend
− competitors analysis
− possible partnerships
− company's sales trend
− financial threats
− workers’ lay-off
− issues or problems to face
− any (internal or external) situation that needs to be dealt with and needs
particular attention
The types of meetings are:
- Informative or decision-making meetings
- Meetings with clients or customers (which are called NEGOTIATIONS)
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In decision-making meetings and meetings with clients/customers it would be
necessary to present ideas, suggestions, as well as figures and data (as stated
above). When data and figures are necessary, it would be an advantage to present
charts, graphs or tables in order to better clarify the concepts, the situation, the
achievements and/or the current threats.
(See Chapter on BUSINESS
PRESENTATIONS)
Small Glossary on Meetings (nouns)
ENG
ITA
Meeting
 Riunione
Negotiation
 Trattativa
Agenda
 Programma
Minutes
 Verbale
Chairperson / Moderator  Moderatore / chi presiede la riunione
Attendees
 Partecipanti (alla riunione)

SAMPLE MEETING
Jane: Good morning to you all and to Mr. Charles, our Chairman. This meeting
agenda, as you read, is to decide whether to participate in “MediaShow Expo” in
Boston next November. Suzann, would you be so kind and take the minutes?
Thank you! So, now, we have James, our Sales Manager, who will share his point
of view with us. After that, we’ll talk about our budget costs and the business plan
for next year. So, let's start. James, I know you have some important figures from
last year. What do you think? Should we attend the Expo? How many visitors did
we have? Did we sell products after the Expo? How much did it cost to
participate?
James: I’m in favour of participating, actually. Many costs incurred of course,

but I think it is a matter of improving the company’s image. Maybe we could take
a smaller booth and book fewer services, in order to cut down costs (such as all
those bottles of champagne we offered, which cost us a fortune). As for the sales,
we actually sold several articles during the exhibition, such as the “Violeta” and
the “Bright Shadow”, which gave us some € 5,000 immediate cash.
Jane: Thanks, James. That does not seem too bad at all. Let’s hear now our

Marketing Manager. Jonathan, what’s your opinion?
Jonathan: I suggest participating. The company’s image is very
important and not being there would mean losing potential
customers and leaving space to competition.
Jane: OK. Thanks. I think that would cover all that concerns next year’s Expo! If

Mr. Charles agree, I would now move to..
Small Glossary on Meetings (common verbs)
To cancel = to call off a meeting
To close = to conclude a meeting
To double check = to verify some information
To gather information = to collect information
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To go over/ to run through = to go through = to review = to revise (the things to
say)

To
To
To
To
To
To
To

look into something = to investigate further
move on = to proceed
open a meeting = to start a meeting
postpone = to defer = to adjourn = to put off (a meeting)
report some information = to inform about something
summarize = to sum up
take the minutes (of a meeting) = to write the minutes

3.1.1 Business Meeting Terminology
1. Business Meeting Verbs with Sample Phrases
VERB
To adjourn
To attend
To participate in
To take part in a
meeting
To be in charge of
To cancel
To call off
To chair a meeting
To
To
To
To
To
To

close
conclude
end a meeting
confirm
deal with
manage

To double check
to verify
To gather
To collect
(information)
To go over
To run through
To go through
To review
To revise
To handle
To look into a
matter
To investigate
(further)
To manage to..
To succeed in (+

TRANSLATION

SAMPLE PHRASES

aggiornare
partecipare a,
prender parte in
una riunione

They decided to adjourn the meeting to 15th July

avere l’incarico di

I will be in charge of the company’s logistics
department
The meeting was called off as the Marketing Manager
was sick

cancellare

I am sorry but I cannot attend tomorrow’ s meeting

presiedere una
riunione
concludere un
incontro

Mr. Ronald will chair the meeting today

confermare
avere a che fare,
trattare

We confirmed the following:….

verificare

The meeting was concluded in a positive way

I am the one who deals with all customers’
complaints.
I will manage the situation, according to what the boss
said.
I will double check with my secretary whether I will be
available next week.

raccogliere dati

In order to present you this results, we had to gather
a lot of data.

scorrere
rivedere

Before ending the meeting, I would like to go through
the main points we have been talking about

gestire

Bill, are you sure you can handle this?
- sure, I can manage, I know
I will look into this matter, don’t worry.
I will investigate further and let you know within
today.

andare nel
dettaglio;
investigare
Riuscire a

I am sure I will manage this situation
Last month we succeeded in reaching our target!

procedere
andare avanti

Let’s now move on to next graph, which will show
you..

aprire/iniziare

Let me open a meeting with a few words on...

Verb-ING)

To move on
To proceed
To open a meeting
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To start with

una riunione

To postpone
To defer
To put off
To report
To inform
To summarize
To sum up
To recap (informal)
To take the
minutes

posporre,
rinviare

I would like to start with a detailed analysis of the
sales trend
The meeting was postponed due to sickness of the
moderator

informare/ dire

I would like to inform you about..
Yes, but the “Daily News” yesterday reported that...

riassumere,
ricapitolare

So, just to sum up, let me go over the things that
were decided today

scrivere il
verbale

Lisa, will you take the meeting minutes?

2. Business Meeting Terminology with Sample Phrases
TOPIC
Introductory
Speech

VERBS

SAMPLE PHRASES

− To welcome
− To have the pleasure to
− To be pleased to

Giving
opinions or
Suggesting*

− To think/feel/believe
− To assume
− To suggest/propose/advise
− We should..
− We could/may…
− Why don’t we…?
− How about…?
− What if…?
− Maybe/perhaps we..
− To suppose

Pondering
Expressing
doubts

− To
− To
− To
− To
− To

Agreeing

− To agree
− To be in favour of
− To think the same
− To back up (to support)
someone

Ladies and Gentlemen, thank you for
coming, today we will talk about..
It is a pleasure for me to announce..
We are here today because a decision has
to be taken regarding..
I am pleased to announce that..
I have the pleasure to introduce you to..
We are here to discuss..
In my agenda I wrote that today we..
I think / feel / believe that…
I assume this is the last time that we..
In my opinion, we…
My point of view is the following…
I’m in favour OF…
As far as I’m concerned…
Personally, I think…
I suggest/propose THAT…+ object
Perhaps we should…
I strongly believe that...
What if we don’t consider the..
Let's skip the...
Why don’t we stop spending so much on
advertisements?
We should take this into serious
consideration, I suppose
This could be our only chance to..
I’m not so sure about this
I am not so sure that we can do this!
I think we need more time
Let me think about it
James, don’t take a decision now. Sleep on
it and let me know by tomorrow
I would not like you to have second
thoughts on this issue (=“ripensarci”)
Yes, I think you’re right
That's for sure, I totally agree with you
I’m 100% with you (informal)
I understand your point of view
I see your concern
I entirely /completely /totally/ absolutely
agree with you.
That’s really a good idea.

think about (it)
ponder
evaluate (better)
have doubts
have second thoughts
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Disagreeing

− To disagree
− To be against

Agreeing
partially

− To agree, to disagree, to be
in favour of, to be against..
..partially/in part/not
completely

Disagreeing
politely

Apologizing*

− To
− To
− To
− To

Excusing*

− To excuse for..

Interrupting

− To interrupt someone
− To ask for the permission to

Asking for
clarifications

− To
− To
− To
− To

Giving
clarifications

− To mean...
− To explain
− To give clarifications

Expressing
Causes

− Due to..
− Because of..
− Owing to..
− (that was) caused by..
− As a result of..
− Consequently,
− Thanks to..

be sorry
feel sorry
apologize
regret *

explain better
clarify
explain twice
say again
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I got your point (informal)
Is someone backing me up IN this?
I totally disagree.
I am not really in favour of…
I don’t really think so.
I am totally against this idea!
I agree, but..
That is a strong opinion, I guess
Yes, however..
Yes, but the real problem is that …
I’m not against it, but…
It’s not a bad idea, however I would..
I agree with..., however...
As Marta said, I would like to stress /
highlight that.. even though..
Tom is right when he says that.., but..
I partially agree with what you’ve said, in
fact / but..
I am sorry about...
I apologize for..
Sorry for being late!
Unfortunately,..
Much to my regret, we will have to..
I regret to inform you that..
Would you excuse us/me for a moment?
(e.g. before leaving the room)
Excuse me, may I interrupt you?
Excuse me, may I interrupt?
Sorry for interrupting, but…
Do you think so? My impression, on the
contrary, is that…
Can you say that again please?
Would you clarify this point please?
How could we verify this?
Do you have any data / figures to support
your ideas?
What do you mean by (saying that)…?
I’m not so sure if I really understood
If I understood it right, you mean..
Let me double check it with you; you were
saying that..
I mean…
What I wanted to say is that…
I will explain this in more details…
Just to clarify..
The reasons FOR.. are:
Let me explain you why..
Let me tell you the reasons why
In more details, I just wanted to say that..
Due to the increase in the costs of raw
materials we are unable to..
Because of the lack of a backup software,
we lost all data!
Owing to delays in the delivery of raw
materials, we were unable to deliver..
The lack of backup software caused us
much loss of data
Thanks to the new marketing plan, our

Expressing
reasons *

− make, let, get, cause
− have (get) something done
by

Changing or
Confirming
Meetings
(by email,
before the
meeting
starts..)

− To postpone
− To defer
− To cancel
− Not being able to attend
..etc. a meeting

profit increased substantially
Let (=allow) me tell you why..
He made (=forced) me write all the
paperwork
He got (=persuaded) me to accept that job
The bad weather caused us to stay longer
at work
I got (=had) my computer fixed (repaired)
by the new technician
I’m sorry, but Mr. Jones is not available at
that time. Could we possibly move the
meeting to four o’clock?
Would it be possible to postpone or cancel
the meeting?
I’m afraid I won’t be able to meet you on
Tuesday. Can we arrange another time?
My plane will not arrive on time so I would
like to move the meeting to a couple of
hours later, would that be possible for
you?
We’ll see you on 18th at 9, then!
I’m afraid Mr. Jameson is tied up /very busy
at the moment and he can't be there at 2,
as he promised.
Due to an unforeseen / unpredictable
matter, Mr. Howards will not attend the
meeting, I'm afraid
I’ll have to get back to you on that
We should get together /meet up soon and
discuss* the report!

*GRAMMAR NOTES
1)APOLOGIZING:
a)
to be sorry FOR someone / for what was said/done;
to be sorry ABOUT something
b)
please accept our apologies (APOLOGIES=noun)
we deeply apologize (TO APOLOGIZE=verb)
c)
-you apologize for being late or making mistakes
-you ask to be excused when you leave the meeting room or ask for more
information, for permissions or for the attention of the others etc.
2)REGRET can be used either for present or past situations:
present: I regret to tell you that our project has been rejected
(REGRET + TO + Infinitive)
past: I regret investing that money (you invested the money in the past)
(REGRET + VERB-ING)
3)SUGGEST/PROPOSE/INSIST:
-I suggest/propose THAT + OBJECT (“I suggest that we move to..”) (the object “we”
is specified)
-I suggest/propose + ING (“I suggest moving to..”) (no object is specified)
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4)REPORTING VERBS (for a full list of the Reported Speech rules see the Grammar Overview)
The verbs to express ideas and opinions (in addition to SAY and TELL) are:
WARN, ENCOURAGE, REMIND, PERSUADE, ADVISE…. + OBJECT+ TO+ Infinitive
Example -->I encouraged him to accept that job
5)MAKE, LET, GET (=”fare/lasciar fare”)
subj+LET+obj.+verb
to let=to allow--> “our boss will let us go earlier today”
subj+MAKE+obj.+verb
to make=to force--> “why do you always make me do your work?”
subj.+GET+obj.+TO+verb
to get=to persuade--> “he got me to repair my PC”
6) Remeber that DISCUSS is never followed by the preposition ABOUT:
I'll discuss the sales trend with Pete today
Parlerò dell' (illustrerò l') andamento
I'll talk about the sales trend with Pete
delle vendite con Pete oggi
today

MEETING SAMPLE: INVESTING IN ADVERTISING
Imagine that you are a Marketing Manager and want to invest money in a new
advertising campaign. The sales are low at the moment and you think it would be a good
strategy for your company to invest in advertising in order to attract new customers
and boost the company's sales. You think that investing in the company’s image would be
a good strategy with long-lasting, positive effects. You asked for a meeting with the
Board of Directors. Propose your ideas and discuss your choices in front of the Board of
Directors:
− at first thank the Board of Directors, then say why you asked for a meeting
− say that you will present some data in order to discuss a sales plan
− afterwards, say that you will make a presentation that is composed of three
parts:
− an analysis of the current situation and of the related issues
− some possible solutions
− a feasible strategy
− say nicely that you would not like to be interrupted during your presentation;
therefore, you will let the attendees ask questions after your speech
− ask someone to take the Minutes
HERE IS AN EXAMPLE:
“Good morning ladies and gentlemen. Thank you for coming. It’s a pleasure to be here with you
today. I would like to discuss the possibility of investing in an advertising campaign in order
to re-launch the business image.
We will review some key figures and outline a sales strategy to implement this project, if you
agree. What I intend to do is to break down my presentation into three parts: firstly, I will
analyse the current situation; secondly, I will show the options facing us and finally, I will
propose a strategy.
If you have any questions, please feel free to interrupt me. However, there’ll be the
possibility to discuss your questions at length after my presentation.
Ms. Lindon, will you be so kind to take the minutes, as usual?
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So, just to start, here are some data regarding the company's investment in advertising over
the last five years....”

EXERCISE: ADVERBS
You are having a meeting with your supervisor. Your team has not attained the goals
set for the first quarter. You are trying to explain that you will do your best to perform
better. Fill in the adverbs suggested below:

I know we haven't reached the goals yet, but I ____ believe that our team can do better next month.
We are ____ committed and _____ motivated. What we can bring to the company are our excellent
organisational skills. We are target-oriented and I'm sure we will perform ____ next months,
because our skills are ____ developed and we are ready to contribute to the firm's success with a
great deal.
ADVERBS to insert (each adverb=1 empty space): well, strongly, highly, firmly, fairly

EXERCISE: TRANSLATION OF A MEETING SAMPLE

You are the Managing Director of a small company in the textile sector.
The HR Manager asked to have a meeting with you.
He sent you an email with a detailed description of a urgent matter he would like to talk
about: some employees surfed the Web and downloaded movies during working hours.
Prepare some points to discuss with the H&R Manager and suggest a solution.
In particular:
- is this the case to consult an external expert on privacy?
- is it necessary to introduce strict regulations or controls over the Internet?
- would it be important to install a PC-spy software to detect abuses of the system?
- would it be necessary to schedule a meeting with all workers?
Here below there is a solution that you can translate in English. A suggested
translation is at the end of the chapter. Otherwise, you can write the meeting
between the HR Manager and the Managing Director on your own.

Buon giorno Sig. Peterson
La prego, si sieda. Ho letto attentamente la sua e-mail di ieri ed ho pensato a lungo alla situazione che
mi descrive. La prego, mi spieghi meglio che cosa è successo.
(ascolta il responsabile del personale mentre parla)
Grazie, Sig. Peterson. Ora capisco meglio.
Per quanto ne so, credo che il modo migliore di risolvere questa spiacevole situazione, sia di installare
un software spia che registri qualsiasi abuso del sistema.
Chiederò ai tecnici di installare il software all'inizio della prossima settimana.
Nel frattempo, vorrei che facesse una riunione con tutti gli impiegati, diciamo per Venerdì prossimo alle
10, ed informarli brevemente che, a causa di alcuni hacker che hanno tentato di accedere al nostro
sistema elettronico per rubare dati finanziari, siamo stati costretti ad installare un software “spia”. Tale
software non solo previene intrusioni nel sistema, ma registra tutti i siti Web visitati, al fine anche di
evitare l'accesso alle nostre informazioni.
Questo sarebbe il primo passo da intraprendere. Credo che ciò frenerebbe il comportamento di alcuni
impiegati ed infine porrebbe fine al download!
Al contempo, il software “spia” le invierà un messaggio di avviso ogni volta in cui si verifichi un
download “particolare”. Se ciò dovesse verificarsi, la pregherei di informarmi.
Infine, gradirei rivederla tra un mese, per essere aggiornato sulla situazione. Mille grazie.
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EXERCISE: MEETING THE MANAGING DIRECTOR AND THE PRODUCTION
MANAGER
You are a skilled worker employed in a small factory in the industrial area of Bath
(UK). You represent the blue-collar workers in a small manufacturing company. You
asked for a meeting with the Managing Director, the Human Resources Manager and
the Production Manager.
− Explain why investments in new machinery are necessary: the machines are
obsolete, they are very slow and there are is no security alarm system in case
of injury or accident.
− Every day there are two shifts (the first one from 5am to 3pm, and the second
one from 3pm to 1am). Explain that the shifts are too long (workers work on a
10-hour basis); the lunch time is too short (30 minutes only) and there is
neither a cooker nor a microwave to heat the meals. All workers would prefer
either going home for lunch or having at least a microwave in the kitchen.
Write down how you would explain the current situation to the Managing Director and
how you would ask for what you think is necessary.

Good Morning Mr. Brown, good morning Ms. Donald and Mr. Wilson.
Thank you for receiving me. I am here to…..
Last month we were informed from Mr. Wilson, our Production Manager, about the increase in the
defective items during the second shift. I personally investigated the matter and noticed that …….
As a consequence, ……...
As you know, I have been working for this company for over 15 years and …….

(…waiting for comments and answers)
Thank you Mr. Brown, for considering this matter.
Let me add few words now on another issue: we have recently noticed that working on a 2-shift
basis of 10 hours is……..
Probably this is due to…...
From our side, we think that ……
We all know that the lunch time has been reduced to 30 minutes in the last couple of weeks due
to the rush of the orders; however …...
(SUGGESTED SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)

EXERCISE : PLAYING THE ROLE of the Managing Director of the previous exercise:
−
−

Thank the skilled worker for his concern and interest.
Tell that s/he was planning to buy new machinery and s/he's scheduled a
meeting with a technician of a machinery manufacturing company that will
show new equipment.
− As for the kitchen, the workers will get with a microwave.
− Regarding the shifts: s/he'll think about it and will let the production manager
find out the best solution.
(SUGGESTED SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)
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3.1.2 Meeting Minutes
Meeting Minutes are an internal document which resumes the meeting contents
and, basically, who said what. They are hence written after a meeting to inform
about:

current issues or matters

actions to undertake

who will deal with each issue/matter

deadlines for each action

time and place of next meeting (if applicable)
Tip
When writing the meeting minutes, you should keep in mind the rules concerning the
Reported Speech (see Grammar Overview for more details).
MINUTES MEETING SAMPLE:

Minutes of the Management Meeting
Date:
1st February 2016
Venue: Meeting Room 2
Attendees: John Rale, Mary Jawson, Albert Rossi, Laura Daze
Quality Check Procedure
Following recent complaints about the company's quality system, we agreed that it
is essential to write a quality procedure for our production and logistics department,
in addition to the ISO XXX1 rules that were implemented last November 2015.
Action by MJ, LD by 15th February
New Training
Our production and logistics staff will be involved in an intensive training week:
Monday to Friday from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. We will contact our training provider and
look for the appropriate training course.
Action by JR by 9th February
Customers
We agreed that the customers who complained should be informed about our new
quality procedures with no further delays.
Action by AR by 3rd February
Next meeting:
2nd March 2016, 9:30
Venue:
To be confirmed
3.1.2.1 Meeting Minutes Verbs
Here is a list of verbs which can be used in the Minutes:
ENGLISH
ITALIANO
SAMPLE PHRASES
The problems we wish to address are the
To address / tackle
affrontare, trattare

To agree*
To approve/reject
To circulate /
disseminate /
disclose
To confirm
To consider

essere d'accordo
approvare/rifiutare
(far) circolare

following:
Mr. Johnson agreed with Ms. Taylor

The business plan was approved/rejected
This piece of information should not circulate /
should not be disclosed
The date of the next meeting is confirmed

confermare
Considerare,

Mr. Richards is considering / pondering another
solution
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To ponder / evaluate
To decide
To disagree
To discuss*
To diffuse /
disseminate
/divulgate
To express
To point out
To highlight / remark
To ponder / evaluate
To present
To propose*
To report
To review
To state, to assert
To stress / remark /
highlight
To suggest*

ponderare, valutare
decidere
non essere
d'accordo
discutere
disseminare,
divulgare

We decided not to invest further
John disagreed with Jenny on the new business
plan
We discussed about this issue last month
We should diffuse this important piece of
information

esprimere
evidenziare

The co-workers expressed their points of view

valutare, ponderare

Mr. Richards is pondering all the possible
alternatives
I presented the current situation

Mr. Walker pointed out the importance of..

presentare,
indicare, introdurre
proporre
riferire
rivedere,
riesaminare
affermare,sostenere
evidenziare
suggerire,proporre

Jenny proposed that we..
Jenny reported that the current situation was
difficult
We agreed to review our marketing plan
It was stated that our sales showed a negative
trend
I stressed the importance of a new advertising
campaign
I suggested launching the product

*GRAMMAR NOTES
1)To agree with someone on something (see Chapter "Grammar Overview")
2)To discuss = to talk about ≠ to argue
3) do not confuse "PROPOSE" with "PURPOSE"
To propose --> verb ("proporre")
The purpose --> noun ("scopo; proposito")
A proposal -- > noun ("proposta")
4)To propose/suggest:
SUBJ. + PROPOSE/SUGGEST + THAT + OBJ. + VERB
SUBJ. + PROPOSE/SUGGEST + VERB-ING

Examples:

I suggest that you talk to the Sales Director (the object is specified -- >

you)

I suggest talking to the Sales Director about this (no object)

EXERCISE : MEETING MINUTES TERMINOLOGY
Match the answers on the table below with the following questions about the meeting
minutes terminology:
1.What do you mean if you say "I shall abstain from voting" ?
2.What do you mean if you say "I will back.. (someone)" ?
3.What's the meaning of "delay" ?
4.What is a synonym of to "second someone" ?
5.If someone "takes the floor" what is he/she doing?
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A.he/she starts speaking
B.I will support him/her
C.I will not express my opinion
D.to be behind schedule
E.to support someone

Now answer these questions on your own:
6.If a meeting is shifted from Thursday to Wednesday, are you : "bringing it forward" or
"pushing it back" ?
7.Do you "cancel" or "delete" a meeting?

EXERCISE: MEETING MINUTES VERBS : FILL IN THE BLANKS
Fill in the blanks with the verbs provided below. There are redundant verbs in the list.
1. Yesterday's meeting was _________________ by the representatives from the
workers' union.
2. Mr. James ________________ that he had a meeting with the Managing Director and
that a decision should be taken shortly.
3. The business plan was ________________ in today's discussion.
4. A workers' new wage structure was ________________ at yesterday's meeting.
5. Finally, the new project was ______________ on.
6. The Board of Directors __________________ the possibility of investing in new
equipment.
7. It was _________________ that competition is getting stronger.
8. It was _________________ that the matter should not be discussed any further.
9. Mr. Black _______________ the issue with the Board of Directors.
10. Closing down the production plant was finally _________________
11. The information ________________ immediately.
12. Mr. Johnson __________ the importance of strict quality controls over the production
cycle.
13. It was ____________ that next meeting took place the week after.
14. No further opinions were _______________ during the second meeting.
15. Ms. Smith __________________ that we thought about the proposed solution.
16. Mr. Peck ____________________ the company's strategy in Far Eastern countries.
17. No further questions were _______________ to the Sales Manager.

Verbs:
From 1 to 7:
carried- confirmed- considered- included- pointed out- presented- proposedFrom 8 to 17:
approved- asked- agreed- circulated- decided- discussed- expressed- was received- reportedreviewed- stated- stressed- suggested

(SUGGESTED SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)

EXERCISE: WRITE THE MEETING MINUTES

You are the Managing Director’s P.A. (personal assistant) and you had a meeting with the
Managing Director and the Human Resources Manager. The meeting was about the improper use
of Internet. Some employees were found surfing the Web for private purposes. Write the Minutes
of the meeting. Here is what was said:
HRM: Some employees (No 2) were found surfing the Web and downloading movies.
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• How?--> They left their PCs unlocked by mistake during their coffee breaks
• When?--> Yesterday at 10:30
• Proof of evidence--> print-screen images
MYSELF: Legal consequences: the law protects them, what they do on their PCs belongs to their
private spheres
MD: Actions to undertake:
• Private meeting with each of them (HRM will do)
• Circular letter to all employees, telling that a new Internet control system will be installed (I
will prepare the letter for MD to sign)
• Access to some Internet sites (and to some PC programmes) will be blocked as of today (I
will call the technicians)
• I will call technicians to install a software that will supervise the PC downloads and keep
records of the visited Websites and of the actions taken
(SUGGESTED SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)
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SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS TO CHAPTER EXERCISES
ADVERBS
firmly believe, highly committed, strongly motivated, perform well, fairly developed

TRANSLATION OF A MEETING SAMPLE
Buon giorno Sig. Peterson
La prego, si sieda. Ho letto attentamente la sua email di ieri ed ho pensato a lungo alla situazione
che mi descrive. La prego, mi spieghi meglio che
cosa è successo.
(ascolta il responsabile del personale mentre
parla)
Grazie, Sig. Peterson. Ora capisco meglio.
Per quanto ne so, credo che il modo migliore di
risolvere questa spiacevole situazione, sia di
installare un software spia che registri qualsiasi
abuso del sistema.
Chiederò ai tecnici di installare il software
all'inizio della prossima settimana.
Nel frattempo, vorrei che facesse una riunione
con tutti gli impiegati, diciamo per Venerdì
prossimo alle 10, ed informarli brevemente che, a
causa di alcuni hacker che hanno tentato di
accedere al nostro sistema elettronico per rubare
dati finanziari, siamo stati costretti ad installare
un software “spia”. Tale software non solo
previene intrusioni nel sistema, ma registra tutti i
siti Web visitati, al fine anche di evitare l'accesso
alle nostre informazioni.
Questo sarebbe il primo passo da intraprendere.
Credo che ciò frenerebbe il comportamento di
alcuni impiegati ed infine porrebbe fine al
download!
Al contempo, il software “spia” le invierà un
messaggio di avviso ogni volta in cui si verifichi
un download “particolare”. Se ciò dovesse
verificarsi, la pregherei di informarmi.
Infine, gradirei rivederla tra un mese, per essere
aggiornato sulla situazione. Mille grazie.

Good morning Mr. Peterson.
Please have a sit. I read carefully your email
yesterday, and I thought a lot about it.
Please explain me better what happened.
(he lets the HR Manager speak)
Thank you Mr. Peterson. I understand the
situation now.
As far as I know, I think the best way to
solve this unpleasant situation is to install a
PC-spy software which will detect any abuse
of the system.
I will get some technicians to install the
software early next week.
In the meanwhile, I would like you to have a
meeting with all employees, say next Friday
at 10:00, to tell them briefly that, due to
some hackers that had tried to enter our
electronic system to steal the company's
financial data, we have been compelled to
install a spy software. This software will not
only prevent intrusions, but it will also keep
a record of all the visited Websites, in order
to
prevent
unwanted
and
dangerous
intrusions.
This would be the first step to undertake. I
think it would make those employees
reconsider their personal behaviours and
eventually prevent them from downloading
movies!
In the meanwhile, the spy software will send
you a warning message in case of a
“unusual” Web downloading. If those cases
arose, I would kindly ask you to inform me.
Finally, I would like to see you again in one
month, Mr. Peterson, in order to be informed
about the ongoing situation. Thank you.

MEETING THE MANAGING DIRECTOR
Good Morning Mr. Brown, good morning Ms. Donald and Mr. Wilson.
Thank you for receiving me. I am here to represent my colleagues of the production
department, as you know.
Last month we were informed from Mr. Wilson, our Production Manager, about the
increase in the defective items during the second shift. I personally investigated the
matter and noticed that after the first 10 hours of work, the machines started to
overheat as the ventilation system had not been in function since a couple of months.
As a consequence, the raw material inside the machines jammed causing a waste of
materials and of time, of course, in order to clean the machines and to get them to
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start again. As you know, I have been working for this company for over 15 years and
I think I can see the things clearly: the current machines, allow me to say, are too old
and obsolete. We should buy at least a couple of new ones, to return to a smooth
production cycle, with no defective items and no interruptions.
(…waiting for comments and answers)
Thank you Mr. Brown for considering this matter.
Let me add few words now on another issue: we have recently noticed that working
on a 2-shift basis of 10 hours is not so productive as it was before. Probably, this is
due to the obsolete machines, but I am sure Mr. Wilson will investigate further. From
our side, we think that 2 shifts of 8 hours would suffice. However, we leave this
matter to Mr. Wilson's decision and we'll wait for his feedback.
Last but not least (excuse me for being so long this morning): would it be possible to
have a microwave or a small cooker in the kitchen? We all know that the lunch time
has been reduced to 30 minutes in the last couple of weeks due to the rush of the
orders, but the restaurant in front of the company is not able to provide hot meals
within such a short time. This is the reason why we thought that a microwave or a
small cooker could be helpful to heat the meals that we could bring from home.

PLAYING THE ROLE of the Managing Director
(after the skilled worker has spoken)
Thank you Mr. Avel for your suggestions. We understand your point of view and your
reasons. Actually, we have been thinking about this since the beginning of the year
and we are now pondering the possibility to invest in new equipment. As a matter of
fact, we have scheduled a meeting with a representative from “A&G” (a company
specialised in machinery production) who will show us some new models and will
explain the features and advantages of some new machines of the latest technology,
which are also compliant with the new security standards.
(second intervention)
You are crystal-clear as usual Mr. Avel! That's why your co-workers have chosen you
to represent them! Very good. As for the shift change we will consider you requests
after talking with the Human Resource Manager and the Production Manager. For the
time being, I am not so sure whether we are able to introduce the shift change you
ask for, but we will take your request into high consideration. I think we could meet
again in one month, in order to see how things went on.
In the meanwhile, Mrs Black will take care of bringing a microwave in the kitchenette.
Thank you Mr. Avel.

MEETING MINUTES TERMINOLOGY
1.C I will not express my opinion
2.B I will support him/her
3.D to be behind schedule
4.E to support someone
5.A he/she starts speaking (=to take the floor);
(to let someone speak – > to give the floor)
6. bringing it forward
7. I shall cancel/call off a meeting!
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MEETING MINUTES VERBS: FILL IN THE BLANKS
1presented, 2confirmed, 3included, 4proposed, 5carried, 6considered, 7pointed out
8decided, 9discussed, 10approved, 11circulated, 12stressed, 13stated, 14expressed,
15suggested, 16reviewed, 17asked
Redundant words:
- - agreed- - - - - was received- - - reported- - - -

WRITE THE MEETING MINUTES : MEETING WITH THE MANAGING DIRECTOR
AND THE HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGER
Date:
14th January, Monday
Venue: Managing Director’s office
Present: Tom Ferguson; Richard Foster; Janet Reed
Issues:
Some employees were found surfing the Web for private purposes. The Managing
Director has decided to take corrective actions.
Corrective Actions against Internet abuses:
•Write a circular letter to inform about a new Internet control system.
Action by JR tomorrow, 15th January
•Have a private meeting with the involved co-workers.
Action by RF on 16th January at 17:00 in the Meeting Room.
•Call software technicians to :
◦ install a spy software that will make some PC programmes inaccessible and
will keep a record of the visited Websites
◦ block some Internet sites, according to technicians' suggestions
Action by JR by 17th January
Next meeting: 21st January
Venue:
Managing Director’s room
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3.2 BUSINESS NEGOTIATIONS
A negotiation is a meeting between two or more parties from different
companies or organisations, to reach a mutual understanding or an
agreement on future action.

Negotiation Variables
The following variables may determine who will be successful in a negotiation:
• purchasing power
• market situation (which may be in favour of one side)
• competitors (and their competitive prices or better quality)
• high quality, uniqueness or exclusivity of the product
• culture
Culture is an important variable to take into account when negotiating. Some
cultural aspects can in fact act as real threats or even generate unpleasant
misunderstandings. Therefore, when dealing with international companies, you
should always keep in mind that :
- the use of silence is different from culture to culture
- the importance of punctuality varies
- the concept of time (of pauses and of speech length) varies from nation to
nation, even within Europe
- a written agenda may be appreciated for someone or may be irrelevant for
others
- in some cultures, people love “chit-chat”, i.e. talking about non-business
matters before getting “down to business”; it is important to respect this habit
- some business people are pleased to invite for lunch or for dinner, which is
just another way of doing business and showing hospitality
- some cultures are more “concrete” than others and “get to the point” more
quickly, which would not mean that the “others” are not capable of finding
effective solutions
- the concept of doing business varies from nation to nation; therefore it is
necessary to be flexible and open-minded
Places
Negotiations can take place at:
− trade fairs
− the company's premises or production plant
− a third party's office (e.g. the Chamber of Commerce)
otherwise, negotiations can be carried out:
− online, via video conferences
− via fax or by email exchange
3.2.1 Negotiation Phases
We will go through four different negotiation phases: preparatory phase, negotiation
in action, concluding and summarizing, negotiation-is-over phase.
1) preparatory phase :
− Be prepared to meet the other party (a customer, a supplier, an insurance
company or a financing institution) before the negotiation starts:
− gather as much information as possible about the other party
− plan a meeting with your Managing Director or with the person in charge to
talk about the main topics of the negotiation
− prepare an agenda of the negotiation, with a list of possible requests and
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proposals from your side
understand what is important for you and what the other party may ask in
addition or instead
− determine what to: say, obtain, avoid, or “hide”
− prepare appropriate answers in case you are asked questions whose
answers cannot be revealed, or be told yet (e.g. date of release of a new
product; pending patents etc.)
Prepare some material or documentation to present (Company profile?
Catalogue? Samples? Price list? Some data concerning the sector, the market,
etc.?) to support your proposals or requests

−

−

2) negotiation in action :
 introductory phase: it is good, especially if you are in Sales, to start by talking
about something which is NOT directly related to business, such as: the
weather, the journey/flight (if applicable), the family members (if you know the
other people quite well), the local food, the hotel that was booked, the
difficulty/easiness to reach the meeting place etc. Offer some water, a cup of
tea or coffee if the meeting takes place in your company. This will help the
other person feel more “at ease”. However, remember that the “introductory
phase” also depends on the CULTURE of the other side. Some cultures may not
like to “wander off” from the main subject - that is business.
 back to business: time to talk about the subject of the negotiation. Be prepared
to be asked even technical questions and to reply consistently*. If you feel
unsure of what to say, be ready to reply with “I can verify this with.. (the
production/the quality manager, the financial department...)”. Do not let the
situation or the anxiety from the other side overwhelm you.
 be fair and cooperative, so that both of you will feel to make a good deal.
Furthermore, remember that globalisation and Internet have made it difficult to
hide inconvenient or disadvantageous conditions or matters
 be open-minded: think about the current market situation, the future and the
global market (if applicable).
 be polite: the concept of POLITENESS varies from culture to culture. Try to be
informed about what is considered (im)polite in the culture of the person (most
likely the customer?) you are about to meet. Use pauses in the right way and
try to leave spaces for others to talk. Be open minded.
 If your standard of English is good, you may be asked to translate/interpret for
your Managing Director. In such a case, remind courteously to make pauses, in
order to report correctly what is said.

Apropos translating....
− NOTE TAKING (see below) is an important tool to transmit the content of
a speech
3) concluding and summarizing :
− summarize the content of the decisions
− state what should be done next
− decide who should do it, and by when
− decide when you will see each other again or when you will get in contact again
4) negotiation over :
when the negotiation is over and the other party left the meeting, take few
moments to:
− recap with the attendees what was said; recap the main points and decisions
− understand and clarify the issues, if any
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−

inform all relevant people about the outcomes, in order to take immediate
action

−

establish the necessary and appropriate actions to undertake in order to start
working straight away. In particular:
− compare the outcomes of the negotiation with the set objectives, targets
and (well-known) limits
− learn from failures (if any) --> what went wrong? Why? Any weaknesses?
Errors?
− Who should do what? By when? Who will inform whom about each step
undertaken or the results?

*GRAMMAR NOTE
consistent=logic; showing no contradiction (= “coerente”)
3.2.1.1 Business Negotiation Note Taking
When negotiating, it is essential to understand clearly what the other side is
saying, especially if you are interpreting. If this is the case, your task is to
report the speech as carefully and faithfully as possible. Therefore:
− a certain amount of note taking is fundamental, as well as
− the repetition of the decisions and of the actions to undertake

NOTE TAKING
Here are some useful, common abbreviations to use. The aim of the following graphs
is to shorten the time to write.
~ ; approx.
@
bec.; coz
b/4
b/2
&; +
TO
vs.
=
≠
>
<
+
$, €
%
?
2
#
w/
w/o
w/i;

about, approximately
at
because
before
on behalf of
and, in addition to, furthermore
in order to
as opposed of
equal to / identical to
not equal to
more than
less than
plus, over
minus
money
percent
question
too, to
number
with
without
within
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3.2.2 Negotiation Terminology
Nouns
Let's see how well you know some terminology. Match the nouns on the left with their
explanations on the right:
A compromise a mutual consent
A proposal

a problem

An issue

a profitable deal

An agreement

a solution accepted by the parties

A bargain
an offer to the other side
(SOLUTIONS AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)
Adjectives
• profitable=>favourable=>advantageous
• unprofitable=>unfavourable=>disadvantageous
• mutual=>shared=>common (negotiations are often carried for the “mutual
benefit” of the two sides)
• trustworthy=>reliable (negotiations are easier and quicker if the parties can
trust each other)
Verbs
When you NEGOTIATE, you probably talk about:
− prices
− the supply of products or services
− terms and sales conditions
− fees (with insurance companies, banks or financial institutions)
Let's see if you know the synonyms of the following verbs. Match the verbs on the left
with those on the right:
to discuss *
to allow
to deal with

to ask for

to agree ON*

to refuse

to accept

to dissent

to propose

to do business with
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to require *

to give an affirmative reply, to say yes

to request *

to need, to be in need of

to grant

to offer

to deny

to be of the same opinion

to disagree
to talk
(SOLUTIONS AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)

GRAMMAR NOTES*
1)to DISCUSS ≠ to ARGUE ; a discussion ≠ an argument
to argue = to quarrel = to shout at someone
an argument = a heated discussion
a discussion = a talk
1b)DISCUSS is never followed by the preposition ABOUT.
You discuss something. You talk about something
2) REQUEST = what is asked for
requests ≠ requirements
-->requirements=needs
to request=to ask for
to require=to need
3)You AGREE WITH someone ON something

1. BUSINESS NEGOTIATION TERMINOLOGY by TOPICS
NEGOTIATION TOPICS
VERBS
SAMPLE PHRASES
Welcoming

To welcome
To have the pleasure in
/ to..
To be pleased to..
To thank for..

General,
Ice-break talking

To hope (+future tense)
How is..
What about..
What a nice..

Reasons for
meeting

To start with..
To begin with..
The reasons for..
The reason why..
The aim of..
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Welcome to …
It’s good to see you again, Mr …
Thank you for coming
It’s good to see you, we have a lot to talk
about today
I am so pleased to see you, Mr..
It's a pleasure to have you here today, Mr..
Good morning Mr..! Please have a seat
I hope you had a nice flight
Today it’s a bit foggy here, but normally it is
shiny and..
I hope the hotel we booked for you was
comfortable
I hope you found our location easily
Welcome to Italy Mr..! I hope we will have
some time to show you our beautiful
landscape..
I’d like to start with few words about
today's meeting
Let me outline
the main topics of this
meeting …
We kindly asked you to come here
because..
As you know, we recently..
There are two specific matters we would
like to discuss, in particular..:
Let me start with a few words about the
reasons for our meeting..

Expressing hope
for a positive
negotiation

To hope +future tense
To wish+subjunctive
To agree with (someone) on

Making
concessions
(see list below as
well)

To
To
To
To
To

Expressing
doubts
Pondering

To ponder
To think about
Not to be sure about..
To try to..
To verify whether..
To see if..

Expressing
conditions

Provided that = a

(something)

grant
allow
let
do one's best to..
comply with

condizione che

On condition that = a
condizione che

As long as / so long as
= fintanto che

In case = nel caso in cui
Unless (+affirmative
sentence) = a meno che

non

Agreeing
Confirming
Accepting

To
To
To
To
To

agree
confirm
accept
comply with
meet one's requests

Ending an
intervention

To hand over to..
To hear other opinions
To proceed
To conclude
To give the floor to..
(passare la parola a..)
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The reason why we asked you to come is,
as you know...
Firstly, I would like to express/say..
I hope we will find a solution to this
problem
We would really like to continue working
together
It is important for both of us to agree on..
I wish we had met before!
We will grant you the discount you
asked/requested
We are ready to comply with your requests
We are pleased to allow you the credit
extension you asked
We will let you have that credit extension
We will do our best to help you with this
matter!
We do not think it could be possible,
however…
There is little chance that we…
We will ask our production department to
look into this matter and we will inform
you afterwards
We’ll see what we can do about this
We will think about your proposal
I will ponder your offer James!
We will try to help you
We will do our best to meet your requests
We will ponder your suggestions and we will
let you know
We will grant you the discounts provided
that your payments are punctual.
We will grant the discounts on condition
that payments are punctual.
As long as payments are punctual, we will
grant you...
We will ask for damages in case the goods
are lost in transit.
We will not sign the agreement unless you
grant us a 2% discount for payment in
advance
Unless you are prepared to pay in advance,
we cannot ship the goods by airfreight
No problem, we are ready to..
We agree to..
We are in favour OF…
This is a good strategy. We will execute it
immediately!
We are willing to comply with..
Yes, we will be ready within a month
We will meet your requests Mrs Brown!
We understand your requirements and..
I would like now to hand this matter over to
my colleague, who has something to show
you/to say about it
We would appreciate hearing your views on
this, Mr Taylor
Now I would like to give the floor to Mr..

Summing up

To
To
To
To

I would be now pleased to hear what Mr.
Timson thinks about it
I would like to conclude with few words now
OK, now that we have finished, I would like
to go through the main points that we’ve
been discussing today
Allow me to summarize the most important
things we have decided today
Let me double check with you what we
should expect from each other within the
next six months
Therefore, as agreed, we will.. and from
your side, you will...
All right. Just to recap, we will prepare a…
and we will update you as soon as we
have more information
All right, summing up / in few words / to
conclude, you will... and we will...

sum up
summarize
finish
conclude

*GRAMMAR NOTES
WISH followed by PAST SUBJUNCTIVE
I wish he never accepted that job!
Past Subjunctive=>Past Simple (except on the verb TO BE, as it is always declined with
“were”--> If I were you, I wouldn't do that!)
Other verbs on MAKING CONCESSIONS:
-->to make it possible to.. = to make something happen
-->to make it acceptable to.. = to accept
-->to do one's best to.. = to make all possible efforts to...
-->to meet the requests of the other side = to find a compromise
-->to waive one's terms and meet the other side halfway = to renounce to some of
your conditions and accept others from the other side
-->to counteroffer = to make another, more convenient, offer
NEGOTIATION OPENING SAMPLE
Dear Mr. Roger and Ms. Bristel, thank you very much for coming here to visit us.
We have been waiting for this meeting for such a long time!
I know you had a nice flight yesterday and I hope you will have some extra time
here in Barcelona to enjoy the sunny weather.
As you probably know, I am Vicente Gonzalez, the managing director of this
company and you have been exchanging emails with me and with my personal
assistant María, who speaks English fluently and will be happy to assist you
today.
Let me begin by telling you something about our company. We are the biggest
service centre in Spain, my grandfather started this activity in 1950, our main
customers are multinational companies such as:…., we have been rated “A+”
from “Brother & Krumple”, one of the largest international financial companies.
Ok, now, let’s talk about our future business cooperation. María will be happy to
take you to our warehouse to see how we store the products and how our
logistics and software system help us working smoothly and impeccably! After
the visit, I am sure you will choose us as your service centre in Spain!
We will have lunch in our cafeteria and after that, we will talk about the draft
agreement we sent you last week per email. María will take you to the
warehouse and I will see you again in approximately one hour. See you later
then, and enjoy your visit!
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EXERCISE: SUMMING UP A NEGOTIATION
On the basis of the negotiation opening described above, write the end of the
negotiation between Vicente, Mr. Roger and Ms. Bristel.
You can consider the following information:
• Ms. Bristel was positively impressed by the logistic centre; she was satisfied with
the state-of-the-art technology in the warehouse
• Vicente expresses his positive feeling and says that they talked about everything
they wanted to. Therefore, he wishes to summarise the main aspects, that are the
following:
o the agreement was accepted by both parties. Vicente's company will
become the service provider in Spain for Mr. Roger and Ms. Bristel.
o there is one change in the agreement: payment must be done every
month instead of every fifteen days
o Vicente's Production Manager will check the stock level every 15 days
and the Accounting Dept. will send a statement for payment at the end
of each month
o Vicente's Quality Manager will verify the conditions of the stock and will
measure the stock temperature every month
o Mr. Roger and Ms. Bristel will pay on a monthly basis by bank transfer
o A technician will carry out quality inspections on a quarterly basis, every
15th day of the month
o Mr. Roger and Ms. Bristel agreed to pay €0,04 per item plus a fixed
monthly cost of €100 for the hiring of the warehouse space
o for the first month, no electricity and ventilation costs will be charged to
Mr. Roger
o Vicente's CEO will be in the office the following day. He will sign the
agreement and Vicente will send it by courier, first thing in the morning.
(SUGGESTED SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)

EXERCISE : NEGOTIATING PRICES AND DELIVERY TERMS
You are in the middle of a negotiation with one of your most important customers,
who asked for the following:
− better prices: the competitors have already lowered their prices and sent a new
offer; your customer is willing to buy from them if you do not lower your export
prices too!
− better delivery terms (your customer needs delivery within 3 days from order)
You will answer the following:
− You cannot guarantee better prices: the fuel costs have recently risen (you
normally send the goods by road transport), and the costs of the raw material has
increased sharply
− However, you will speak with the financial manager and see if you can lower your
profit margins (your profit margins!!) and meet his request
− Nevertheless, you point out that you both have been doing business since a very
long time, and it is not a nice thing to turn to the competitors and buy from them,
if you do not lower your prices (you have to say this very diplomatically!)
− Regarding the delivery terms, say that there is not a lot you can do. As your
customer knows, your company owns no trucks; therefore, you have to ask the
best service and the best transport price to national or international freight
forwarders
− However, you may ask for new offers from some new transport companies, which
have contacted you recently.
− Add that you appreciate doing business with him and you have always given the
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best quality products at the best prices.
− Furthermore, in the next few weeks you will send the sample of a new product.
You are sure the customer will appreciate it.
− End the meeting in a positive way expressing hope for future, profitable business.
(SUGGESTED SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)
3.2.3 Conflict
In case no agreement is made, or if the parties do not agree on some
points of the negotiation, there might be conflict. How can you face and
solve such an unpleasant situation? How to deal with the other party, if
conflict arises?
In all cases where reaching an agreement is vital, you should..:
show understanding
not impose your points of view
say that you will look into the matter and propose other, more flexible, solutions
explain the advantages of reaching an agreement for both sides
understand whether the conflict is due to cultural reasons rather than business
matters
try to reach an agreement at least on small issues

•
•
•
•
•
•
Once
•
•
•

the difficult or conflict negotiation is over, it is a good idea to:
sum up the main agreed points
discuss the future steps to undertake
always try to show flexibility

APPARENTLY SIMILAR TERMS
In “sensitive” negotiations, it often happens to talk about “problems”, although the
world “problem” is preferable not to mention. Therefore, here are some useful and
negotiation-friendly alternatives..:
Problem

Problema

Question

Questione; domanda

Issue

Questione = problema

Matter

Questione = argomento

Inconvenience

Equivoco/disturbo

Misunderstanding

Incomprensione

Topic

Argomento

3.2.3.1 Conflict Negotiation Terminology

1. BUSINESS CONFLICT TERMINOLOGY by PHASES
CONFILCT
NEGOTIATION
PHASES
INCENTIVATING
A POSITIVE
NEGOTIATION

VERBS

SAMPLE PHRASES

 To think about
 To wait
 To see the positive
aspects of..
 To ponder accurately
 To
understand
each
other
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I think we should focus on a mutual and
beneficial solution which would help us
(+verb)..
I think it is our joint interest to find a way
to (+verb)…
Let me better understand your situation;
you …

 To understand the other
person’s point of view
 To try to..

STATING
REASONS

 The reasons for..
 The main causes are..
 Due to..
 owing to..
 because of..

DISAGREEING






REFUSING
COMPLETELY

 To refuse to..
 To reject a proposal /
the agreement

ENDING
(positively or
negatively)

 To be happy that..
 To look forward to..
(Verb-ING)
 To hope
 To express pleasures
in..
 To be delighted to..
 To be sorry for..
 To thank anyway

To disagree
Not to be in favour of..
Not to be able to..
To be unable to..
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Please explain me why it is so!
Please tell us why you need this.
Just let me try to talk to Mr.. to see if we
can…
We should try to understand each other
and..
I understand your point of view / reasons
Mr. Jones, therefore…
We need to find the right balance
between...
The reasons for being so strict, is that
punctual deliveries are essential
The main cause for our change of supplier
is your prices!
Owing to the rush of our orders, we have
been forced to change our supplier;
unfortunately you are too far from our
production plant!
You should understand that for us, the… is
vital
I cannot see why you..
I do not think this is the best you can
offer
I find that other companies offer better
solutions than these ones
Our prices give us only a small amount of
profit margin, therefore..
At the time being, we are unable to meet
your requests, maybe in the future..
Our policy prevents us from accepting this
Our finance policy does not allow us to
grant credit extensions to new
customers
Frankly speaking, I do not think this is
possible
I am afraid we cannot meet such request
I think it will not be possible for us to..
I am sorry, but given the circumstances,
we have no alternatives but to..
We are not in a position to..
I don’t think we can cooperate in this
I think we will ask someone else
I don't see any room for improvement
here
I am happy we found a solution
We look forward to a long-lasting business
relationship, then!
I hope this will be the first meeting of
many
It has been a very useful meeting
It was a pleasure meeting you
I am sorry we could not find an
agreement
I hope next time we will find a solution
Good, then the next step is…
It was a profitable negotiation for both of
us. We will draw up a contract now.

GRAMMAR NOTES
1)to DISCUSS ≠ to ARGUE ; a discussion ≠ an argument
to argue = to quarrel = to shout at someone
an argument = a heated discussion
a discussion = a talk
2)requests = what you ask for
to request=to ask for
requests ≠ requirements
-->requirements=needs
to require=to need
requests ≠ demands
to demand=to claim; to want (be careful as “to pretend” means “to simulate”)
Therefore…
ENGLISH
To request
To ask (for)
To require
To demand

ITALIANO
Richiedere
Domandare
Aver bisogno di / necessitare
Pretendere (avoid it!)

EXERCISE: NEGOTIATONS WITH A TRADE UNION REPRESENTATIVE
Imagine that you are the representative of an important trade union and you are
against the decision of your managing director to reduce the number of workers in his
factory and replace them with machines.
The managing director already made a decision and he is meeting the involved
workers, who had informed you and asked to be present at the meeting with the
Board of Directors.
You are facing the managing director and have now to protect the job places of the
blue-collar workers.
•
•
•
•
•

How would you start your conversation?
Which would be the words that you would use
the most to impress the Board of Directors?
What would you avoid to say?
What would you propose?
How would you end the negotiation?

(SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)

EXERCISE : NEGOTIATING PAYMENT TERMS
Based on the suggestions that follow, create a dialogue between Mr. Viss (a
representative from an import-export company) and Mr. Taylor (the sales manager of
a supplying company) :
1)You are James Viss, a representative of an import-export company and are
negotiating with the Sales Manager of the company that supplies you with some of
the goods you import regularly. Your country is considered highly risky from all
international credit insurance companies. You asked to meet the Sales Manager
because…
− You need better payment terms: you have been working together for 1 year
and have always paid in advance. You ask for a deferred payment term at 90
days.
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− All other suppliers grant you those conditions as you are a well-known and wellestablished company in your country, therefore you do not understand why this
supplier does not trust you.
− You are ready to present the balance sheet of your company to prove that your
company is financially stable and viable.
2)The sales manager of the supplying company (Robert Taylor) replies to Mr. Viss’s
requests. Choose one of the following options:
• Mr. Taylor will be glad to receive the consolidated balance sheet of the
company and he will ask his financial department to analyse it.
• The insurance company previously suggested that Mr. Taylor always requests
advance payment by Mr. Viss, due to the bad economic situation in his country.
Therefore, there is nothing Mr. Taylor can do about it, unless payment is made
by letter of credit at 60/90 days.
• Mr. Taylor is inflexible and will not allow any credit extension.
Start this negotiation with some conflict.. It is up to you to decide whether it ends
positively or negatively.
3) After finishing the dialogue, reply to the following questions:

..Was the negotiation positive or negative?
..Who had more negotiating power? Why?
..Do you think the situation you invented can be real?
..How would YOU handle such situation, if you were Mr. Taylor?
(SUGGESTED SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)
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SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS TO CHAPTER EXERCISES
TERMINOLOGY
NOUNS
A compromise

a solution accepted by the parties

A proposal

an offer to the other side

An issue

a problem

An agreement

a mutual consent (the Contract is an Agreement)

A bargain

a profitable deal

VERBS
to discuss

to talk

to deal with

to do business with

to agree ON something

to be of the same opinion

to accept

to give an affirmative reply, to say yes

to propose

to offer

to require

to need, to be in need of

to request

to ask for

to grant

to allow

to deny

to refuse

to disagree

to dissent

SUMMING UP A NEGOTIATION
All right. I think we covered all the aspects we wanted to talk about. I think it is useful
now to go through the main topics and decisions that we took.
I was happy to see that Ms. Bristel appreciated our warehouse and logistics centre,
especially our warehouse system and the cutting-edge technology we use! I was also
happy to see that Mr. Roger accepted the agreement with only one change: payment
to be effected on a monthly basis instead of on a fifteen-day basis, but this is not an
issue for us, as I said before.
I will make sure that our Production Manager will verify the stock level every 15 days,
as agreed, and that our Accountant will send you the statement for payment every
month.
I will also make sure that our Quality Manager will check the status of the stored
goods by measuring the temperature of the depot every day at 12 O’ clock, our time.
He will send you a chart with the temperature variations every month.
From your side, we will expect payment every month to the bank account indicated in
our agreement. You will effect payment on the 1st working day of the month, by bank
transfer.
We will also expect a visit from your quality inspector every 3 months, around the 15th
day of the month.
The price we agreed on is €0.04 per item stocked + a fixed amount of €100 each
month for the hiring of the warehouse space. For the first trial month, we decided that
the electricity and the ventilation system costs will not be charged.
These were the main points, I guess. I will sign the agreement and send it via courier
tomorrow, because I need the signature of the CEO, who will be here tomorrow. If
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you would like to add something Mr. Roger or Ms. Bristel, please do so. After that, if
you do not mind, I would like to invite you for dinner. There is a nice restaurant…

NEGOTIATING PRICES AND DELIVERY TERMS
All right Mr. Schmidt. Let me just recap the main aspects of your requests about the
price issue. You know our high-quality products have fixed production costs. We
manufacture our quality items ourselves, in our production plant and the cost of the
raw material have recently risen, as you probably know. I am aware of the fact that
we cannot compete with the low prices of some of competitors, but you should
consider the impeccable high quality of our products, not to mention the outstanding
after-sales service and the fact that some bespoken items are produced exclusively
for you! Therefore, lowering our prices would mean lowering the quality of the raw
material we use; reducing the quality checks; and, of course, lowering the small
amount of profit margin we are making, which would probably lead to serious troubles
in the years to come!
However, Mr. Schmidt, we will do our best to meet your request: we can offer more
competitive prices by accepting an offer from a new shipping company, which sent us
a quotation with very low freight charges. Therefore, we could reduce the amount of
the invoice by at least 5%, which is very good, I guess! Furthermore, the new
shipping company has guaranteed a faster and reliable delivery within few days from
the date of the order, which would help us too. I am sure you will appreciate all these
efforts, Mr. Schmidt! And I am sure you will be also positively impressed by our new
product, “Lilia” which is absolutely extraordinary! I will send you some samples early
next week. Now, let me hear what you think about my proposals.

NEGOTIATIONS WITH A TRADE UNION REPRESENTATIVE
• How would you start your conversation?
I would start my speech in this way:
- dear Mr. Brown, I am here today to represent the workers of your factory.
- I have been informed from your workers, that you decided to dismiss some of them
in view of investments in new machinery that will replace them
- dear Mr. Brown, dear Directors, I am here today to discuss about the decision to lay
off part of the company's workforce
- dear Mr. Brown, dear Gentlemen, I am here to represent the workers of this factory
and to safeguard their rights when you are about to lay them off
• Which would be the words that you would use the most to impress the Board?
Most of the times, I would use the following words:
- it is mandatory to protect the workers' interests and rights
- I have to safeguard their jobs!
- you should show a sales negative trend in order to justify your workers’ dismissal!
- this is against the law/national labour agreement*!
- the trade union that I represent is completely against your decision, and we will try
our best to safeguard the jobs of the workers
- replacing workers with machines...: this is completely unacceptable! Do you know
that the quality of the products is perceived thanks to the skills of these workers?
• What would you avoid to say?
I would avoid mentioning the fact that the negative economic downturn would
probably force other companies to do the same.
I would avoid colloquialism.
I would avoid threatening.
• How would you end your negotiation?
I would probably end the conversation by saying:
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- we will ask for further meetings at national level; this is not acceptable!
- I will ask for redundancy payments* for the dismissed workers! It’s their right!
- this is unfair: we will start striking; everyone has to know!
- many of your workers have more than 10-year experience in this company; we will
bring this matter to court!
- we will discuss this at national level!
* EXPLANATORY NOTES
redundancy payments = cassa integrazione
national labour agreements = contratti collettivi nazionali

NEGOTIATING PAYMENT TERMS
>>Good day Mr. Taylor. May I come in?
− Hallo James. Please have a sit.
>>Thank you Mr. Taylor
− So, you’re here because...?
>>Because as you know, Mr. Taylor, we’ve been doing business together for a year
and we’ve always paid you on time. All other suppliers accept payment at 90 days,
so...
− Sorry for interrupting you James, but I think it will be quite impossible for you
to get the same payment terms with us. You know, we are a large company,
we are the sector's leader and our payment policy is very strict, no matter
which customer deals with us. Therefore, I’m afraid I cannot accept your
request.
>>Well, I would not like to turn to other suppliers, but you're leaving me no
alternatives...
− Hmmm.. I could see a possibility to pay by L/C at 60 days, though..
>>L/C? Do you know how much it costs to open a letter of credit? This is out of the
question. If you want, I can let you have our consolidated balance sheet and you can
ask your finance manager to analyse it. I am sure you will see that our company is
stable and reliable.
− I’ll see what I can do James.
>>All right Bob, talk to you soon.

3)
..Was the negotiation positive or negative?
The negotiation was negative as the two businessmen did not really come to an
agreement. However, in the end Mr. Taylor accepts to analyse Mr. Viss's balance
sheet.

..Who had more negotiating power? Why?
Mr. Taylor had, because his company is very powerful.

..Do you think the situation you invented is real?
I think situations like this one occurs very often, unfortunately.

..How would YOU handle such situation, if you were Mr. Taylor?
If I were Mr. Taylor I wouldn't probably give Mr. Viss any chance. When it comes to
financial issues and company’s policies are strict, there is not much a single person
(or a Manager) can do.
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4. BUSINESS TELEPHONING
4.1 TELEPHONE TERMINOLOGY
Nouns
Do you know how you would say...
numero verde, numero fisso, numero d'ufficio, numero di interno...?
Here is a small glossary:
Toll free numbers
 numeri verdi
Land-line numbers (from a fixed telephone)  numeri fissi
Mobile number
 (numero di) cellulare
Office/work number
 numero d’ufficio
Extension (of a desk telephone)
 numero di interno
voice mail (box)
 messaggeria telefonica (messaggi vocali registrati)
Answering machine
 segreteria telefonica (l’apparecchio)
Collect call (AE) / Reverse charge call (BE)  chiamata a carico del destinatario
Verb Glossary
To call, to ring, to phone (someone)
To dial / redial
To hang up (hang up on someone)
To start a call / to end a call
To pick up the phone/the receiver
To put on hold
To transfer a call
To put someone through

=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>

chiamare / telefonare
comporre il numero
riagganciare
avviare / terminare una chiamata
alzare la cornetta
mettere in attesa
trasferire una chiamata
passare qualcuno al telefono (trasferire)

EXERCISE: Telephone Sample Phrases
Match the phrases in English with their translations in Italian
-Which is your extension?
-Era uno scherzo telefonico!
-Could you put me through to his
-La linea è disturbata
extension?
-Mi può trasferire alla sua messaggeria
-Sorry, his extension is busy now, can
vocale?
you call back later?
-Mi spiace ha l'interno occupato, può
-Can you put me through to his voice
ritelefonare più tardi?
mail?
-Non riesco a prendere la linea/passare la
-The line / connection is bad
chiamata
-The phone is engaged / busy
-Può trasferirmi al suo numero di interno?
-Sorry, we were cut off
-Qual è il suo numero di interno?
-I cannot get through
-Scusi, è caduta la linea
-It was a prank call!
-Il telefono è occupato
(SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)

1.BUSINESS TELEPHONING TERMINOLOGY by CALL PHASES
TELEPHONE PHASE
(outgoing calls)
CALLER:
Introduce
yourself and the
name of the
company

VERBS

SAMPLE PHRASES

− To call from (+

− Very formal: Good Morning, I am Linda

company name)
− To be Mrs.. from..

− Formal: Good Morning, I am Linda from

and I am calling from “Phills & Sons Ltd”

“Phills & Sons”
− Informal: Good day/Hello there, it’s Linda.
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RECEIVER:
Answering an
incoming call

− Wishing a good
day..

RECEIVER/
CALLER:
Asking to repeat

− To repeat
− To spell
− Not catching / not
getting the name
− Not hearing /
understanding well
− To speak up / to
speak louder

CALLER:
Asking the name
of the person you
would like to
speak to*

− To be available
− To be there
− To be in the office
− To ask for
extension number
(312)..
− To speak to Mr.
(someone) in the
YY (HR)
department
− To talk to*

RECEIVER:
Announcing that
someone is not
available

CALLER:
Leaving
messages**

RECEIVER:
Taking
messages**

He
is..

− Good day / morning / evening, Catherine
speaking..
− Tackle & Tickle, Kate speaking
− Kate speaking, how can I help?
− Good morning Tickle & Tackle..
− Sorry, I didn’t catch/get your name / your
number…
− Sorry, I didn’t hear / understand / get that
− Could you spell your name for me, please?
− Could you repeat that please?
− What was your name again?
− Sorry, I can’t hear you very well, could you
speak up a little bit?
− Could you speak louder, please?
− Sorry, there's some noise
in the
background, could you say it again please?
− (informal): Say it again..?
− I’d like to speak to Mr. Jones, please.
− Could you put me through to Mrs./Mr./Ms.
Weaver, please?
− May I speak to..., please?
− Is Cathy available?
− Is Mr. Brown in the office today?
− Is Lionel there?
− Could I have extension 234, please?
− Could I speak to someone in the
Accounting Department, please?
− Is Mr. Robinson there/available?

− not available
− not in the

− I’m sorry, he/she is not available at the
moment
− Sorry, he/she’s away the whole week
− Sorry, he is not at his desk now
− He's out of the office, I'm afraid
− He has just left (BE); He just left (AE)
− Sorry, he's called in sick today
− I’m afraid he/she’s in a meeting
− He/she’s on a business trip and won’t be
back until..

office
− away of his
desk
− IN a meeting
− ON a business
trip
− out (of the
office)
− To leave a message
− To be put through
to someone’s voice
mail
− To speak to
someone’s
secretary
− To ask for the
permission to send
a fax / an email
− To call back
− To take a message
− To leave a message

− Can I leave a message?
− Could you put me through to his voice
mail?
− Can I speak to his secretary please?
− Please tell him that Kate phoned.
− Could you tell me the best time to find
him?
− Can I write him an email?
− Can I send you a fax with my request?
− Would you like to leave a message?
− I’ll ask him/her to call you back
− I will have him to ring you back
− Would you like to leave a message on his
voice mail?
− Would you like to speak to his/her
assistant?
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CALLER:
Stating
the purpose of
the phone call

RECEIVER:
Listening and
replying actively

− Can I put you through to
assistant/voice mail?
− I’m phoning about…
− The reason why I’m calling is..
− I’m calling because…
− It’s related to..
− It’s about a/the..
− I’m calling because..
− It’s in connection with..

− To phone/call is
about..
− The reason
for/why..
− To call because..
− To be in connection
WITH
− To be related TO
− To agree
− To understand

RECEIVER:
Transferring calls

− To put through to..
− To connect
someone with..
− To transfer the call

RECEIVER:
Putting on hold

− To put on hold
− To wait on the
phone

RECEIVER :
Taking the caller
back on the line

− Thank you for..

CALLER:
Thanking for the
help/time

− To appreciate (AE)

his/her

− I see / I understand
− I was thinking that..
− Yes, in fact..
− I agree with you
− Yes, no problem, I will..
− Let me see if I can..
− Stay on the phone/line while I'm trying to
connect you
− Please stay on the phone while I'm
transferring you
− Let me put you through to the HR
department
− Would you mind waiting on the phone
while I’m transferring you?
− Bear with me (BE)
− Stay on the line / hold on the line please
(AE)
− Don't hang up, hold on the line please
− Sorry, the computer is slow today.. would
you mind waiting a moment?
− Let me check/verify this for you. Can I put
you on hold for a second?
− Let me do some research for you. Can I
put you on hold?
− I will look for that piece of information for
your, don't hang up, please.
− The
computer
is
pulling
up
that
information for you, let me put you on
hold for a second
− Thank you for your patience
− Thank you for waiting
− Sorry to keep you waiting
− Mr.. are you still there?
− Right, thank you very much indeed (BE)
− Thanks a lot! I appreciate it! (AE)
− Well, that’s all I wanted to know, thanks!

− To thank for..

*GRAMMAR NOTES
To talk to Vs. to talk with
To talk to one way conversation (one person speaks, the other listens)
To talk with to converse extensively
**PHONE TIPS for Phone Messages
• When leaving a message, be careful to always spell your family name.
• When taking a message, double-check the family name of the caller.
• If you are a seller, do not leave a message; you are very unlikely to be called
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back! Ask instead when you are more likely to find the person in the office and
then call back..
4.1.1 Phone Dialogue Samples
(Formal)
Receptionist: Howards Engineering. How can I help?
Caller: Hi there, this is James Harvey. Can you put me through to
Mary Reynolds?
Receptionist: I’m sorry, I didn’t catch / get your name.
Caller: James Harvey.
Receptionist: Thank you Mr. Harvey. Could you tell me the reason for your call?
Caller: It’s related to my order n° 1P-15.
Receptionist: All right. Just a moment, I’ll put you through.
(Informal)
Max: Max speaking.
Mary: Hi Max, it’s Mary from Ronald & Smith.
Max: Oh, hi Mary, nice to hear you. How are you today?
Leslie: Not too bad, thanks.
Max: So, what can I do for you?
Leslie: I'd need to talk to your boss.
Max: All right, let me put you through to his Secretary, who will be happy to
further assist. Have a nice day!
Leslie: Thank you Max! You too!

EXERCISE: PHONING ABOUT A MEETING
Fill in the missing words suggested below.
Mark: I ___ a message from Suzanne on my answer-phone (answering machine),
asking to ___ you back…
Sally: Oh, yes, Suzanne ___ me about it. Unfortunately she has gone home for ___,
but I know what it is all about. Would it be possible for your to come next
Wednesday for a ___ with her and the sales manager?
Mark: I’m afraid it ___ be possible next Wednesday. I've already arranged
something on that day. What ___ Thursday afternoon?
Sally: Thank sounds wonderful. Thank you Pete. Let’s schedule it at 2.30 pm.
Mark: OK, then!
Sally: Great. Thank you Pete.
Mark: No problem Claudia. ___ you!
Words to fill in: about, got, meeting, ring, see, today, told, won't

EXERCISE: PHONING TO SCHEDULE A VISIT
Fill in the prepositions that are missing (at, in, to)
Caller: Hallo Mr. Johnson. We would like __ invite you __ visit our new plant __
Minnesota.
<<Receiver: Hi Mary. I would be happy __ come and see your new factory. When
can I come __ visit you?
Caller: any time next week Mr. Johnson! We will be happy __ show you our new
production line!
<<Receiver: Terrific! I'm looking forward __. I’ll tell my assistant Sandra __ ring
you tomorrow and confirm the time I will arrive __ your factory.
Caller: thank you Mr. Johnson, have a lovely day.
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EXERCISE: PHONING TO INFORM ABOUT A TRADE FAIR
Conjugate the verbs in parenthesis:
Caller: Hi Susan. How ___(be) you? It___(be) a while since we last ___(see) each
other!
<<Receiver: Indeed Jane. What can I ___(do) for you?
Caller: I ___(wonder) if you and Mr. Thompson ___(be) at the trade fair in Frankfurt
next month. We ___(like) to invite you to ___(visit) our stand!
<<Receiver: I ___(think) we ___(be) there. We ___(come) and see you, then! I
___(inform) Mr. Thompson straight away..
Caller: Great Susan, I ___(send) you two free entrance tickets then, and we
___(arrange) some welcoming refreshments at our booth. It ___(be) nice to see you
again!
N.B. In order to make this exercise correctly, remember the three types of future in
English and their use.
(SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)
Dialogue Key Words
(production) plant = factory
Exhibition stand = booth
To schedule = to plan
To manage = to be able to do
Trade fair = exhibition

EXERCISE:PHONING CUSTOMERS TO COMMUNICATE A PRICE INCREASE
a)

You are the owner of a small transport company. The fuel
price has increased recently. You have to call your
customers and inform them about the current situation.
Write down the phrases and expressions that you would
use to say that:
− you are compelled to increase the prices of your
transport services
− you will maintain the high-standard of your
deliveries, which are: punctuality, reliable tracking
system, flexibility, high customer satisfaction,
excellent customer service...
− you would not like to lose business with your clients,
but explain how bad the situation has turned recently
− the increase will apply next month
− you will readjust the prices as soon as the fuel price
returns to its previous value (if ever)
− you are willing to send a representative for a visit to
further explain the matter
− you are ready to prepare a monthly service plan to
reduce the overall costs
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b)After writing your phrases, say to which number(s) the following answer

corresponds:

<<Please let me explain why we were compelled to raise our prices, though keeping
the high standard of our services. The fuel charges have dramatically increased
recently and we had no alternatives but to raise our prices slightly. However, we will
work together with a new Forwarding Agent, who will take care of all deliveries from
next month. In this way*, will our service be not only as impeccable as usual, but it
will also be more cost-effective, if we set up a delivery plan with you.>>
*GRAMMAR NOTE
“in this way” + inverted subject - auxiliary verb=> In this way will it be... (it will be)

4.2 ADVANCED TELEPHONE SKILLS
Solving problems on the phone

1.CALLER’S TYPICAL COMPLAINTS
TOPICS
Quality
issues

PHRASES
The quality of the work is well below your standard / is unacceptable.
The specifications are not in accordance with our order/ are not
compliant with our standards / do not conform to the product data
sheet!
The … doesn’t work
The .. you sent us is cracked / broken / faulty
The pallets collapsed and the goods are ruined/broken into pieces!
The heat/hail damaged the goods
The product exploded and I burnt my hands. Now, I want to know..
Delivery
We haven’t received…
The… has not arrived yet
There are some missing items in the boxes/cases
We received only a partial delivery
Is there a delay in the delivery of..?
We want to receive the products as soon as possible!
The courier is stuck somewhere! We ARE my products??
We need the products delivered by Monday morning. Please arrange
air delivery at your expenses, of course.
Referring to It’s not the first time this has happened
previous
Last time you assured/promised us that…
agreements On your letter of.. you told us that..
In your data sheet, it is clearly written that.. Now*, your products
instead...
Threatening We’ll have to reconsider our position
You leave us no alternatives but to..
We will have to renegotiate the contract / the sales terms!
This is unacceptable
We'll be forced to contact another supplier
This time the consequences will be serious
I want to talk to your supervisor/managing director
We need the goods now or we will call our lawyer for a breach of
contract!
We'll put the matter into the hands of our lawyers.

*N.B.
“now” is a discourse marker (intercalare).
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COMPLAINT MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
If customers like the above ones call, try to handle the call by:
− apologizing
− showing surprise
− asking for details about the complaint (photos of the damaged goods, a written
complaint, some explanations..)
− offering (or denying?) help (after consultation with your Managing Director or
any other person in charge)
Therefore, here are the possible answers to give to a customer that phones to
complain:

2.PROBLEM SOLVING OVER THE PHONE
PHASES
VERBS
SAMPLE PHRASES
apologizing

−To be sorry for/ about*
−To apologize for

showing
surprise

−To be surprised to (+
verb) /for (+ noun)
−It is the first time..
−To be astonished for..
−Not to expect..

asking for
details

−To explain better/in
details
−To ask for an
explanation
−To ask for details
−To ask to specify
−To better explain
−To ask to send a written
complaint*
−To ask to send a fax
about..

denying

−To deny the
reimbursement
−To deny to compensate
for (the damages)
−To refuse (to pay for/to
reimburse..)
−To reject (the request
for..)
−To have another opinion
on..

− I am sorry for what happened, this is the
first time that this is happening
− I am sorry about this inconvenience
− our company will do its best to solve this
unforeseeable/unpredictable matter
− we'll do our best to..
− I will speak with my Director/the quality
manager about this and I will inform you
soon after
− this is the first time we are facing such an
issue
− the quality of our products/service has
always been impeccable
− we
were
not
expecting
such
an
inconvenience
− I am surprised to hear your complaint*
− sorry, may I ask you to explain better what
happened?
− could you put that in writing?
− please, send us a fax/written complaint
− please send us some samples of the
damaged goods
− please send us some pictures of the
affected items
− would you please write an email with more
details about this matter?
− could you clarify / specify please?
− we would need a detailed explanation,
before issuing a credit note, Mr..
− I do not think this is quite right, Mr..
− I’m sorry but I think you’re mistaken
− this can’t possibly be our fault
− I am sorry, but our Managing Director
decided to refuse your claim for damages
− We have rejected your request FOR
reconsideration
− I am sorry but there is nothing I can do
about this; it is not our fault!
− I am sorry but the transport company
refused our claim and will not reimburse us
− I am sorry, but we will not pay for the
damage
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offering
help

−To further assist
−To try to..
−To help with..
−To do one’s best to..
−To accept to make
amends for
−To agree to compensate
for..
−To meet the other
person halfway
−To comply with the
other person’s requests

− I will further investigate
− please allow few days for quality check
− please, verify that.. while we...
− I will be at your disposal at any time
− I will try to help you, Mr..
− I will do my best to help you with this
matter
− customers satisfaction has always been the
company’s priority; therefore,...
− we will send you another pallet straight
away
− we will arrange transport by courier /
airfreight
− we will replace the damaged goods
− there must have been an overlook in our
logistic department; we will handle this
situation immediately, Mr...

*GRAMMAR NOTES
−

Sorry for/sorry about
you are sorry ABOUT something
you are sorry - FOR someone or
- FOR what was said/done
- FOR + Verb-ING
e.g. I’m sorry for George; I’m sorry for bothering you; I’m sorry about
yesterday’s matter.

− COMPLAINT Vs. COMPLAIN
Complaint=>noun
Complain=>verb

EXERCISE : DEALING WITH AN ANGRY CUSTOMER
A customer is saying that the goods he received were damaged. You personally
organised the delivery (you usually call a forwarder to deliver the goods). Write down
the phrases you would say to the customers by following the indications below:
− say you will call the carrier and investigate further
− say your company does not assume any risks; the goods are sold on an EX
WORKS basis, and the fact that you called the carrier for the delivery does not
mean that you bear the transport risks
− ask for a copy of the CMR, so that you can verify it there is any remark
explaining that the goods were damaged. If the CMR does not show any
remark, there will be nothing you can do for your customer
− put your customer on hold, go to speak to the logistics manager and ask if he
knows anything about this matter
− say that the customer's satisfaction is a priority for your company and ask the
customer to quantify the damage as your company will reimburse the sum or
will send the goods immediately at its expenses
− ask for a written complaint with pictures of the damaged goods
− say you are sorry
(SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)
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EXERCISE : PLAYING THE ANGRY CUSTOMER
You are the customer of the above-mentioned exercise!
 you are very angry for what happened
 you have been waiting for the goods for a very long time
 you are in a difficult position as your customers have been waiting for the goods
for over one month and you're out of stock now!
 you need a replacement to be delivered urgently at the expenses of your supplier
According to the suggestions above mentioned, write down what you would say..
(SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)

4.3 TELEPHONE CUSTOMER CARE
Customer Care requires excellent telephone skills.
Attending customers means in fact being able to :
− reply with a positive attitude to the caller's questions
− try to solve issues or to answer questions in a timely manner
− escalate matters when it is not possible to solve them at your level of
competence
− reassure the customer that the issue is being/will be dealt with
− make follow-up calls to provide a solution or to reassure the customer (if
applicable; if you work in a call centre, this case may not apply)
All the above solutions depend on the company’s customer care policy, of course.
4.3.1 Customer Care Terminology
Here are some tips regarding what should be said or done when attending a customer
on the telephone:
Customer Care Tips
− starting and ending the call by introducing the Company's name
− being ready with a pen and paper to write down few notes
− being positive: always saying you will be happy to help
− showing empathy (=sympathizing) with the caller's issues
− repeating the name of the caller several times: this makes him/her feel at ease
− saying “thank you” and “please” several times
− smiling on the phone
− asking for the permission to put the caller on hold and thanking him/her when
getting him/her back on the line
− wishing a lovely day at the end of the conversation
− letting the customer hang up first
− making follow-up calls to verify the customer's satisfaction (if applicable)
Ifs..
− if you need to take some time to search for information or if you're waiting for
advice, it is nice to ask the caller the permission to put him/her on hold
− if you can't solve a problem, escalate it in a timely manner
− if the customer is impatient or arrogant, always have a smile on your face and
be kind anyway
Here follow some phrases on the basis of the tips above mentioned:

1.TELEPHONE CUSTOMER CARE PHRASES
PHASES
SAMPLE PHRASES
Introducing yourself
and the company

−Good morning, TelFom Direct, Kathleen speaking
−TefFom Direct, my name is Kathleen
−Good day, TelFom, here's Kathleen
−Good morning Kathleen speaking
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− Good morning, TelFom Direct
Offering assistance

Confirming assistance
(after the caller
explains)
Showing empathy

Asking for permission
to put on hold

Getting back to the
caller after putting
him/her on hold
Transferring

Problems with
transferring

Good news

Escalating

Ending the call:
thanking for calling
Ending the call:
wishing a lovely day

−How may I help you with?
−How may I assist you today?
−How can I help?
−What can I do for you?
−Sure, I will be happy to help you with that,(name of
caller)
−I will be happy to assist you
−No problem, I will help you
−I am sorry to hear that
−I will do my best to..
−I am happy to know that…
−No problem, I'll see what I can do for you, (name of
caller)
−Would you mind being on hold for just a sec.?
−Let me put you on hold for a moment
−Let me do some research for you, (name of caller)
−Would you mind holding on the phone?
−Let me ask my colleagues. I will put you on hold for a
moment
−Thank you for waiting, (name of caller)
−Sorry to keep you waiting
−Thank you very much for holding
−Thank you for your patience
−Hold on the line while I'm trying to connect you
−I'm going to transfer your call, (name of caller)
−I will transfer your call
−I am going to put you through, stay on the line please
−Sorry, (name of caller) the extension is busy
−Sorry, I couldn't get through
−I’m sorry, I’m getting his voice mail, would you like to
leave a message?
−I am sorry, the line is busy
−I'm sorry s/he's away of his/her desk
−Sorry, s/he’s not answering
−S/he’s not picking up.. will you call back later? / Would
you like to wait?
−I am happy to inform you that..
−We will solve your problem by (date)/within (tomorrow..)
−(name of caller), I am happy to tell you that..
−I will escalate the matter to my supervisor and either I or
she will personally phone you back by.. with a solution
−I will pass this matter onto my manager and I will contact
you back as soon as possible, (name of caller)
−Thank you for calling (name of caller)
−Thank you for calling TelFom!
−Have a good day!
−Have a lovely day!
−..and you have a good day, (John)!
−Have a lovely one!
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EXERCISE : SAMPLE SITUATIONS
Imagine that you have to deal with a customer on the phone. Here are some sample
situations. What is(are) the best answer(s), in your opinion?
1) you work for a Credit Card company
Caller: Hi, I'm having troubles with my XX-YY card. I'm in a shop at the moment and
when the merchant swipes it, I get a message that says “card refused”. Can you tell
me what's wrong?
Call centre operator:
A)Sure, let me put you on hold. Thank you for holding.
B)I will be happy to help you with that. May I have your name, just to start?
C)No problem, I will escalate the matter to my supervisor, who knows how
to deal with this issue. Have a nice day.
D)Please hold while I transfer your call.
2) you work for a travel agency
Caller: Hi, my name is John Rich. I would like to book a trip to Rome for two people
(John Rich and Rita Aim) for Easter.
Travel Agent:
A)Good Morning. Sorry, my PC is stuck. Please phone back later.
B)Sure, can you tell me the dates you would like to leave?
C)I'm sorry to hear that . Could you spell your names please?
3) you work in a Pizza Takeaway
Caller: Hi there, two “pizza Napoli” at 23, North Street please, now.
Pizzeria attendant:
A)Good evening, how would you like your pizzas?
B)Good evening sir, sure, we will be right there. Give us 15 mins. In the
meanwhile, how would you like to pay, in cash or by credit card?
C)Hi, we can only deliver after 9 pm, is that OK for you?
(SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)

EXERCISE: CUSTOMER CARE in NORTH AMERICA
Choose the best phrases from those suggested:
<<A.Call Center Operator: Thank you for calling Bather & Sons, my name is Luise,
1.Would you kindly stay on the phone while I’m solving the matter for you?
2.How may I assist you today?
3.Let me see if there is anything I can do for you before putting you through to
my supervisor.
Caller: Hi Louise, I thought that was a recording! What a lovely voice you have. I
need to talk to one of your supervisors. I am having troubles with a pre-paid card I
bought from you guys.
<<B.CCO: 1.I'm sorry to hear that. What was your name again sorry?
2.Thank you for being so patient
3.Thank you for your call. Have a nice day.
Caller: James Harvey.
<<C.CCO: Oh, hi James.
1.I will be happy to assist you with your problem.
2.Would you mind waiting on the phone for just a sec., so that I can better
assist you?
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3.Can I have the spelling of your last name, please?
Caller: H A R V E Y
<<D.CCO: All right, thank you James, so that's H as Henry, A as apple, R as Robert,
V as Victor, E as Edward and Y as yellow,
1.thank you for holding
2.is that correct?
3.sure, I will be happy to help you with that.
Caller: That is correct.
<<E.CCO: Well James, while verifying your data, my computer pulled up all
information and I can see from here where the problem was.
1.Can you spell your last name for me, please?
2.Would mind holding, while I check some information for you?
3.Is there anything else I can do for you today?
Caller: No problem Louise, go ahead!
(after few minutes..)

<<F.CCO: James?
1.Thank you very much for your patience,
2.Let me see if there is anything I can do for you before putting you
through to my supervisor,
3.Thank you for your call. Have a nice day,
I did fix your problem remotely. Now everything is fine with your card!
Caller: Terrific. Thank you Louise!
<<G.CCO: No problem James.
1.How may I help you with?
2.Is there anything else I can assist you with today?
3.Thank you for holding
Caller: No, I guess that was it!
<<H.CCO: All right then James.
1.Can I better assist you?
2.I will be happy to assist you with your problem.
3.Thank you for calling Bather & Sons and you have a good day!
Caller: you bet!
(SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)
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SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS TO CHAPTER EXERCISES
TELEPHONE SAMPLE PHRASES
Which is your extension?
Qual è il suo numero di interno?
Could you put me through to his
Può trasferirmi al suo numero di interno?
extension?
Mi spiace ha l'interno occupato, può
Sorry, his extension is busy now, can you ritelefonare più tardi?
call back later?
Mi può trasferire alla sua messaggeria
Can you put me through to his voice
vocale?
mail?
La linea è disturbata
The line / connection is bad
Il telefono è occupato
The phone is engaged / busy
Scusi, è caduta la linea
Sorry, we were cut off
Non riesco a prendere la linea/passare la
I cannot get through
chiamata
It was a prank call!
Era uno scherzo telefonico!

PHONING ABOUT A MEETING
Mark: I got a message from Suzanne on my answer-phone (answering machine),
asking to ring you back…
Sally: Oh, yes, Suzanne told me about it. Unfortunately she has gone home for
today, but I know what it is all about. Would it be possible for your to come next
Wednesday for a meeting with her and the sales manager?
Mark: I’m afraid it won’t be possible next Wednesday. I've already arranged
something on that day. What about Thursday afternoon?
Sally: Thank sounds wonderful. Thank you Pete. Let’s schedule it at 2.30 pm.
Mark: OK, then!
Sally: Great. Thank you Pete.
Mark: No problem Claudia. See you!

PHONING TO SCHEDULE A VISIT
Caller: Hallo Mr. Johnson. We would like to invite you to visit our new plant in
Minnesota.
<<Receiver: Hi Mary. I would be happy to come and see your new factory. When
can I come to visit you?
Caller: any time next week Mr. Johnson! We will be happy to show you our new
production line!
<<Receiver: Terrific! I'm looking forward to. I’ll tell my assistant Sandra to ring you
tomorrow and confirm the time I will arrive at your factory.
Caller: thank you Mr. Johnson, have a lovely day.

PHONING FOR A TRADE FAIR
Caller: Hi Susan. How are you? It's been a while since we last saw each other!
<<Receiver: Indeed Jane. What can I do for you?
Caller: I was wondering if you and Mr. Thompson will be at the trade fair in Frankfurt
next month. We would like to invite you to visit our stand!
<<Receiver: I think we will be there. We will come and see you, then! I will inform
Mr. Thompson straight away..
Caller: Great Susan, I will send you two free entrance tickets then, and we will
arrange some welcoming refreshments at our booth. It will be nice to see you again!
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PHONING CUSTOMERS TO COMMUNICATE A PRICE INCREASE
Relevant phrases:
− you are compelled to increase the prices of your transport services
− you will maintain the high-standard of your deliveries, which are: punctuality,
tracking system, flexibility, high customer satisfaction, excellent customer
service...
− you would not like to lose business with your clients, but explain how bad the
situation has turned recently
− the increase will apply next month
− you will readjust the prices as soon as the fuel price returns to its previous
value (if ever)
− you are willing to send a representative for a visit to further explain the matter
− you are ready to prepare a monthly service plan to reduce the costs
1,3,4. “Hi Anny, I am sure you have heard about the recent increase in the fuel price.
I am sorry to inform you that, as a consequence, we were compelled to increase our
prices. The current situation is very difficult, as you know. However, the price
increase will only take place next month.”
1. “Good morning James, may I speak to your Managing Director?
Hi Tom, it's Sam. I know you were probably expecting my phone call, as I am sure
you are aware of the increase in the fuel costs..”
1. “Hallo Mary, unfortunately we have to raise the price of our services due to...
5. “However, we are willing to bring all prices back to standard as soon as the fuel
surcharge diminishes. I hope you will understand how difficult this situation is for us
too”
2,3. “Our services will be impeccable and the positive feedbacks we always receive
are the proof of the outstanding services we provide. You know that we appreciate
your business”
6. “If you have some time next week, I would like to send an agent to your factory,
so he can better explain the situation.”
1,7. “Hi Richard. I am phoning about that price increase I was referring to last week.
Unfortunately we are compelled to increase our current prices. However, I would like
to meet you in order to prepare a monthly plan, so that the cost increase will be less
affecting..”
1,2,7. “Please let me explain why...”

DEALING WITH AN ANGRY CUSTOMER
1.“I will call the forwarder and ask whether they know something. Then I will call you
right back”
2.“I am sure it is the fault of the transporter because our quality checks are always
very strict” .
2.“You can ask for damages. Please send me a written complaint which I will forward
to our transport company.”
2.“I am sorry but, as you know, our deliveries are EX WORKS, which mean that the
transport can be organised either by you or by us, but in any case, we are not to be
held responsible for damage during transport”.
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3.“Please send us a scanned copy of the document of transport, if we see any
remarks on it, we will proceed with issuing a written complaint to our transport
company”
4.“Please stay on the phone. I will talk to our logistics manager to further
investigate”.
4.“I will investigate this matter with our logistics manager and I will ring you back”
5.“I understand your urgency and I will organise a new shipment straight away. I will
phone you back with the details of the new delivery. You know how your business is
important to us!”
6.“Could you send me an email with the pictures of the damaged items?”
7.“I am sorry Mr. Ditjan. I know you were expecting the goods for such a long time”

PLAYING THE ANGRY CUSTOMER
“Now we need the goods urgently. This delay is causing huge problems to our
customers!”.
“You leave us no alternatives but to...: contact other suppliers; ask to send the goods
immediately by airfreight; send us an immediate replacement at your expenses”.
“We have been expecting these products for a very long time. Our customers are
getting impatient; we're running out of stock and we will lose business for that!”
“You have to solve this issue immediately and call me back with a solution within
today”.
“We need the goods by the day after tomorrow; no matter what!”

SAMPLE SITUATIONS
1B, 2B, 3B/C

CUSTOMER CARE in NORTH AMERICA
A2, B1, C3, D2, E2, F1, G2, H3
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PART II

BUSINESS WRITING
&

READING COMPREHENSION
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5. BUSINESS WRITING & READING COMPREHENSION
ALWAYS REMEMBER:
Good writing is plain writing
PUNCTUATION
ENGLISH

PUNTEGGIATURA
ITALIANO

indented format
handwriting
italics, bold
inverted commas
comma
hyphen
dash
slash
colon
semi-colon
question mark
exclamation mark
full stop
period
brackets
squared brackets

formato con rientri ad inizio paragrafo
calligrafia
corsivo, grassetto
virgolette " "
virgola
trattino trattino lungo –
barra /
due punti :
punto e virgola ;
punto di domanda ?
punto esclamativo !
punto (BE)
punto (AE)
parentesi ( )
parentesi quadre []

For punctuation tips, see the chapter on Grammar

5.1 WRITING BUSINESS DOCUMENTS
In this chapter you will learn how to deal with:
business correspondence
− E-mails
− Faxes
− Memos
internal business documents
− Reports
− Minutes (already introduced in the chapters above)
5.1.1 Writing Emails
Emails are a fast, reliable and cost-effective way to send business messages
and documents. They have replaced the more standard and common
business letters, which were sent via ordinary mail.
It is important to remember that emails are part of the company's business
correspondence, therefore proper English and appropriate business words
have to be used all the time.
Writer=>Sender
Receiver=>Recipient

SAMPLE of Informal emails
To…

susan.balk@abc.co.uk

In this email:

From…

Jane McGuain

Cc…

paul.purple@abc.co.uk

Jane is the sender;
Susan is the recipient.

Bcc…

andrew.bianchi@abc.co.uk

Subject:

Tuesday’s meeting
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Paul is informed publicly (his address
is in the carbon-copy field)
Andrew is informed “secretly” (his
address is in the blind carbon-copy
field)

Susan,
Just a few words to confirm that Paul and I
will attend the meeting on Tuesday.
Our Sales Director, Andrew Bianchi, won't be there, though.
Love,
Jane
Purchasing Department
ABC Ltd
SAMPLE of Formal emails
The style of formal emails is similar to standard business letters.
Example: The following is a formal email sent to a customer after a visit. In this email
you write that you decided to continue the business relationship with the company.
For this reason, you enclose a business agreement that needs to be read, signed and
returned.
To…
Mike Smith (Mike.Smith@rapid_tech.com)
From…
Sharon Wave
Subject: Trading agreement
Dear Mr. Smith
We were very pleased to see you at our meeting in our office in London last 26th
March. We hope you had a pleasant flight back.
Yesterday, we had a meeting with the Managing Director, Mr. Brown, and we are
happy to inform you that we decided to continue to favour you with our unbeatable
prices and special offers. Furthermore, given the long-lasting business relationship
we have established so far, we would be happy if you continued to represent our
company in North America for the next 3 years.
Find herewith enclosed the new Agreement. Please have one copy signed by your
Legal Representative and return it to our office in London.
We look forward to continuing our business relationship and we wish you a pleasant
day.
Best wishes

Sharon Wave
Sales Manager
Wave Professional Services
263 Box Lane
London EJ2 RW1
5.1.1.1 Email Layout
Cc and Bcc fields
− Copy all relevant people in the Cc field
− Blind-Carbon-copy (Bcc) who does not want to appear on the list of the
receivers, but wishes to be informed about the content of the message
Subject Line
Example:

Subject: today’s meeting @ 3!
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Body of the message:
Mary, today’s meeting has been postponed. It’s at 3 pm. Please
confirm quickly if you can attend, otherwise we will keep the
meeting at 2 pm. THANKS
Jenny
−
−

−

The subject line summarizes the purpose of the email
It helps the receiver understand clearly and quickly the content of the email
before reading the whole message.
It should summarize the message; not be the message!

Example:
NO -- >
Subject: meeting has been postponed from 2 to 3; please confirm
quickly, otherwise meeting will be at 3.
Regards. Trisha.
YES -- >
Subject: meeting postponed at 3
Today's meeting has been postponed. It's at 3 pm. Please confirm
ASAP otherwise we will make it at 2, as confirmed yesterday.
Thanks. Regards. Trisha
−
−

It should be brief (as it could be truncated by many email systems)
It has to be updated each time the message is replied or forwarded

Example:
NO -- >
Re: Re: Re: Re: Fwd: today’s meeting
YES -- >
Re: Re: Re: Re: Fwd: today’s meeting
Body of the Message
The body of the message is the core part of your email and it substitutes a business
letter. Therefore, pay attention to the following details:
− Keep the content of the email brief and clear. Use short sentences
− Abbreviations or acronyms are acceptable only if you’re sure the reader
understands them (examples of acronyms are: ASAP, FYI, TKS etc.)
− Greet at the end of the message, then write your name, position and contact
details (phone, fax, address etc.)
− Do not write in CAPITAL LETTERS: it is like shouting at the recipient
− Double check the grammar, the spelling and the consistency* of the message: it
is very common to make mistakes which cannot be detected by grammar spell
check programmes, such as “right” instead of “write” ; “here” instead of “hear”;
“it's” instead of “its”, etc.
− If you have to write the same message to more recipients (e.g. in circular
letters), do not overfill the CC field with many sender's addresses! Write them
in the BCC field, respecting, in this way, the recipients' privacy
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*GRAMMAR NOTE
consistency=coherence=logic
−

-->“FYI” in the body of the message
If you wish to send non-urgent information that requires no reply from the
recipient, you may write FYI (For Your Information) at the beginning of the
body of the letter.
Example:
Subject: FW: ABC Ltd updated budget
FYI
Regards
Jane

--------From: --@-To: --@-Cc:
Subject: ABC Ltd updated budget
Body of the message

-->Quoting previous emails

− If you are referring to previous emails, you should include few lines of the
previous email in order to make the message understandable.
Therefore…
Instead of sending messages that say:
yes
Quote the old message AND reply :
> Did you get the report
> that you needed? yes
-->Smileys (emoticons) and Jargon

− Smileys are becoming exceedingly used today, however:
−

Use them only if you know the other person very well. Do not use them in
formal emails.

− Do not use street talk or colloquialism. Use it moderately as not all the people
of the Business World speak native-level English. Therefore, street talk could
not be understood.
-->Salutations at the end of the body of the message
− The salutations can be “Best wishes” or “Best/Kind regards*” (less formal) or
“Yours Truly”; “Yours Sincerely” (more formal) depending on how well the
sender knows the recipient

*GRAMMAR NOTES
Do not confuse "REGARDS" with "REGARD"
"best regards"
"please send my regards to Jenny!"

“Distinti Saluti"
"La prego di inviare i miei saluti a
Jenny"

"with regard to yesterday's matters, we "riguardo alle questioni sollevate ieri,
suggest.."
suggeriamo..."
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5.1.1.2 Email Terminology
Email abbreviations/acronyms
ASAP
ETA
FYI
TKS
There are many other abbreviations, but
known.

As soon as possible
Estimated time of arrival
For your information
Thanks
the ones suggested above are the most

Email verbs and common expressions
ENGLISH
ITALIANO
Riserva;
A backup;
Fare il back up/avere copie di
to back up

SAMPLE PHRASES
Do you have a backup of all these
documents?

To cancel

riserva/ di sicurezza
Annullare

To delete
To disregard

Cancellare
Non considerare

To double check
To follow up (on
something)

Ricontrollare

Please, disregard my previous email
as it contains wrong information
I will double check this; don’t worry

Seguire fino alla fine / proseguire

Tom will follow up on this matter

To
To
To
To

Inoltrare
Esaminare a fondo
Ricevere un messaggio

forward
look into
receive;
get (a message)

Hit the cancel button to return to
the previous page
All your messages were deleted!

(in genere si usa quando qualcuno lascia
del lavoro da sbrigare ad un altro che lo
completerà)

I will forward this message to Tom
I will look into this matter
Did
you
receive
my
email
yesterday? No, I didn’t get any
message from you.
I will resend the message, if you
didn’t receive it!

To resend;
To send again
To retrieve

Rispedire

To take over

Sostituire / subentrare

Recycle Bin (BE)
Trash (AE)
Refresh button

Cestino

I can't retrieve my messages from
the recycle bin, can you help me?

Icona aggiorna

Out of office reply

Risposta automatica (in caso di
assenza):
Sono fuori sede e non rientrerò
prima del 7 Gennaio. Avrò
accesso limitato alle email. Per
urgenze, contattare Jenny al
+44–2.. o scrivere a
jenny@uk4u.com

Hit the refresh button to have the
Web page updated!
I am currently out of the office and
won't be back until 7th January. I
will have restricted access to my
emails. For urgent matters please
contact Jenny on 02.. or at

Recuperare
(in genere
quando qualcuno lascia definitivamente
un compito a qualcun altro)

Did you retrieve the deleted
messages?
Tom will take over during her
absence

jenny@uk4u.com

EXERCISE: A BAD EXAMPLE OF EMAIL
Here is an email that a trainee in the Sales department (Linda) would like to send to a
potential customer. Sophia, Linda's supervisor, asked her to write an email to some
retailers. The purpose of the email is to remark some of the good reasons why they
should try their products:

-

the selected scents are from all over the world;
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-

the factory buys essences and mix them
all essences are made from natural ingredients
the products are packed in small boxes and do not take up much warehouse space
the perfumes are not expensive (price list is attached); furthermore,
for orders of more than $1,000 customers can get free delivery

After reading the email, reply to the questions below.
From: linda@----.net
To: (undisclosed recipient)
Cc:
Attachment: pricelist.exe
Subject: reasonsfor buying our first quality products: high reliability, high quality, ever!!!! Do not lose
this opportunity: call us today!

Hi Mark,
I found your email in the yellowpages.
Please take 1 minute to read some of the reasons for buying our excellent products :))
1) They are really GOOD AND FRAGANT SCENTS from all over THE WORLD
we are very good at mixing quality scents from all over the world and our perfumes are
made from natural ingredients. They are sold in high-fashion bottles. You won’t regret
buying any bottle! 
2) They occupy VERY LITTLE SPACE in your WAREHOUSE
(the package size is 0.40mx0.50mx0.10m)
3) They are NOT EXPENSIVE
Actually our products are not expensive at all. Apart from the low prices (see attachment), the delivery is FREE FOR ORDERS OF MORE THAN 1,000 $ !!!! So you
could receive them for free! ... I just hope one evening the company will send flowers to
their providers, for such good news :)))
Any denial is a lost opportunity.
think about it.Monday I will contact you for a feedback...
Take care ))
Linda Rossi
−
−

Imagine that you are the trainee’s supervisor; what would you change in the
above email?
Imagine that the trainee sent the email without the supervisor’s approval and
you are the potential customer who received the email. What would you write,
in reply?

(SUGGESTED SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)

EXERCISES ON REAL EMAILS
(personal details have been removed or changed for privacy reasons)
Let's see some real examples here below. Complete the tasks below.
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A)_I ordered this package a few days go and received an email from the courier XXYY this morning to tell me it
would be delivered to my address between 10.20 and 11.20 am.
I noticed the address they had was missing some details, it just said Flat 74 Upper Rafting Street Birmingham
AB1 3JK. I sent them and email to tell them that It should be as I gave it when I placed the order as Flat 54
Rafting Gate, Upper Street Birmingham AB1 3LK.
I waited until after 11.20 and still nothing then I checked and it said they had been unable to find the location.
I hope that you will inform them of the correct details I'm obviously quite irate now especially since I have
given the correct details and the supposed professionals have acted irresponsibly and have not been there to
answer either by phone or email.
B)_Not only is this NOT fit for human consumption, but I would gamble that even a coyote would sniff it and
then walk away.
C)_Product is a multi step nightmare out in the sticks and consumes too much time and different utensils.
D)_No attempt was made to deliver this fXXXX parcel.I just phoned them and it said on their pathetic voice
answering service that an attempt was made to deliver this but no one was available and a sorry we missed you
card was left for me this total lies.
They have not made any attempt to call my mobile number.
I tried to get to the ground floor and to my vehicle to follow but it was too late.
These people are pathetic I cannot phone them to talk to them they insist it is your responsibility.
Words can't express my anger at how childish or immature these people are.
E)_I hope this email finds you well.
I just wanted to introduce myself and Reed and Co as we are now the new and exclusive distributors of YYY for
the UK. I have been passed on your details by Sarah at YYY USA and initially just wanted to make contact and
to see if I can assist in any way. As we are now taking over the distribution of the products we will need to look
at getting you to open an account as soon as possible so that we can continue to supply you.
Please don’t hesitate to get in contact if you have any questions and I look forward to your response.
Regards
F)_Thanks for coming back to me.
We have discussed it here, and although we like the concept, we don't think we can find a substantial market for
the product. The pricing is high, but even if the pricing could be addressed, we don’t think we have the right
channel for this product.
Perhaps if we could get a sample we could take it to some customers and look at local manufacture costs but I
think the Euro pricing in particular hurts the final price achieved in NZ.
If you think it is worth us having a sample to look at, then please let me know.
Thanks and kind regards
G)_In order to help you solving your problem as fast as possible, please send us a Log File of the Program.
In order to create the Log File, please follow these instructions:
H)_We are very flattered by your request and interest, but we are sorry to let you know that we do not enter into
any new operations with new company at the moment.
I)_No I will not accept Paypal for this. The only way I will acept payment now is down payment of 20% by
credit card and balance payable at check in by cash. Please also note if you cannot pay at check in you will not
be given the keys for check in and you will lose your deposit. If you are unable to do this then I will give the
apartment to another client. Also you did tell me you were going to transfer 50% of the payment.
regards
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On the basis of each email above, answer the following questions:
1.Who is the sender of the email? Who is the probable recipient?
2.How is the tone of the email? (polite/rude; sad/happy...)
3.What is the purpose of the email?
4.How would you “label” the email, in business terms? (an order, an enquiry...)
5.Are there any grammar issues?

EXERCISE ON A SPAM MESSAGE
Have you ever noticed how many errors SPAM messages contain?
Have a look at the following one and find out as many mistakes as possible:

>>Good day!
>>I hope you have a wonderful day mood. How are you today?
>>I am Kristina.
>>I am 31 y.o. I'm gentle girl, but only.
>>I looking a serious man for love.
>>And you? Also, you are looking for a girl? If you give me
interested, tell
>me.
>>
>>bye bye,kiss!
5.1.2 Faxes
Faxes were once an alternative method of business communication, faster than
letters. Now they have been almost completely replaced by emails.
Sample Fax

FAX
Bath Chamber of Commerce
Kittle Str. 1
Bath EC2 4HK
United Kingdom
To Larry Smith, CEO
Fax no. +33 788 96960
From
James Baker
Fax no. +44 1452 741589
Date
5th May 2010
No of Pages (including this one) 1
Subject

Your Fax, of 2nd May 2010

Dear Mr. Smith
Thank you for your fax of 2nd May inquiring about the possibility of opening a branch
in Bath for the sales of luxury French soaps.
I will be happy to answer your questions as follows*:
1. Business search
The Chamber of Commerce of Bath will be available to help* you find new potential
customers in our area. Our trained employees and sector experts will be happy to
provide you with* all necessary information. Upon request, we will send you a full
detailed list of the companies in this area, together with our service price list.
2 Language Service
We can ask our trained interpreters to help you with* the first contacts in the UK.
Their rates are reported in our website, under the link “partners”.
3 Trade Fairs
We will be happy to further assist you in trade fairs and exhibitions. We can help
you find the right booth position and give you some interesting suggestions. We can
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also find interpreters, suitable accommodation and give you information on*
excellent restaurants of the area, where you can have dinner with your customers.
If wish to discuss these options further, please call me at any time.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Regards

James Baker
James Baker
External Relations Office
Bath Chamber of Commerce

* GRAMMAR NOTES
1)“As follows” has always the third-person “s”; however, alternatively, you can
write :“the following”, e.g.: the current situation is as follows / the following:
2)“to provide you WITH”
3)”To help you (to) find..”; “to help you WITH (+noun)”
4)”information ON” or “information ABOUT” (something)

EXERCISE: WRITE A FAX OF REFUSAL
You work for a Public Institute of Research. A German company (Trapotten GmbH)
has recently contacted you with the view to* asking for a cooperation in order to*
carry out some research activity in the tertiary sector.
You have to write the following:
--you are sorry, but the Institute of National Research cannot help the company with
their ongoing project because you only have links with the research Industry sector,
therefore you are not connected to any associations or companies outside the
research field and cannot provide any help
--furthermore, due to the decreasing national funds allocated to research, your
Institute has been compelled to reduce the amount of time and resources dedicated
to the proposed kind of activities. Therefore, at the time being, you are not able to
enter into any business activities or bilateral agreements.
--you are also carrying out a new internal Master of Research which has introduced
some changes in your curriculum and you are expecting some students to stay at the
Institute in order to undertake a training placement. This means that you will have no
time to carry out the research of the type the company proposes.
--say that you might be available in 6 months' time* as some students might be
interested in carrying out the proposed project activities.
(SUGGESTED SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)
GLOSSARY
curriculum – > programma di studi
funds allocated to – > fondi destinati a..
to enter into bilateral agreements – > stringere accordi bilaterali
to undergo changes -- > esser soggetto a cambiamenti

*GRAMMAR NOTES
With the view to + Verb-ing = allo scopo di
In order to + infinitive = allo scopo di
6 months' time => remember to use the possessive case in the expressions of time!
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5.1.3 Memos
Memos are used internally, in order to leave short messages to a
colleague or to the co-workers of a department (in this case, memos are
normally put on the Company information board). The structure and
content of a memo could be the following one:

MEMO
To:
From:
Date:

all Managers
Fiona Hamilton, Managing Director's Secretary
21st November

Subject:

Visit of the French customer “Pourboir”

Xavier Lanedot, Pourboir (French), will be visiting our premises on Monday 2nd
December.
There will be a meeting at 10:30 am in the Boardroom.
You are invited to attend, as Mr. Smith will present the new sales plan for the French
market.
If you wish to join us for lunch, please let me know by next Friday.
Thank you
Fiona

EXERCISE : LEAVING A MEMO

You work for a small company that produces sunglasses.
You are the Sales Manager. You are expecting a visit from
an important customer. You won’t be in the office when the
customer arrives. Leave a full-detailed note (memo) to
your new colleague, John, to arrange everything before the
meeting. Think of all that would be necessary, such as:
− Refreshments upon arrival
− Airport pick up
− Cleaning the warehouse and the production dept.
− “Hiding” articles or spare parts which you import and
do not produce internally
− Making a reservation for lunch? If so, for how many
people?
− Preparing a meeting agenda together with the
Managing Director
− What should be discussed during the meeting
(SUGGESTED SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)
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5.1.4 Reports
Reports are documents which explain the reasons and results of a survey,
a study or research and are aimed at studying the present market
situation, new possible marketing solutions, market trends, new
partnerships or emerging markets, and so on. They are written by a
Manager, a Trainee or a Researcher for the attention of a Superior.
Report format
A suitable formal report should have:
− Title
− Executive summary
− Introduction
− Findings
− Conclusion / Recommendations
TIPS
− Use headlines
Headlines will help the readers go through the parts of the report they are more
interested in.
− Use the active voice
If possible, write using the first person. Avoid the passive voice whenever possible
(it is too impersonal).
− Use short sentences
Use short sentences, so the reader can understand the concepts easily.
− Use visual aids
Use tables or charts if there are figures and numbers involved.
− Write an Abstract or Executive Summary

The content of the executive summary should include information such
as:
• A brief overview
• Relevant facts and figures
• Actions to undertake
• Main conclusions
◦ Ensure the reader can use the page to provide the summary of the report to
someone else.
◦ Use bullet points ( • ) to make each argument clearer.
REPORT SAMPLE
Here is the report about a possible business cooperation between an Irish service
centre and a German producer of digital cameras. The German company asks for a
24x7 telephone technical assistance to worldwide end-users.

Pilot Technologies Ltd
REPORT
Title
Introducing technical assistance for digital cameras in our Call & Service Centre.
Introduction
This report will describe:
− the products, the equipment and the software provided by “Kashel GmbH”
− the advantages of working together with “Kashel GmbH”
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− recommendations for action
Background
We were contacted by Kashel GmbH, a German manufacturer of digital cameras,
which enquired about the possibility of a cooperation agreement. We should provide
24x7 technical support to their customers, who would call from all over the World.
We would work on a toll-free line and would be trained by their technicians in order
to provide quality technical assistance. German technicians would come over for a
two-week* intensive training.
Findings
− Kashel GmbH has been developing cost-effective, handy and quality-design
digital cameras for over twenty years. In the last five years they have focused
on sophisticated digital cameras which can present some issues to end-users
who are not acquainted with the latest technologies.
− Our call centre Manager, Mr. Eoin McDillan, told us that the number of calls we
have received in the last months has decreased. Therefore, there shouldn’t be
any problems if there were more incoming calls.
− Market research shows that there is an increasing interest in the type of
cameras produced by Kashel, whose design is becoming more and more
appreciated, despite the difficulties for elderly people (display too small; too
many functions etc.). Our doubt is: would this increase complaint calls at the
expenses of assistance calls?
Conclusions
Our company could integrate this service into its business, because the two
companies have activities which fit together.
Recommendation
Scheduling a meeting with the Managing Director of Kashel in order to discuss the
following:
− the business cooperation
− the way we could offer technical support
− how many call centre representatives are needed during and after working
hours
− the training schedule

Garret Laurence
Research and Development Director
12th February 2012

*GRAMMAR FOCUS
TWO-WEEK TRAINING: “two-week” is a “noun group” this is the reason why it is
hyphoned. As it is converted into an adjective, no plural is needed.

EXERCISE: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Write an executive summary of the report above

EXERCISE : CHANGE TO FLEXIBLE WORKING HOURS FOR OFFICE PERSONNEL
Write a report on the basis of the following:

Your company is considering a change to flexible working hours for office
personnel. Your manager, the Head of Personnel, has asked you to write
him a full report on the initial reactions of the staff to this idea. The notes
below should be developed and organised, and the report written in
correct formal English:
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SECRETARIES:
Good (lunchtime shopping; hairdresser; fitness club!!)
DATA PROCESSING:
Difficult (they work as a team)
SALES REP.:
“It's the same, doesn't affect us”
ACCOUNTS DEPT.:
Good! (less traffic, parking space)
CANTEEN:
Mixed: less rush at meals, but longer lunch break
SECURITY:
No way! (longer hours of work)
GENEARL ADMIN.:
Most in favour (except Director)
Director's points of view:
-open to cheating
-abuse of system
-lack of supervision
-expensive
Your recommendations:

trial period (3 months?)
watch productivity closely
information sessions

(SUGGESTED SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)
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SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS TO CHAPTER EXERCISES
A BAD EXAMPLE OF EMAIL
1.There are too many mistakes. The language register is too informal. No-one should
start and write an email in that way! Linda should not refer to a potential customer by
calling him/her by his/her first name; she should not use “smileys”. Her email is too
confidential and the last phrase (about flowers) should absolutely be deleted. This is
an email she could only write to a friend. Therefore, I would simply re-write the email
for Linda and ask her to make me see ANY other email she sends! Last but not least:
the email is sent to an “undisclosed recipient”, which is something a sales person
should avoid. Emails have to be sent personally to each recipient.
2.If I were a potential customer, I wouldn’t probably reply to such an email. I would
consider it as SPAM.

EXERCISE ON REAL EMAILS
A)_
1.The sender is probably a customer who bought something which was supposed to be delivered at his home
address. The recipient is probably the company which manufactures or distributes the product, but NOT the
delivery (or transport) company.
2.The tone is quite polite, although the customer says he's angry and disappointed.
3.The customer remarks the inconvenience and asks the recipient to take all necessary steps to have the products
delivered to the right address (last line).
4.The email is a complaint
5.At the beginning, instead of writing “a few days ago”, the customer writes “a few days go”, which is more a
typo than a mistake.
B)_
1.The sender is probably an unsatisfied customer who complains about some food. The recipient is probably the
producing company.
2.The tone is sarcastic.
3.The purpose is to criticize the (quality of) the produce.
4.This is a complaint.
5.No grammar issues
C)_
1.The sender is probably an unsatisfied customer. The recipient is probably the manufacturer.
2.The tone is a bit rude, with colloquial or informal language (multistep nightmare)
3.The purpose is to criticize the product.
4.This is a complaint.
5.“multi” and “step” should be written together
D)_
1.The sender is probably a customer who bought something which was supposed to be delivered at his home
address. The recipient is probably the company which manufactures or distributes the product, but NOT the
delivery (or transport) company.
2.The tone is rude. The customer uses curse language.
3.The purpose is to say how frustrated the customer is.
4.This is a complaint.
5.after the full stop after “parcel” (first line) a space is missing. The customer wrote “we missed you card”
instead of “we missed your card”. Punctuation marks are missing (especially commas).
E)_
1.The sender is probably a new supplier of the product “YYY” in the UK . The recipient is probably an old
customer (a buyer of “YYY” from the USA).
2.The tone is very polite.
3.The purpose is to introduce the UK supplier's contact person.
4.This is a presentation message. If it was written to many recipients, it would be labeled as a “circular letter”
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5.No grammar issues
F)_
1.The sender is probably a company who refuses to resell a product in their market (NZ). The recipient is
probably a company who introduced a product and asked to resell it locally.
2.The tone is polite.
3.The purpose of the email is to reject the request for reselling a product locally, by giving reasons.
4.This is a refusal.
5.No grammar issues.
G)_
1.The sender is probably a company who offers ICT assistance or technical support. The recipient is probably a
customer who bought some ICT or technical products.
2.The tone is polite
3.The purpose of the email is to assist a customer having technical issues.
4.This is a reply to a request of assistance.
5.No grammar issues
H)_
1.The sender is probably a company or an organisation. The recipient is probably a company who asked to start a
business relationship.
2.The tone is very polite.
3.The purpose is to refuse the request of partnership.
4.This is a reply to a request (of doing business together)
5.Instead of “with new company” the writer should have written “with new companies”.
I)_
1.The sender is probably a hotel or holiday flats owner. The recipient a guest.
2.The tone is a bit rude.
3.The purpose of the email is to remark that payment must be made by 20% in advance (by credit card) and the
balance in cash when the customer checks-in.
4.This is a reply (a refusal) to a request of particular conditions
5.Instead of “acept” the writer should have written “accept”; “check in” should be written with a hyphen. “You
did tell me” is NOT a mistake. Using the auxiliary verb “did”, is like writing “you told me indeed that..”

EXERCISE ON A SPAM MESSAGE
>>Good day!
>>I hope you have a wonderful day mood. How are you today?
>>I am Kristina.
>>I am 31 y.o. I'm a gentle girl, but lonely only.
>>I looking for a serious man for to love (OPP: looking for a
serious man and for love)
>>And you? Also, you are you also looking for a girl? If you are
give me interested, tell
>me.
>>
>>bye bye,kisses!
WRITE A FAX OF REFUSAL

FAX
DATE: May 15th 2012
From: National Institute of Research
Number: +44 625 4589
Number of pages: 1 (including this one)
To: Trapotten Gmbh
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Number: +49 452 5268-1

RE: tertiary sector project
Dear Sirs,
With reference to your fax dated 13th May 2012, we are afraid to inform you
that the Institute of National Research will be unable to help you with this
project. As we are a special institution, and we have no ties or associations
with companies or organisations that are not within the Research Industry.
Unfortunately, we have recently had to reduce the number of current agreements
we hold and we are afraid that we find ourselves unable to enter into new
projects or bilateral agreements at this time.
This is due to our own Master of Research programme undergoing curriculum
changes; we now expect more of our students to remain at the Institute for
their projects from this academic year onwards. This will put an enormous
strain on availability, time and number of employees who can be dedicated to
external research activities.
However, if you contact us in 6 months, we might have some trainees who wish
to carry out the project activities you proposed.
Yours sincerely,
Martin Ohen
Researcher

MEMO – LEAVING A MEMO
Meeting Mr. Speen, Tracter Ltd.
Planned for: 3rd July 2015.
“I won’t be in the office when Mr. Speen comes. Here is a list of all important things
to prepare:
− arrange an airport pick-up or send an email to customer and give driving
instructions on how to get to the plant in due time (pls. do that early next
week)
− (in the same email) ask customer if hotel reservation is needed
− make sure that the production area and the warehouse are clean
− no smoking beside machinery during visit (advise the production dept. please,
as they always forget!)
− are there any products or cases to “hide” in the production dept.? (ask Jenny)
− prepare some refreshments upon arrival (ask Mary for money)
− prepare a slide presentation of our company (ask Rosy for the one we
presented at our general meeting last month)
− prepare samples (see this with Jenny, production dept.)
− Have a meeting with the Managing Director to:
− decide who is going to be with the customer the whole day
− decide where to eat for lunch/dinner, and make reservations accordingly
− prepare an agenda: decide what will be discussed during the meeting; which
are our aims and which questions/topics should be “avoided”
− prepare what to say if “critical” questions arise
− questions from our sides? -- > see this with Managing Director and his P.A.
Linda
− Remember: our culture and (welcoming) habits WILL make the difference!
Thanks.
Pete”
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
•Kashel GmbH is a German manufacturer of digital cameras.
•Market research shows that there is an increasing interest in the type of cameras
they produce.
•Kashel asked us to
provide 24x7 technical support to their world-wide
customers who would access a toll-free line. They would provide a two weeks'
training.
•Eoin McDillan reported that the number of calls has decreased in the last
months. Therefore, there shouldn’t be any problems if there were more
incoming calls.
•Kashel's products may raise issues for elderlies. Would this increase complaint
calls at the expenses of assistance calls?
•We will soon have a meeting with Kashel todiscuss a business agreement in
details.

CHANGE TO FLEXIBLE WORKING HOURS FOR THE OFFICE PERSONNEL
TITLE
-CHANGE TO FLEXIBLE WORKING HOURS FOR THE OFFICE PERSONNELINTRODUCTION
This report has been compiled in order to study the introduction of flexible working hours
for the office personnel.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Interviews to the company’s staff showed that a number of them are interested in a
flexible working time, whilst others are totally against for several reasons. A trial period
and information sessions will follow.
FINDINGS
The suggestions and thoughts of our staff are reported here below:
− The secretaries are favourable as they could have lunchtime shopping or they
could go to the fitness club.
− The account department staff are favourable as they would no longer have
problems in finding a parking space.
− The majority of the general administration office is favourable to this idea.
− The office manager is not in favour; he thinks that this change would lead to
abuses of the system, lack of control and high supervision costs.
− The canteen staff have different opinions: on the one hand they are in favour, as
there would be less rush at meals, but on the other hand they say that it would
imply a longer lunch break.
− The security staff are against this option, as they would have to work longer
hours.
CONCLUSIONS
Based on the above mentioned reactions, I suggest
• a trial period of three months
• strict controls over the productivity in order to avoid abuses of the system
• information sessions at the end of the third month, in order to learn more about
the staff requirements and reactions to the change in working hours.
Bristol, 4th April 2011
Jane Brown
Personnel Manager
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5.2 BUSINESS LETTERS
5.2.1 Layout of a Business Letter

SENDER’S ADDRESS (=the company's address)
+ telephone, fax, email
−
−

British English: 21/12/15
21st December 2015
American English: 12/21/15
December 21st 2015

Pay attention: dates
require ORDINAL
NUMBERS in English!

INSIDE ADDRESS (=the receiver’s address)
company name & address

ATTENTION LINE (who the letter is addressed to)
“FOR THE ATTENTION OF..” or
“TO THE KIND ATTENTION OF..” + name, job title
SALUTATION
“DEAR SIRS”;
“DEAR MR./MRS./MS./ Dr.+ SURNAME”
“DEAR + FIRSTNAME”

PLACE, DATE:
Rome, 1st March 2016

Mr: for men
Mrs: for married women
Ms: if you don’t know whether women are
married or not
Dr: for people with a degree (either men or
women)
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN is used for circular
letters

SUBJECT LINE: (it states the topic of a letter)
write “References” or “Subject”;
RE*: “Your letter of…”
do not write “object”

BODY OF THE LETTER
ENDING
“THANK YOU”;
“WE LOOK FORWARD TO YOUR REPLY”;
“WE LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING FROM YOU SOON”
ETC.
COMPLIMETARY CLOSE
“YOURS FAITHFULLY”
“YOURS TRULY”
“YOURS SINCERELY”
“KIND REGARDS”
“BEST REGARDS”

− Yours faithfully: very formal; you use it
when you don’t know the other person
− Yours truly; yours sincerely: formal
− Kind regards; best regards: less formal

SIGNATURE
(type the full name: first name, surname)
(write job title)
ENC
(Enclosures: number of documents attached to the letter)
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*GRAMMAR NOTE
RE comes from the Latin word “res” (thing) or “in re” (in the matter of), therefore it
is not an abbreviation of “REFERENCE” or “REPLY” (see Grammar Overview for more details)
5.2.2 Body of a Business Letter
Business letters are the “core” of Business English. There are also many other
business documents, which have been seen before, that are important as well. In this
chapter we will talk about business letters; letters that are sent from a sender (a
company, a firm, an organisation, an individual) to a receiver (another company, an
Institution..) and which concern business matters.
Business letters follow specific content patterns. In fact, they normally report:
− the REFERENCE to a previous letter or to a telephone call, a fax etc.
(or SOURCE OF INFORMATION when it’s the first time the sender is writing)
− the REASON for writing
− the MAIN TOPIC, which can be: REQUESTING/asking for information (this type
of letter is often called “Inquiry or Enquiry”); REPLYING to previous requests;
ACCEPTING
or
refusing
something;
INFORMING
about
something;
APOLOGIZING for certain matters or inconveniences; EXPRESSING pleasures,
causes or consequences; COMPLAINING about a bad service or quality of a
product...
− ENDING/referring to future contacts or EXPRESSING HOPE for future business
relationships
Tips
−
−
−
−
−
−

for formal business letters
Check the grammar and spelling
Keep the letter brief and use simple, short phrases
Do not use contractions, if possible (e.g. “don’t”; “wouldn’t”)
Use the right tone, depending on the person you write
Jargon or smileys are forbidden
The layout should be clear and neat (use a block style)

1. BUSINESS LETTER SAMPLE PHRASES
The Business Letters normally follow a specific content pattern:

TOPIC
REFERENCES
or SOURCE OF
INFORMATION

PHRASES
•
•
•
•
•

following your telephone enquiry/inquiry of today…
with reference to our yesterday’s meeting…
the Institute of national development informed us that you…
in reply to your fax we received on…
thank you for your letter of 13th July
with reference to your letter of…

•
•
•
•

with regard to / in regard to
we have received..
we acknowledge receipt of..
thank you for..

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

we are writing to enquire about
we inform you that …
we are pleased to confirm..
we have much pleasure in informing that…
the intent of this letter is to..
we would like to..
we are currently (looking for..)

•

REASONS FOR
WRITING
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•
•

your letter of
(date)
your fax of..

•
•
•
•

we
we
we
we

would appreciate if you could…
would be grateful if you could..
would be delighted to (+verb)/if you could…
hope you will consider the following/above request

•
•
•
•

we
we
we
we

would
would
would
would

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

unfortunately,...
we inform you therefore
regarding your request of../../.., we inform you that..
therefore, we are enclosing herewith...
please find herewith enclosed...
we have considered your request positively and have
decided to…
in reply to your letter of../../.., we inform you that..
we are ready to..
as you asked in your letter of../../.., we..
with reference to your request, we are sorry, but...

CONFIRMING

•
•
•
•

we are pleased to tell you that..
we are happy to confirm that..
we confirm herewith
the intent of this letter is to…

AGREEING

•
•
•
•

we
we
we
we

REFUSING

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

we are not in a position to..
our policy prevents us from.. (+ ing form)
we can no longer (guarantee/supply/provide….)
we have found ourselves in the position to..
given (the present market situation), we are forced /
compelled / unable to..
we are not able to..
we are afraid to inform you that your request is not
acceptable at the moment
we are sorry to inform you that...
we regret to inform you that we refuse your request of...

HIGHLIGTING

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

we would like to draw your attention to..
please, notice/note that..
we would like to remind you that..
please notice..
please consider that..
we wish to highlight/remark..
we would like you to pay attention to..

EXPRESSING
PLEASURE

•
•
•

we are glad (to +verb/ that you..)
we are pleased to + verb
we have the pleasure of (+ Verb- ing)

REQUESTING

REPLYING TO
REQUESTS

•
•
•

•
•

be pleased
be delighted
be grateful
appreciate

•
•

if you could..
to receive (information
or things/products..)

are ready to meet your request
agree to..
are willing to meet you halfway
will be pleased to comply with your requests
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•

we have the pleasure to (+ infinitive)

•
•
•

because of
due to
owing to

•
•
•

a strike
the fact that we...
the market demand...

•
•

since
as

•
•

we (are unable to)..
you (have not confirmed)..

EXPRESSING
CONSEQUENCES

•
•
•

as a result(of this)
therefore,
consequently,

•
•
•

we cannot
we are not in a position to..
we are unable to..

CONDITIONS

•
•

if…+ simple past; we/you + should/would + verb
if.. + simple present; we/you + will + verb

•
•

provided that ..
on condition that..

•
•

your sales terms are..
you pay by..

•
•
•
•

we regret
much to our regret, we have
unfortunately, we have
we are sorry

•
•

to inform you that..
to tell you that..

•

we are very sorry

•
•

for what happened
for the inconvenience

•
•

please accept our apologies for the misunderstanding
we apologize for not replying/delivering the goods sooner

REFERRING TO
FUTURE
CONTACTS

•

please don't hesitate to contact us, should you have any
further queries/inquiries
we look forward to meeting you
looking forward to seeing you soon
thank your for your time and assistance
we hope you will contact us soon with an order
we hope you will continue to favour us with..(your orders,
your requests..)

SALUTATIONS
and HOPES

•

EXPRESSING
CAUSES

APLOGIZING

•
•
•
•
•

we look forward to ...
◦ your favourable reply
◦ your kind feedback
◦ doing further business with you
◦ receiving your (positive) feedback/reply
◦ an early reply / a prompt feedback
◦ receiving your orders in the near future

5.2.3 Examples of formal Business Letters
SAMPLE A
You (“Europe Calling Ltd” of London) have received a letter with a proposal for
business cooperation. The sender (the German company “Daver & Daver AG”)
encloses a draft of their sales plan for 2017. After talking to the Board of Directors,
you decide to accept the proposal. Ask if they can send the project agreement and if
they can schedule a meeting in order to discuss the project activities.
BUSINESS LETTER:
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EUROPE CALLING Ltd
24 New Port Rd
London HA2 OP4
UK

Ms R. Mueller
Managing Director
Daver & Daver AG
141 Frankfurter Straße
DE - Berlin
London, 15th November 2016
Dear Ms Mueller
Thank you for your letter of 13th November in which you expressed your interest in
starting business cooperation with our company and sent us your sales plan for
2017.
I would be delighted to be your consultant for this project. As a matter of fact,
yesterday we had a meeting with our Board of Directors and decided to join you in
this new challenge for 2017.
Your project sounds extremely interesting. Please send us the project contract; we
would be happy to sign and return it as soon as possible.
Furthermore, I would be personally pleased to meet you at next exhibition in
Frankfurt, to decide how to proceed.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Yours sincerely

Jane Yoth
Marketing Manager
SAMPLE B
Here is a reply to a letter written by an American company which inquired about your
sales conditions. Thank them at first, then state your terms of payment (your prices
are CIF…; payment by bank transfer), discounts (6% for bulk orders) and delivery
terms (6 weeks from the receipt of the order).
BUSINESS LETTER:
Dear Sirs,
We were very pleased to receive your letter of … in which you enquire(d) about our articles.
As you request, we are enclosing our current catalogue and price-list, and we are sure you
will be particularly interested in our sales conditions: our prices quoted are CIF Bari (Italy)
and we can grant you a special 6% discount on all orders over € 10,000. We can also assure
despatch well within 6 weeks from the confirmation of your orders, and we will guarantee
special packing for the exported goods. Payment is at 30 days by bank wire.
We look forward to the pleasure of serving you.
Yours sincerely
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EXERCISES ON BUSINESS LETTERS
1.Write a letter where you say that the Chamber of Commerce of Naples gave you the
name of a company that is looking for a producer of tractors suitable for small farms.
Say you are a long-run business, with experience in the production of tractors and
you are looking for new customers. You enclose your catalogue and price list. Draw
the attention to your competitive prices and to a particular item (H1 on page 36 of the
catalogue), which is particularly versatile and suitable for small fields. State your
payment conditions and delivery terms as follows: prices are FOB (..); your payment
terms are by documentary credit at 60 days + 10% discount on large orders over €
25.000 + 2% discount for payment in advance. Your delivery terms are 15 days from
receipt of order. Invite the managing director of the company to visit your plant.
2.Write a letter of reply to a fax dated 13th March and say that you are unable to grant
an additional discount of 2% on all purchases before May 2015, due to the increasing
costs of the raw materials and to the increase in the costs of the supervision of your
production line. Say that you are only able to grant a discount on large orders (5% for
orders over € 10.000). End the letter by expressing your hope for future business.
3.You work as an Assistant in the Sales Department of Rentax Ltd, a components
manufacturer based in Dublin (address: 1200 Manchester road, Dublin15). You have
recently written to a major customer (RCF Systeme GmbH) at Neumarkt str.,
Karlsruhe 4500, Germany to inform them of a price increase. The following is an
extract from their reply:

And so, in conclusion, I must underline that we cannot accept this 10% increase in
prices. Moreover, we would appreciate a full analysis of the current proposed costs
which make up your prices. It would be helpful if this information were received in
advance of a meeting during which we could discuss the prospects of future cooperation between our companies. I would suggest a date towards the end of next
month, if you agree.
Yours sincerely
D. Schwarzpeter
D. Schwarzpeter
Purchasing Manager
The Sales Manager, Paul Rossi, wrote the following notes as he read the letter. Use
such notes as the basis for his reply. The notes should be developed and the letter
written in correct formal English. You also have to write the sender and receiver’s
address, the date (29th March) and the subject line.

- Sorry about their decision; good customers (pity to lose them)
- We can't do without this price increase (raw materials), in any case they shouldn't
complain; first increase in 6 months.
- Costs are top secret!
- Remind them
of the advantages
to competitors;
(SUGGESTED
SOLUTIONS
AT THE compared
END OF THE
CHAPTER) no delays, quarterly
payments, local representative etc.
- We need to meet them at once: suggest we both go; which date?
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SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS TO CHAPTER EXERCISES
BUSINESS LETTERS
1.LETTER OF ENQUIRY
Dear Mr. xx
Your name has been given to us by the Chamber of Commerce of Naples, which
informed us that you are looking for a producer of tractors suitable for use in small
farms.
We are a well-established company in the tractor sector, with several years'
experience ; we are now expanding our market and looking for foreign customers.
We would like to inform you about our products. Therefore, we are enclosing our
current catalogue and price-list, so that you can compare our moderately-priced
articles with those of our competitors.
In particular, we would like to draw your attention to our “H1” model, which you will
find on page 36 in the catalogue. It is perfect for use in small fields and is very
versatile, as you can see in the product description on the same page.
We would also like to inform you about our sales conditions: our prices are FOB
Naples ; payment should be made by documentary credit at 60 days, and we could
grant you a 10% discount on orders over € 25.000 plus a 2% discount if you effect
payment in advance.
We assure that the goods will reach you within 15 days from the receipt of your order.
We would appreciate a visit from you, Mr. Phillips, so that you can judge the excellent
tractors of our production lines.
We hope we will receive a reply from you soon, in order to start our business
relationship!
We look forward to the pleasure of serving and meeting you.

2. LETTER OF REPLY
Dear Sirs,
We have pleasure in receiving your fax of 13th March, in which you asked for a further
discount of 2% on all orders before the end of May 2015.
Much to our regret, we have to inform you that we are not able to grant you the
reduction you proposed, owing to rising costs of raw materials and of the supervision
in our production line.
However, we are willing to offer you a special 5% discount on all orders over €
10.000.
We are sorry not to be more helpful at the time being, but we hope you will
understand our position.
We look forward to receiving your order confirmation.
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3.
Rentax ltd
1200 Manchester road
Dublin15 - Ireland
Telephone +353 800-325-156

Date: 29th March 2015
RCF Systeme GmbH
Neumarkt Str.
Karlsruhe 4500
Germany
For the attention of Mr. Schwarzpeter
Dear Mr.Schwarzpeter,
We have received your letter of 25th March in which you expressed your
disappointment about the increase of 10% in our prices.
We would be deeply sorry to spoil the pleasant business relationship we have
established with you up to now, and we very much regret that you have found it
necessary to make such a decision.
We also regret to inform you that the raw material costs have risen sharply in this
period; therefore, we have been compelled to raise our prices accordingly, in order to
maintain a reasonable profit margin. Unfortunately, we are not allowed to give full
details of the above mentioned rise.
However, we have pleasure in informing you that the first rise in prices should not
occur in the next 6 months, therefore we feel it would be possible for you to comply
with our new sales conditions.
In addition, we would like to remind you the advantages we have always offered you,
which have always distinguished us from our competitors: we have constantly granted
you our favourable quarterly payments and we have been punctual in carrying out
your orders. Furthermore, our representative, Mr. Lobrano, has always been at your
disposal for any kind of help.
As you suggested, we would like to visit you in order to discuss our future cooperation, but we feel it would be essential for you to suggest an earlier date in order
to meet you sooner.
We hope you will continue to favour us with your orders and we await your kind reply
as soon as possible.
Yours faithfully,
Giovanni Lana
Sales Assistant
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5.3 WRITING JOB APPLICATIONS
5.3.1 Layout of a Letter of Presentation (or Cover Letter; letter of
application)

“YOUR REF:_ _ _ _ _ _ ”
SENDER'S ADDRESS
(your address)

PLACE, DATE

ATTENTION LINE
“TO THE KIND ATTENTION OF:”
“MRS. / MR. /MS.”
“THE HUMAN RESOURCES DEPT.”
RECEIVER'S ADDRESS

SALUTATION
“DEAR SIR / MR. / MS.”

BODY OF THE LETTER

− SOURCE OF INFORMATION
− SHOW INTEREST
− STATE YOUR WORK EXPERIENCE and
EDUCATION
− HIGHLIGHT YOUR SKILLS
− SALUTATIONS

ENCLOSURE
“EC: CV”
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5.3.2 Cover Letter Contents
The cover letter is a letter that is sent as attachment to a CV (curriculum vitae, or, in
American English, “résumé”). It should be brief, but at the same time it has to
describe your best attitudes, your education and professional experience at a glance.
Furthermore, do not forget to state briefly the reasons why you are applying. When
writing a cover letter, there are some important things that you should remember and
others that you should better not write, such as…
5.3.2.1 Cover Letter DO’s and DON’Ts

DO’s
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Make a rough copy first
Type clearly, neatly and give extra care to the letter layout (use block style)
Make sure your spelling and grammar are correct
Write only the relevant information about yourself (such as: (age), education,
experience, qualifications and skills)
Refer often to the CV
Use the European template* to write your CV if you are applying within Europe
State the reasons why you have chosen that company (future-oriented;
flexible; international; fast growing etc.)
Paste a professional picture of yourself (no party or group pictures!) on your CV

DON’Ts
−
−
−
−
−
−

Give out personal details, unless they are relevant
Sound over-enthusiastic or childish
Ask straightforward for benefits
Use colloquial expressions or jargon
Lie about your skills or boast
Be vague

*GRAMMAR FOCUS
Many ways to say “MODELLO” when talking about documents..
English
Italiano
Draft
Modello, abbozzo, bozza, (prima) stesura
Model
Modello, esempio, schema
Pattern
Modello (di comportamento), esempio
Sample
Modello rappresentativo, campione
Specimen
Modello, esemplare (usato per assegni, contratti etc.)
Template
Modello (usato anche in informatica), schema

1. COVER LETTER TERMINOLOGY
TOPICS
1.SOURCE OF
INFORMATION

SAMPLE PHRASES
I have learnt from your advertisement issued on..(date) in.. (magazine) that
you..
I have seen your advertisement for .. (position) in today’s ... (magazine) and I
would like to apply for that post/position
I am writing in reply to your advertisement issued on.. (date) in..
(magazine/newspaper)
I would like to apply for the position advertised in (magazine) on (date) for
(position) and enclose my CV
I am writing in answer / reply to your advertisement which appeared in
(magazine)
I am writing to you with reference to the advertised position in (magazine)
I write in respect to the advertisement published in (magazine)
I am sending herewith my application in reply to your advertisement in
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2. REFERENCES TO CV

3.SHOW INTEREST

3.why

4.PREVIOUS /
CURRENT JOBS

5. EDUCATION

(magazine) of (date)
The office of... informed me that there is a post as ... vacant in your
firm/Institute..
I would like to draw your attention to..
I would like to remark/highlight that..
as you will see from my CV, I..
I attach my CV in English for your consideration
I enclose my CV for your consideration/attention
I am very interested in the position you are offering
I would be delighted to work for your company
I would be very glad to offer you my expertise in this field
and I would be glad if you could take my application into consideration
I would be really interested in your part/full time job
for personal reasons, I wish to find a job giving me the opportunity to move to
another town and to travel extensively
the company for which I am presently working offers little opportunity of
promotion/career
I wish to seek better career prospects
though I have no previous experience, I am eager to show I can fill the position
to your complete satisfaction
I am particularly interested in the position you are offering as I would like to
become more involved in the type of business/activity you carry out
I wish to join a big company in order to acquire wider experience in this sector
the main reason for seeking this post with you is ..:
- to widen my experience
- that my previous job did not offer any opportunity of advancement in my field
- that I now feel the need for a change, owing to..
the reason for seeking this post with you is to continue the kind of work I am
doing with better prospects
My career to date has been as a.. (say your present position)
I am ... years old and for the past two years I have been working for* (company)
as a (position)
I served an apprenticeship WITH (company) in the position of (part-time/fulltime) (position)
As a Marketing manager, I had extensive experience in.. (say which field) and..
I worked in close collaboration with .. (ICT technicians/the sales manager…)
I worked in the.. (HR; R&D) department with full responsibility
I work most days and have evenings and weekends free
I am a sales manager with/for* "XX" (company)
My duties are to coordinate the sales manager's plans
I am employed as a.. (position)
I am the supervisor of all the department staff
I am ... years of age and I will get my certificate of... (Statistics/Economics)
next... (month/year)
I am presently / currently attending the... (name of course) in ... (city)
I attended the .... (school/institute) in ... (city) where I studied... (subjects)
as I left the University I underwent intensive training to become..
I graduated with the mark of..
I spent six months attending/taking a course in.. (subject) at.. (school /
Institute)
I obtained my certificate in …. (Languages / Mechanics) at the ..(school)
I obtained my degree in… (Mathematics / Finance…) last..
I graduated with full marks with distinction/with the mark of..
I attended the University of (city), for.. years

6. SKILLS /
LANGUAGES

I’m available to work in the mornings and in the evenings
I am a mother-tongue Italian speaker / I am an English native speaker
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6. I am..

6. I have..

I have kept up my French and learnt English for.. (number) years
I have a good working knowledge of Arabic
I am fluent in Spanish
At present I am living in Italy but I have spent various periods of time abroad
I am good AT (typing / doing market research..)
a strategic thinker
a successful consultant
a confident manager
a natural leader
a team player
a hard worker
goal-oriented
very focused, persistent, open-minded...
ability to clearly define appropriate solutions

determination, passion
7. REFERENCES
8. CLOSURE

9. SALUTATIONS

Prof./Dr... will be pleased to provide references
References will be given upon request
I hope you will call me for an interview
I hope you will consider my application favourably
I feel confident that I have the qualifications and professional experience you
require
If you would like any further information, please do not hesitate to call me at any
time
If you are interested, please contact me at this e-mail address or on my mobile
I look forward to hearing from you soon/at your earliest convenience

*GRAMMAR NOTES
ENGLISH

ITALIANO

Curriculum Vitae (EU; BE); résumé (AE)

Curriculum

yours truly; yours faithfully

cordiali saluti (se non si conosce il
destinatario)

yours sincerely

cordiali saluti (se si conosce il
destinatario)

best / kind regards

saluti (più informale)

(writing) regarding/in respect to / with regard
to/with reference to

scrivere con riferimento a..

I've been working/I've worked for..

sto (ancora) lavorando / lavoro per..

I work as a..

lavoro in qualità di../come..

I work with elderly people

Lavoro con gli anziani

I work in education

Lavoro nel campo /settore
dell’istruzione

I work for TDL

Lavoro per TDL

I work at TDL

Lavoro presso la TDL

I speak English quite well

parlo Inglese abbastanza bene

my English is quite good

il mio Inglese è abbastanza buono

EU => Inglese Europeo; BE => Inglese Britannico; AE => Inglese Americano
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2. GLOSSARY FOR STUDENTS
Apprendista; apprendistato

Apprentice; apprenticeship

Borsa di studio

Scholarship

Con lode (laurea)

With distinction / cum laude

Corso di specializzazione

Course of specialisation
Specialising course

Diploma di scuola media superiore

Higher/Secondary Education
Certificate(EU)
Secondary Education Certificate (BE)
High School Diploma (AE)

Diploma di..

Certificate
of
Higher/Secondary
education Institute specialised in..

-liceo classico
-liceo scientifico
-liceo linguistico
-liceo artistico/istituto d'arte
-ragioneria

-classical studies
-scientific studies
-foreign languages
-art studies
-accountancy / accounting

(diploma di):

Certificate of Higher/Secondary
education Institute for:

-geometra
-perito tecnico
-perito agrario
-perito chimico
-perito meccanico
-perito commerciale
-perito contabile

-surveyors
-qualified technicians
-land surveyors
-qualified chemists
-experts in mechanics
-business technical experts
-qualified accountants

Dottorato di ricerca (DR)

Doctoral degree / PhD

Dipartimento di..

School of..

-agraria
-ingegneria (civile, meccanica, genetica)
-economia e commercio
-medicina; medicina legale
-biologia
-psicologia
-lingue
-giurisprudenza

-agriculture
-(civil, mechanical, genetic..) engineering
-economics
-medicine; forensic/legal medicine
-biology
-psychology
-foreign languages
-law

Formazione professionale

Vocational / professional training

Iscriversi a (all'Università/ad un corso)

To enrol (BE) / enroll (AE) in

Istruzione

Education

Laurea triennale

Bachelor's degree

Laurea magistrale (LM)

Master's degree

Laurearsi

To graduate

Laureato/i (sostantivo)

Graduate/s

Laureando

Last-year student

Master

Post-graduate course
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Materia (di studio)

Subject / module

Qualifica

Qualification

Scuola dell'obbligo

Compulsory school

Scuola superiore

Secondary School (BE)
High School (AE)
Secondary / Higher education institute
(EU)

Stagista

Trainee, intern

Studente (di scuola media superiore o di Student
Università)

Ex-studenti (laureati)

Alumni

Tesi di laurea

Final dissertation

Titolo accademico / titolo di studio

Degree

Voto
Mark
EU => Inglese Europeo; BE => Inglese Britannico; AE => Inglese Americano

EXERCISE: WHAT’S WRONG WITH THIS LETTER OF APPLICATION?
Dear Sir John
I was informed from Mr. Winslow that there is a vaccancy in you accounting dept.
and I am interested in filling that posistion.
AS you can see from the CV enclosed, I have 20 years and I am single. I was
educated at Highstate School in Frankfurt and I have a typewriter certificate.
I have been working at the White Hotel since March of this year and this job comes
to an end this week. Therefore, I should be available in a short time as I feel I have
the right qualifications you request.
I shall be glad if you would call me for an interview.
Your faithfuly.
Suzanne Schmidt
(SUGGESTED SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)

EXERCISE : APPLICATION LETTER - FILL IN THE BLANKS
Fill in the blanks the 16 words
April 7TH
CV
details
single
information
enclose
employer

below:
fluently
German
experience

interview
reasons
assistant

receptionist
advertisement
education

Dear Sirs,
I have seen your _____ in “The Times” of ____ for a post of _____. I am 24 years
old and _____. I completed my secondary _______ at the Tourism School in
Birmingham and then I worked for three years as ____ receptionist in two large
hotels on the coast. I speak French ______ and have a working knowledge of
_____. I enclose my ____ with full ____ about my studies and work _______. I
also ______ references from my current ____ who knows I wish to leave the post
for personal _____. I would be pleased to give you further ______ about my
capabilities and I hope I will be called for an __________.
(SUGGESTED SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)
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EXERCISE : MATCH BUSINESS WORDS WITH DEFINITIONS
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Fringe Benefits
Curriculum Vitae
Part-time job
Flex-time
Shift work
References
Temporary Job
Overtime
Unskilled position

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

requiring no qualifications
testimonials on the candidate’s personality
something offered in addition to salary
a job in which employees take turns
working outside normal hours
list of qualifications and experience
a job with a shorter working day
a job offered or taken up for a limited period
a system whereby the employees choose the time at
which they start and end the working day

(SOLUTIONS PROVIDED AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)

EXERCISE: REPLYING TO JOB ADVERTISEMENTS
Choose one Job AD that suits you and write a cover letter.

NEW HOLIDAY CO.
Travel Agents
We have three vacancies for
City tour operators.
We
are
looking
for
interesting,
able
people,
whatever
their
paper
qualifications and whatever
they are doing now. The people
we find will be trained and
placed in the job. They must
be prepared to earn their
selection by training hard for
up to 4 months and repaying
the cost of their training out
of their subsequent salary. If
you
are
enthusiastic,
enterprising and enjoy varied
duties and meeting people,
send application and CV to:
John White
23, London Street
EC21Q Birmingham

SECRETARY / ASSISTANT
The position would suit an experienced, discreet
secretary who enjoys working as part of a small team,
under pressure and without direct supervision.
Candidates are likely to have a good standard of
education and be in the range 25-40.
The post is likely to carry a salary of € 20.000 /month,
depending on experience. Fringe benefits include
subsidized lunch, free car parking and flexible working
hours.
If you are interested, please send us your CV to:
The Personnel Department
Central Independent
Television plc
Central House, Broad Street
Birmingham B1 4JT
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SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS TO CHAPTER EXERCISES
APPLICATIONS
1)WHAT'S WRONG WITH THIS APPLICATION LETTER?
− not in block style
− abbreviations (dept.; CV)
− grammar mistakes :“I AM 20 (years OLD)”; “I shall.. if you would”
− typing error (vaccancy, yourS faithfuly)
− too short; no information about other skills
− some phrases are nonsense (I should be available as I feel I have..)

2)APPLICATION LETTER: FILL IN THE BLANKS:
Advertisement, April 7th, receptionist, single, education, assistant, fluently, German,
CV, details, experience, enclose, employer, reasons, information, interview

3)MATCH WORDS WITH DEFINITIONS
A3 B6 C7 D9 E4 F2 G8 H5 I1

4)JOB AD : SECRETARY/ASSITANT

Dublin, 14th May 2015
Dear Sirs,
I am writing with reference to your advertisement issued on 11 th May for a
Secretary/Assistant in your office.
I am pleased to send you herewith my curriculum vitae, as I feel I am skilled for the
position you are offering.
I am 25 years old. Soon after my diploma in accountancy, I attended a post-diploma
specialisation course in administration and finance. I also obtained the European
Computer Driving Licence (ECDL).
I am currently working in a small office in Blanchardstown (Dublin 15, Ireland) with full
responsibilities for the office book-keeping, mails and customer enquiries. I am also the
owner’s personal assistant and work with no restrictions on working hours.
I feel confident I have the skills and the professional experience you are looking for. I
would be delighted to work in your office and I am pleased to inform you that I am
planning to move to Birmingham next month for family reasons.
I hope you will consider my application favourably and will contact me for an interview.
I will also be pleased to provide references upon request.
Yours faithfully,
Miranda Blane
EC: Curriculum Vitae
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5.4 READING BUSINESS TOPICS
It is often the case that together with writing, you will be required to read
business texts from different sources, such as: Internet sites; web
magazines; sector magazines or online newspapers.
Therefore, reading and understanding a business text is the basis of
proper writing.
When reading an English text, remember that:
− the first or the second phrase of a paragraph introduce the main topic of the
sentence
− the phrases that follow are generally an extension (or expansion) of what
previously stated
− the last phrases of a paragraph are normally introductory to the sentences that
follow or are the conclusion of the text
When writing in English, it is important to:
− write as clearly as possible
− use the correct tenses and apply the “reported speech” rules when applicable
(see Grammar Overview)
 Last but not least: sequencing is important
− start with a short introduction and presentation of the situation (or the matter)
− go rapidly to the main issues/themes
− write the conclusions or general suggestions
− use linking words (such as: therefore, however, moreover, etc.) to write a
cohesive and coherent text
5.4.1 Reading
READING SAMPLE 1
Imagine that you work for a computer company. It is your first day at work and you
are browsing the Internet looking for some interesting articles.
Here is one. Let's read it and understand it..

Passwords: the way to Security
For many people “please enter your password” are flashy words that have become part of their
everyday life. When logging onto a PC, using a credit card or turning on a mobile, people often
have to insert a PIN or any other identification number. As a matter of fact, most of us use 3 to 4
passwords a day. Given the importance of passwords, how is it possible to find one secure and
easy-to-remember combination of words and digits?
Here are some important guidelines to bear in mind: 1) do not use the numbers of your licence
plate, telephone numbers or dates of birth 2) never use your name, your children’s name; not even
your family members' names, even if you change them often. These pieces of information can in
fact be easily detected by hackers. In addition, whenever possible, avoid passwords composed of
only letters or digits. Any PC programme can in fact crack such information.
Furthermore, no dictionary word should be used; PC programmes might reckon proper names
and names. Therefore, it is advisable to use words spelled backwards, a mixture of capitalised
letters, small letters and digits or combined words. Passwords should have at least 8 characters,
composed of: a combination of upper and lower case letters, numbers, punctuation symbols etc.,
However, keep in mind that not all systems will accept passwords composed of special characters,
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such as punctuation symbols. Finally, the difficult part is finding a code that can be easily
remembered. Here are some suggestions: a title of a story, a film, a line of a poem with some more
characters or numbers. Therefore, “to be or not to be” could be changed in “2bORnot2b. Another
suggestion is changing the password regularly (once a week/month).
Last but not least: decide any password or any word or digit combination to create your personal,
secret access code, but do not use the examples suggested above!
EXERCISE: READING COMPREHENSION (SAMPLE 1)
Taking into account the highlighted words from the text above,
A) Find the meaning of:
ENGLISH
ITALIANO
Given the
Hackers
Crack
Proper names and names
B) Find a synonym for:
ENGLISH
Secure
Guidelines
Reckon
Upper and lower case letters

SYNONYM (ENGLISH)

C)
C1. Which are the synonyms of “bear” in the text?
C2. Which are the other meanings of “bear”?
C3. Find them and write few sentences with the other meanings
C1
ENGLISH
To bear
C2
ENGLISH
Bear

ENGLISH SYNONIMS

ITALIANO
1..
2..
3..

C3.
Sentences:
− …
− …
− …
D)
Consider now the underlined linking words and find substitutes (i.e. synonyms):
Synonym
As a matter of fact
In addition
Furthermore
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Therefore
However
Finally
(SUGGESTED SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)

EXERCISE: IN YOUR OWN WORDS..
In your own words, write the content of the text above (max. 6 lines).
(SUGGESTED SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)

EXERCISE : UNDERSTANDING TEXTS ABOUT EUROPEAN MATTERS
If you happen to read articles on the Internet regarding the European Union or the
European Member States, here are some phrases you may come across.
Translate the following phrases. Some key words are suggested on the right.
1.There are several underlying causes of skill Skill mismatch(choose between):
mismatch: incomplete information in the labour a)sovrabbondanza di domanda
b)discrepanza tra domanda e offerta
market, differences between people and c)disambiguità delle competenze
transaction costs can lead to people being Being mismatched with(choose between):
a)essere inadeguati rispetto a
mismatched with their jobs.
b)essere ambigui rispetto a
c)essere sovraqualificati per

2.In addition, overqualified people crowd their
lower skilled counterparts out of the job
market, while a significant share of the
European population still lacks the ability to
understand and employ printed information in
daily activities.

Crowd..out of (choose between):
a)respingono da
b)costringono a uscire
c)schiacciano nel
Lack (choose between):
a)doesn't have
b)doesn't need
c)doesn't miss

3.The Budget Review put forward key
principles which should underpin the future EU
budget: focussing on instruments with proven
European added value,
becoming
more
results-driven and leveraging other public and
private sources of funding.

Budget review (choose between):
a)bilancio in forma sintetica
b)revisione del bilancio
Put forward (choose between):
a)evidenziare
b)stabilire
Which should underpin (choose between)
a)che debbono evidenziare
b)su cui deve basarsi
Leveraging (choose between)
a)indebitandosi con
b)provenienti da

4.The combination of lengthy and complex
procedures and significant cost and capital
requirements acts as the greatest barrier to
the
formation
of
new
Private
Limited
Companies in a number of countries.

Capital requirements (choose between):
a)capital adequacy
b)capital needs
Private Limited Companies (choose between):
a)Società in nome collettivo
b)Società a responsabilità limitata

5.By co-operating and coordinating efforts on
a Europe-wide scale, the EU can better
understand and respond to risks in a
constantly changing world.

on a Europe-wide scale (choose between):
a)as a Europe basis
b)at European level
Respond (choose between):
a)rispondere
b)reagire
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6.It will also draw the best intellectual and Draw (choose between):
technological skills across Europe through the a)attire
b)attract
active involvement of SMEs.
Across Europe (choose between):
a)beyond Europe
b)all over Europe
Sources:
- Skill Mismatch in Europe, CEDEFOP http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/
- Communication from the Commission - Adult learning: It is never too late to learn (23-10-2006) http://eurlex.europa.eu/
- The Green Paper : from challenges to opportunities 09-02-2011
- Benchmarking the administration of business start-ups http://ec.europa.eu
- FP7 Factsheet: http://ec.europa.eu/research/fp7

(SUGGESTED SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)

EXERCISE: READING COMPREHENSION (SAMPLE 2)

The financial crisis of 2007 was provoked by the US insolvent banking system. The
trigger of the financial crisis of 2007 is claimed to be the collapse of the US “housing
bubble”, as market housing prices were far higher than their real values.
Security values (such as bonds and shares) were closely tied to property (i.e. real estate)
prices. Therefore, they suffered large losses, provoking a huge drop in global prices,
bank insolvency and the bankruptcy many companies. This caused the collapse of the
global financial system and heavy downturns in the stock exchange at a world-wide
level.
It is still considered the worst financial crisis after the Great Depression of 1930. It
provoked the failure of important large companies, a huge decrease in consumers'
wealth and a dramatic decline in the global economy. In addition, all governments who
had undertaken financial commitments with US banks faced severe economic
downturns, with enormous repercussions at national and international levels.
With regard to the text above, complete the following tasks:
1.Find synonyms of the words highlighted in pink
2.What do the underlined words refer to? (Example: “their” in “their real values” refer to
“housing prices”).
1.Synonyms:
Claimed
Tied to
Commitments
Dramatic
Severe

2.Underlined words:

(REFERRING TO..)

They (suffered...)
This (caused the..)
It (is still..)
It (provoked..)
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EXERCISE: READING COMPREHENSION (SAMPLE 3)

Why the Unemployment Rate in Japan is so Low
PAR. 1
TOKIO, JAPAN. It seems that a reason for the relative stability of
unemployment in Japan lies in the fact that it has greater labour and
wage flexibility than Europe and the USA. When considering changes in the
average hours worked, Japan seems to cope better with unforeseen economic
matters. This contrasts with other worldwide economies, which seem to
depend far more on quantity adjustments, i.e. the numbers of workers. Why
do Japanese workers accept more easily
cuts in living standards which
normally occur through reduced wage growth and less working hours? A
reasonable answer could be the following: to offset economic downturns.
Therefore, instead of being dismissed in case of economic crises,
Japanese workers accept to have their wages and working hours reduced.
Therefore, wages and hours act as a real buffer to economic fluctuations.
At this point, we may ask ourselves: why does Japan show such great
recourse to this mechanism? An answer to this question is the following:
Japanese firms invest heavily in “human capital”, i.e. in workers’
competences, through initial and on-the-job training programmes.
PAR.2
How can we know, however, if capital investments are greater in Japan? An
answer can be found in the implementation and in the importance of the
Japanese bonus system. According to this system, Japanese firms pay
a
twice-yearly bonus to workers. Such bonus is equal to one quarter of the
total yearly wages, on average. Which are the reasons why Japanese
companies decided to pay such high allowances? One possible answer could
be that bonuses represent the worker's contribution to the returns of the
company’s investments in the worker’s specific training.
Therefore, firms pay very high bonuses to their workers as they invest
more heavily in their skills and competences. As a principle, higher
investments lead to higher productive returns over the lifetime of a
worker within a given company, which is partly awarded by bonus
allowances. Therefore, this mechanism acts as a kind of profit sharing
and workers are more willing to accept cutbacks in case of economic
crisis.
PAR.3
Once we have acknowledged that Japanese companies are likely to invest
more in human capital than in any other country, why should employers and
workers accept to take the risks of investments? A possible answer can be
found in the fact that in Japan there are almost no “transaction costs”
related to those types of investment. In this context, transaction costs
are generated by the information exchange, the working organisation and
the hiring process, which includes training, the selection of personnel,
etc. In addition, the mutual trust between employers and employees is so
strong that transaction cots are very low in Japan.

PAR.4
Now, once we have understood the reasons why investments in human capital
are so high in Japan, it is important to recognise that the work
organisation and the flexible wages can be agreed by both employers and
employees in order to reduce any costly “separations”. It is for this
reason that hours and wages, and not employment, take the strain off
(i.e. act as a “buffer”) if any unforeseen fluctuations occur. For the
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same reason, unemployment is more effectively kept at bay in Japanese
firms than elsewhere.

EXERCISE: READING COMPREHENSION (READING SAMPLE 2)
PART 1
A) On the basis of the highlighted words, explain the following words (in English)
ENGLISH
ENGLISH (in other words)
Average hours worked
Contrasts with
Cuts in
offset
buffer
Recourse to
on-the-job

B) in particular, are the following words nouns, verbs or adjectives?
Average
contrasts
Cuts in
offset
buffer
Recourse to

NOUN
NOUN
NOUN
NOUN
NOUN
NOUN

/
/
/
/
/
/

VERB
VERB
VERB
VERB
VERB
VERB

/
/
/
/
/
/

ADJECTIVE
ADJECTIVE
ADJECTIVE
ADJECTIVE
ADJECTIVE
ADJECTIVE

PART 2
A) find the right meaning of...
twice-yearly bonus (...) equal to
one quarter of the total yearly
wages
worker's
contribution
to
the
returns
of
the
company’s
investments

a)double bonuses up to ¼ of annual earnings
b)semester bonuses equal to ¼ of annual
salaries
a)the workers' shares on the company's
profitability
b)the workers' participation in the company's
investments
they invest more heavily in their a)they invest more seriously
skills and competences
b)they invest more largely
over the lifetime of a worker a)when the worker's life is over
within a given company
b)during the working period

PART 3
A) On the basis of part 3, explain in your own words what “transaction costs” are and why
in Japan they are lower than elsewhere.
B) The phrase “can be found in the fact that” has a synonym in the text; can you tell
which synonym and where it is?
PART 4
A) Explain the meaning of the last paragraphs of part 4:
ENGLISH
EXPLANATION (ENGLISH)
hours and wages, and not employment,
take the strain off (i.e. act as a
“buffer”)
if
any
unforeseen
fluctuations occur.
For the same reason, unemployment is
more
effectively
kept
at
bay
in
Japanese firms than elsewhere.
B) In the end, why is the Japanese unemployment rate so low? (2-3 lines maximum)
(SUGGESTED SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)
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SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS TO CHAPTER EXERCISES
READING COMPREHENSION (SAMPLE 1)
A)
ENGLISH
Given the
Hackers
Crack
Proper names and names

ITALIANO
Dato il / data la
Hacker; pirata informatico
decodificare
Nomi propri e nomi comuni

B)
ENGLISH
Secure
Guidelines
Reckon
Upper and lower case letters

SYNONYM (ENGLISH)
Safe
Principles
Detect; recognise
Small letters (“a”), capitalized letters (“A”)

C1.
ENGLISH
To bear

ENGLISH SYNONIMS
To keep in mind / to consider / to take into account

C2.
ENGLISH
Bear

ITALIANO
1 sopportare, tollerare
2 sostenere (costi)
3 (bear with) pazientare

C3. Find them and then write few sentences
− Since the Sales Manager has left, I cannot bear this situation any longer!
− The transport costs will be borne by the exporter
− Would you bear with me, while I’m trying to connect you?
D)
As a matter of fact
In addition
Furthermore
Therefore
However
Finally

Synonym
In fact (AFTER THE VERB)
Moreover
Moreover
As a consequence
Hence (AFTER THE SUBJECT)/ Nevertheless
In conclusion

IN YOUR OWN WORDS..
Nowadays passwords have become part of our daily life; they must be inserted before
accessing data in a PC or before using a mobile. Security is the keyword that justifies
the use of passwords, which, however have made our lives more complicated. The
text explains how to create safe passwords in a simple and reliable way. Thanks to
the suggested methods, passwords should not be detected by hackers and could be
easily remembered.

UNDERSTANDING TEXTS ABOUT EUROPEAN MATTERS
1.La discrepanza tra domanda e offerta di competenze ha molte cause: informazioni
incomplete nel mercato del lavoro, differenze tra persone e costi delle transazioni, possono
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rendere le persone inadeguate rispetto alla loro occupazione.
2.Le persone più qualificate costringono le persone meno qualificate a uscire dal mercato
del lavoro occupandone il posto, mentre gran parte della popolazione europea non ha
ancora acquisito (=doesn't have) la capacità di capire e utilizzare nell’attività quotidiana
informazioni scritte.
3.Nella revisione del bilancio si è stabilito su quali principi fondamentali dovrebbe essere
basato in futuro il bilancio dell'UE: applicazione di strumenti che garantiscano un valore
aggiunto UE, indirizzo maggiormente orientato ai risultati e mobilitazione di risorse
provenienti da altre fonti di finanziamento pubbliche e private.
4.L'effetto combinato della lunghezza e della complessità delle procedure unitamente al
livello dei costi e dei requisiti di capitale (=capital adequacy) costituisce il principale
ostacolo alla formazione di nuove società a responsabilità limitata in numerosi paesi.
5.La cooperazione e il coordinamento degli sforzi compiuti su scala europea (=at European
level), permettono all’UE di capire meglio e di reagire davanti ai rischi di un mondo in
continua evoluzione.
6.Inoltre, attrarrà (=attract) le migliori competenze intellettuali e tecnologiche in (=all
over) Europa grazie alla partecipazione attiva delle PMI

READING COMPREHENSION (SAMPLE 2)
1.Synonyms:
Claimed

Said, presumed

Tied to

Linked with, related to

Commitments

Obligations

Dramatic

Striking

Severe

Drastic

2.Underlined words:
They (suffered...)

Security values

This (caused the..)

The drop in global prices, bank insolvency
and companies' bankruptcy

It (is still..)

The financial crisis

It (provoked..)

The financial crisis

READING COMPREHENSION (SAMPLE 3)
PART 1
A)
Average hours worked
Contrasts with
Cuts in
offset
buffer
Recourse to
on-the-job

Hours worked on average
(this) is opposite of ; different from
Decrease / reduction
balance
Mitigating solution
Use of
During the working time; directly in the
workplace; at work
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B)
Average
contrasts
Cuts in
offset
buffer
Recourse to

NOUN
VERB
NOUN
VERB
NOUN
NOUN

PART 2
A)
b); a) ; b); b)
PART 3
A) transaction costs incur for exchanging information and for the personnel turnover
(i.e. for any hiring process and for training programmes). According to text, in
Japanese companies the trust between employers and employees makes transaction
costs lower because employees are completely loyal to the company they work for,
therefore, they are unlikely to leave the company or to be dismissed.
B) end of line 2 Par. 1 : lies in the fact that
PART 4
A)
hours
and
wages,
and
not
employment, take the strain off
(i.e. act as a “buffer”) if any
unforeseen fluctuations occur.
For the same reason, unemployment
is more effectively kept at bay in
Japanese firms than elsewhere.

What makes employment stable in Japan is
the wage and working hour flexibility, which
help a company adjust to economic crisis by
avoiding the workers’ lay-off.
For these reasons the unemployment rate in
Japan is lower than in Europe and the USA.

B) Unemployment rate in Japan is low thanks to a flexible wage system and to flexible
working hours, which, together with high investments in human capital, prevent
workers from leaving a company, build their loyalty and reduce the companies’
“transaction costs”.
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5.5 WRITING BUSINESS TEXTS
In this Chapter we will see how to write:
• General Business Texts
• Company Profiles
• Catalogues (article descriptions)
• Press Releases
• Companies' AD
And we will read and understand texts on business or economic
matters

Tips for Good Writing
 Tip number one: Good writing is plain writing
 Therefore: keep the phrases short and link the sentences together

GRAMMAR FOCUS
When writing, be careful to distinguish adjectives from nouns, for instance when the
word ending is..
-CS -- > nouns (e.g.: mathematics, physics, logistics)
-CY -- > nouns (e.g.: diplomacy, democracy)
-CIAN -- > nouns (e.g. politician)
-CAL -- > adjectives (e.g.: mathematical; technical; agricultural)
-C -- > either adjectives or nouns (e.g.: logistic: adjective; mechanic: noun)
5.5.1 Writing Business Texts
When writing texts remember that in English:
− it is not necessary to write long sentences; it's better if they are short and
concise
− word repetition is not an issue; therefore, it is not relevant whether the subject
or object is repeated several times. To this respect, it is advisable not to use
pronouns (e.g. it, this, etc.) if it is not clear what they refer to
− the use of the definite article (THE) varies greatly from other languages and the
related grammar rules should be mastered, before engaging in formal writing
− linking words are very important to make the text logic and smooth.

EXERCISE: EXPLAINING CONTENTS CLEARLY
With regard to the reading comprehension text “sample 3” (“WHY THE
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE..”), complete the following summary by writing the missing
words (suggestions are in brackets):
The reasons for the stability of the unemployment system in Japan can be found in
the fact that Japanese firms invest a lot in “human capital”. As a matter of fact,
instead of dismissing workers during an economic crisis, both firms and employees
prefer reducing wages and working hours. The (find a synonym of “steadiness”) of the
Japanese employment system is (write a verb which is similar to “related to”) high
investments in workers' skills. As a matter of fact, Japanese firms spend a lot of
money in training their employees and, (write the English words for “d'altra parte” o
“d'altro canto”), workers (write the synonym of “have got the right to”) bonuses which
represent their returns to training programmes. In this way, workers are highly
motivated to be trained and to accept lower wages during economic (find a synonym
of “crisis”). Japan has experienced human capital investments with high success also
because the exchange of information costs less in Japan than in (write a synonym of
“elsewhere”). These costs concern economic information (such as the information
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regarding the work organisation), and they are generally (find a synonym of “borne”)
by firms with a view to training or hiring workers. Another advantage that makes
Japan different from other countries, (find a synonym of “lies in”) the high cooperation
between employers and employees and (in) the (find another word instead of “trust”
which fits in the context) which (find a synonym of “relates”) them. In conclusion, (find a
synonym of “on the basis of”) these facts, it could be (find a synonym of “stated”) that
the successful Japanese strategy to (find a creative word which could mean “to contain”)
unemployment is a winning example that European companies could follow in order
to (find a synonym of “offset”) their employment system during a (find a synonym of
“negative”) trend.
(SUGGESTED SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)

EXERCISE: ENDING A TEXT
Imagine that you work for a computer company which deals with data recovery,
software development and programming. You wrote an article where you
explained how ICT has affected (positively and/or negatively) society and economy
over the years. This was the topic:
TOPIC:

Third sector: is the
computer-based society a
threat or an opportunity?

A)Now you have to end your article. Read the text below and end it. You may use the
glossary at the bottom.

From a workers’ point of view, the problem with ICT is quite relevant when
computers perform their duties instead of providing a technical, marginal
support.
After the 1970s, industries began replacing workers with machines, due to the oil
crisis and to the general increase in the labour costs.
As a consequence, the industrialized countries experienced staff downsizing,
followed by the implementation of ICT systems.
At the same time, Americans invented and developed the service market on a
large scale (i.e. the tertiary sector): pioneers like IBM, and other big companies
started their fortune in this period; the third sector was developing fast and
proudly.
Therefore, the industrialised nations started suffering from the implications of the
third sector, characterised by machines which replaced blue-collar workers.
Soon after, computers replaced white-collar workers. As a matter of fact, a part
from sending home many blue-collar workers or craftsmen, computers
nowadays have replaced many skilled workers. In fact, the tasks assigned to
skilled workers is replaced by PC orders more frequently, as PCs run faster
and more reliably.
Furthermore, today workers are worried about the loss of control over the work
they perform and are concerned about the fact that the company’s ICT system
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will measure their performance or even control them.
PCs have in fact changed roles in enterprises; they now mediate between
workers and the work outcome. White-collar workers, for instance, are now
called upon to be computer literate and to interact with the company’s ICT
system in order to find solutions and strategies.
However...
Thanks to...
In conclusion...
GLOSSARY
all'avanguardia
arricchire (anche fig.)
artigiani
aumentare
fabbisogni del mercato
cambiamenti rapidi
colosso industriale
comunicare
crescita
esser chiamati a (=dover..)
forza lavoro
frettoloso
impiegato
individuo
industriale, industrializzato
informatica (mondo dell’)
in continuo cambiamento
in rapida crescita
negli anni a venire
nel prossimo futuro
oggigiorno
pioniere (anche fig.)
problema
questione (=problema)
ridurre
risorsa
saper usare il PC
settore terziario
sfida o opportunità
sistema informatico
sostituire lavoratori con computer*
sviluppo
tagli (al personale)
timore
utente
veloce

cutting edge
to enrich
craftsmen
to increase, to raise (transitive verbs)
market requirements
rapid change(s)
industrial giant
to communicate
growth
to be called upon (+ infinitive)
labour force, work force
hurried; rushing
white collar worker; employee
individual
industrial, industrialised
ICT (information communication technology)
ever changing
fast-growing
in the years to come
in the near future
nowadays, now, today
pioneer
problem
issue
to reduce (transitive verb)
resource
to be a computer literate
third sector
challenge
ICT / computer-based system
to replace workers with PCs*
development
cutbacks; staff downsizing; lay-off
fear, concern
end-user
rapid, fast, quick

B)Which linking words could you find in the article above?
(SUGGESTED SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)
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*GRAMMAR FOCUS
1) All acronyms (such as ICT; PC etc.), when plural, add a small “s” at the end of the
word (e.g.: PCs).
2) To replace someone with something (by someone else):
e.g. Employees were replaced with robots by the Managing Director

to replace ≠ to substitute:
to replace with = “sostituire permanentemente” ; “rimpiazzare”
to substitute for = “sostituire temporaneamente”
e.g. “ Mark substituted for the teacher when she was sick”

a replacement (noun); a substitute (noun)

EXERCISE: REPORTING
It can often be the case that your colleagues or superior will ask you to report facts or
events; what was said during a meeting or what an article reported. In this exercise
you will report some facts.
a)Refer to the meeting sample in Chapter 3.1. Imagine that a colleague sent you an email
asking to report what James said during the meeting. Here is what he said on that
occasion (you can report facts informally):
James: I’m in favour of participating, actually. Many costs incurred of course, but I think it is
a matter of improving the company’s image. Maybe we could take a smaller booth and book
fewer services, in order to cut down costs (such as all those bottles of champagne we
offered, which cost us a fortune). As for the sales, we actually sold several articles during the
exhibition, such as the “Violeta” and the “Bright Shadow”, which gave us some € 5,000
immediate cash.
b)Refer to the negotiation sample in 3.2. Imagine that you are Ms. Bristel and you receive
a phone call when you are about to enter the warehouse with María. The caller is asking
you what Vicente said. Here is his speech (you can report facts informally):
Dear Mr. Roger and Ms. Bristel, thank you very much for coming here to visit us. We have been waiting for
this meeting for such a long time! I know you had a nice flight yesterday and I hope you will have some
extra time here in Barcelona to enjoy the sunny weather. As you probably know, I am Vicente Gonzalez, the
managing director of this company and you have been exchanging emails with me and with my personal
assistant María, who speaks English fluently and will be happy to assist you today. Let me begin by telling
you something about our company. We are the biggest service centre in Spain, my grandfather started this
activity in 1950, our main customers are multinational companies such as:…., we have been rated “A+”
from “Brother & Krumple”, one of the largest international financial companies. Ok, now, let’s talk about
our future business cooperation. María will be happy to take you to our warehouse to see how we store the
products and how our logistics and software system help us working smoothly and impeccably! After the
visit, I am sure you will choose us as your service centre in Spain! We will have lunch in our cafeteria and
after that, we will talk about the draft agreement we sent you last week per email. María will take you to
the warehouse and I will see you again in approximately one hour. See you later then, and enjoy your visit!

c)You are reading an article on carbon pricing as your boss asked to. Write the content of
the following paragraph in few lines (the tone must be formal):
Establishing a carbon price is potentially one of the most powerful mechanisms available to
reduce national greenhouse gas emissions. It is usually delivered through legislation, which
imposes a cost, or places an opportunity value on the emission of greenhouse gases into the
atmosphere. The goal of carbon pricing is to create a change in the economy, whereby the
market begins to differentiate between goods and services on the basis of their carbon
footprints.
We need a pricing for goods and services that includes their full cost and benefits – economic,
social and environmental. In the case of a carbon price, this is a value that reflects the impact
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of CO2 emissions from the product or service on the environment.
Establishing a carbon price is only one element of a much broader climate change policy
framework. Comprehensive policy approaches also have to include other elements such as
additional funding for research and development (R&D), or the removal of subsidies that
support carbon intensive activities, such as fuel subsidies.
Source: Carbon Pricing Vision 2050 www.wbcsd.org/web/energy.htm

For rules on reported speech, see the Chapter on Grammar.
(SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)
5.5.2 Company Profiles
A company profile is a brief description of a company, containing some basic
information, such as: year of foundation, main activities, products, strengths..
You will find a company profile mainly in:
− the company’s website
− a trade fair catalogue
− a sector magazine
− sector newspapers
− presentation brochures or leaflets
Therefore, as anticipated above, a company profile should contain the following pieces
of information:
− year of foundation
− field of expertise (i.e. core business)
− the most important or latest* products, as well as the company’s strengths*
− the company’s sales or financial trend, as well as the number of employees, the
localisation of branches etc.
− company’s mergers or acquisitions (if any)
EXAMPLES OF COMPANY PROFILES
1) AUTOSHINE

AutoShine is an industrial group based in Brighton, UK, which is active
on a global scale. Founded in 1955, the company is a leading supplier of
textile products for textile and automotive industries. AUTOSHINE
operates in more than 20 countries with nearly 70 production facilities
and has a total worldwide workforce of 13,000 employees, some 10% of
whom are based in the UK. AUTOSHINE develops and manufactures
components from both natural and man-made fibres. Since it was
established, AUTOSHINE has been a powerful and positive driving force
for the worldwide industrial progress. Its products and solutions are
tailored to customers’ requirements and are becoming increasingly
popular. For the benefit of its shareholders, customers and employees,
AUTOSHINE foresees to reach sustained growth within the next few
years, either by internal growth or through strategic, international
acquisitions and partnerships.
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2) LAB TECHNOLOGIES

LAB TECHNOLOGIES' mission is to transform -gradually but substantially- people’s
lives by changing and improving the worldwide communication system to the benefit
of all. Lab Technologies provides communication solutions for national governments,
service-providers and businesses in order to enhance communication services and
channels. As the lead multinational company in communication technologies and
services, Lab Technologies offers the ultimate solutions to both emerging companies
and well-established corporations. With more than 80,000 employees and local
branches and service centres in more than 100 countries, Lab Technologies is the
ideal partner for successful business. Lab Technologies’ revenues were USD 11,2
billion in 2014, with its new headquarters in Houston, Texas.
*GRAMMAR NOTES
“i prodotti più nuovi” = latest products; do not translate it with “newest”
“punti di forza” = strengths (opposto= “punti di debolezza” - >weaknesses)

EXERCISE: GLOSSARY ON COMPANY PROFILES
A)Match the words on the left with their translations on the right:
mission
anno di fondazione
year of foundation

attività principale

core business

azienda consolidata

range of products

azienda rinomata

well-established firm

filiale, sede operativa, sede distaccata

well-known firm

gamma prodotti / linea di prodotti/ portfolio prodotti

production plant, facilities missione
branch, branch office

sito produttivo

B)Find the translations of the following verbs:
to start a company
to be active (specialised) in (sector)
to pride oneself on a long-lasting experience in
to be located in..
to run a business
C)Translate the following phrases:
conduciamo questa attività da vent'anni
la nostra società fu fondata nel 1989
dal 1995 offriamo la migliore assistenza post-vendita
i nostri clienti hanno sempre lodato i nostri prodotti
di alta qualità

EXERCISE : WRITING COMPANY PROFILES
A)Write a company profile of a retailer of stationary (office supply). The company
profile will be published in the company's website. Here follows a glossary. Use also
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the glossary of useful phrases at the bottom.
calculator
eraser
notebook
hole punch
paper clips
pens and pencils
markers
rubber bands
scissors
staplers
staples
staple remover
scotch tape, sellotape
thumbtack, drawing pin
packing tape

calcolatrice
gomma da cancellare
quaderno di appunti
perforatrice
fermagli per fogli
penne e matite
evidenziatori
elastici
forbici
graffettatrice
graffette, punti metallici
rimuovi graffette
scotch
puntina da disegno
nastro adesivo

B)Write the profile of a company in the urban furniture sector (see glossary below).
Add some important information, such as the company’s strengths, the location, the
number of employees, the date of foundation etc. Use the glossary of useful phrases
at the bottom.
ARREDO URBANO
acciaio inossidabile
adattabile a
arredo urbano
bracci
cestino porta rifiuti
colonnato
dettagli
fonderia
fontana a colonnina
fontane
fontanelle a muro
fusione di alluminio (materiale)
griglia
interni, esterni (sostantivi)
isolamento protettivo
lampioni
lanterna
lavori per conto di
materiale isolante
modello brevettato
opificio
pali
palo della luce
particolare (di decoro)
particolari in ghisa
resistente al calore
restauri
ringhiera
smaltato
sportello
verniciatura con vernice trasparente

URBAN FURNITURE
stainless steel
suitable to
urban furniture
arms
waste-bin
colonnade
work details
foundry
drinking fountain
fountains
wall fountains
aluminium casting
grid
interiors, exteriors
protective insulating system
street-lamps
lantern
works on behalf of
insulating material
patented model/design
plant, factory
poles
lamp-post
decoration details/works
cast-iron details
heat resistant
restorations / restoration works
handrail / railing
enamelled
door
varnishing
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Glossary of useful phrases:
ENGLISH
a (local/global) provider/manufacturer of
a strong focus on
branches
commitment to
company’s mission
competitive, unbeatable (prices)
cutting-edge solutions
dedicated to
experienced, long-standing
extensive product portfolio
founded / established in.. (the company was)
headquarters
importer / exporter
in the sector / in the field of
manufacturer / producer
multinational company / corporation (US)
SME (small-medium enterprise)
specialised in
staff
tailored solutions
to exceed national standards of quality
to match national standards of quality
to range from
wide range of products
with more than (10) years’ experience in..

ITALIANO
un fornitore/produttore (locale/mondiale) di
spiccata propensione a
uffici dislocati / sedi
impegno a
missione / credo aziendale
prezzi imbattibili, competitivi
soluzioni di ultima generazione
dedita a (azienda)
con esperienza, “da sempre”
portafoglio prodotti esteso
(la ditta fu) costituita, creata nel..
casa madre / sede centrale
importatore /esportatore
nel settore / campo di/del.. (specializzata..)
produttore
impresa multinazionale
PMI (piccola-media impresa)
specializzato/a in
personale
soluzioni apposite / su misura per..
superare gli standard nazionali sulla qualità
rispettare gli standard nazionali sulla qualità
spaziare/variare da (gamma prodotti)
ampia gamma di prodotti
con più di 10 anni di esperienza nel settore..

(SUGGESTED SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)
5.5.3 Catalogues (product description)
A catalogue shows and describes the company's products. Generally:
− it is informative and descriptive
− it contains some technical information (or product specifications) and photos
− it does not mention prices (which are normally indicated in the price list)
The layout of a catalogue depends on the company's marketing policy and products
(e.g.: a catalogue of frozen foodstuff is different from a catalogue of designer clothes,
which, in turn, is different from a catalogue of jewellery, etc.).

CATALOGUE EXAMPLE
AGATHA LIVING ROOM FURNITURE
Agatha presents a complete range of living room furniture with footstools, sofas of
various dimensions tables whose tops are in white, veined marble. The supporting
structure is in seasoned beech and the metal base is covered with stratified natural
leather. The padding is made of foam polyurethane, whilst the covering is of leather or
fabric. Available in white-cream and ivory colours. (PICTURE AVAILABLE, normally)

EXERCISE : TRANSLATION OF A PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Try to translate the above product description
(SUGGESTED SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)

EXERCISE : WRITING A PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A)Write two brief and technical product descriptions by using the glossary below:
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ABBIGLIAMENTO SPORTIVO
abbinarsi a
aderente
alla moda
antiquato
bomber
cappello, berretto
cotone peso-piuma
cuciture a vista
da donna
da uomo
felpa
fodera
fori di areazione
giacca
gilet
lavatura a secco
leggerissimo
maglione in pile
materiale scamosciato
modello a vita bassa
piumino
polo
scarpe da ginnastica
star bene/esser giusto
tessuto microfibra
traspirante

SPORTSWEAR
to go with/ to match
slim cut
fashionable
old-fashioned
bomber jacket
hat, cap
lightweight cotton
decorative stitching
lady's
gents / men
sweater
liner /lining
air ventilation holes
jacket
vest
dry cleaning
lightweight
fleece sweater
suede material
low waist style
down jacket
polo shirt
trainers
to suit/fit
microfibre fabric
breathable

B)Write two detailed and discursive product descriptions for a company's catalogue
and translate them. Choose the products from the list suggested here below
(Furniture).
MOBILI
FURNITURE
acciaio satinato
antico
arricchito con (materiali)
arrotondato / arcato
braccioli
cuoio
divano a due posti
faggio stagionato
fibra di carbonio
gambe
ghisa
imbottitura
in accordo/tinta con
inserti in acciaio
lucido o satinato
marmo venato
materiale termoplastico espanso
mensola
motivo
pelle
porta laccata
porta laminata
procedimento speciale di laccatura

gazed steel
old/ancient
enriched with
rounded / arched
arms
leather
two-seat sofa
season beech wood
carbon fibre
legs
cast iron
padding
matching
steel inserts / inlays
glossed or glazed
veined marble
thermoplastic foam
shelf
decoration
natural leather
lacquered door
laminate door
lacquer special process
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puff/poggia-piedi
rifiniture
ripiano in marmo
rivestimento
salotto
schienale
sedia pieghevole
sedile
serigrafato
sgabello
si arricchisce di (un nuovo prodotto)
sottolineare /metter in risalto il/la
struttura portante
telaio in faggio
tessuto
tessuto sfoderabile
testata (letto)
tinto di bianco/noce
tinto; finitura
vetro (della porta) serigrafato

footstool
trims
marble top
covering
living room furniture
back
folding chair
seat
patterned
stool
enriched by
to emphasize /underline the..
supporting structure
beech wood frame
fabric
uncovering/removable fabric
head
in a white/walnut finish
finish
patterned door glass

(SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)
5.5.4 Press Releases
Press releases (“comunicati stampa”) are news which are generally
published in the company's website and are aimed at announcing important
facts, such as a public event the company will take (or took) part in; the
launch of a new product; the opening of a new branch or an exhibition the
company will participate (or participated) in.

EXERCISE : READING A PRESS RELEASE
Here is a press release which describes a data recovery software. Read the article and
write down :
-The main features of the product: its cost, its name, its use
then reply to the following questions:
-What happened when no recovery was available?
-How can data be recovered now?
-How does the software work?
-Why is this new tool so effective?
(SUGGESTED SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)
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This article has been published with the permission of the company CONVAR GmbH www.convar.com

EXERCISE: WRITING A PRESS RELEASE
You work for a company that is an Exhibition and Trade Fair Organiser. You were
asked from the Managing Director to write a press release to relaunch "MOA Intl.
Expo", an important Trade Fair in Dubai.
Here are the main points that the Managing Director dictated you:
- existing for over 20 years
- every year: new blue-chip* buyers
- over 200,000 square feet trade space
- more than 1,000 exhibitors
- MOA is more than a trade fair: in 2014 a forum to offer business solutions and
meeting points
- associates are more than 20, such as..(list some)
- MOA Intl. Expo is worldwide known: companies from 55 countries attend the event
- International buyers are 22%
*blue-chip= key; very important; valuable
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5.5.5 Company's ADs
Companies spend a lot of money on advertising. They can choose from
various means, such as: the TV; the radio; street wall posters; articles
in sector newspapers or magazines etc.
When advertising, companies have to exercise a lot of their creativity
on new campaigns or dissemination materials. That's the reason why
they normally have a dedicated department that takes care of the
company's image, otherwise, they generally have to outsource this
activity.

SAMPLE OF COMPANIES’ ADs*
Here is a company AD issued in a sector magazine. As you can see, it is full of
“redundant” words. You will note a quite familiar, informal tone.
*AD=Advertisement

Service & Solutions
Studies show that 10% of corporate revenue is spent on storing, printing and
disseminating information.
Document mismanagement eats up to 35 percent of labour costs. While looking for external help
to better handle business processes, our customers not only will buy a commodity like a file
holder or paper clips; they will make a strategic investment in efficiency, productivity and long
lasting profitability. This is the reason why forward-looking and fast-growing enterprises choose
Demetria Solutions Associates. Because we deal with the issues our customers face day
to day. If you have employees with Master's Degrees that perform cut-and-paste jobs, bored
staff looking forward to their coffee-breaks and over-skilled workers phoning your outsourced
service providers for easy work, you'd better speak with one of our representatives! If your
budget is cramped and you are looking forward to getting hold of a state-of-the-art printer or to
upgrade your PC for a better print work, you should talk to Demetria about the economies of
having professionals who do that job right for you. We are sure we can deliver a superior quality
product and incomparable service quickly and cost-effectively, with excellent time-saving
deliveries. Your customers will no longer have to worry about technology that seems to become
obsolete the moment you install it. Your employees will not see their printouts thrown to the bin
by over-demanding managers. In a world of changing technology, being up-to-date is our mission.

EXERCISE : UNDERSTANDING ADVERTISEMENTS
After reading the company's AD here above, reply to the following question:
What is the company offering?
 Constantly updated technology
 Quick and economical document editing
 Outsourced printing services
 Integrated printing software and solutions
(SUGGESTED SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)

EXERCISE : ANALYSING ADVERTISEMENTS
From the AD above, highlight in yellow the core phrases, in green the informative
sentences and in red the redundant phrases.
(SUGGESTED SOLUTION AT THE END OF THE CHAPTER)

EXERCISE: WRITING ADVERTISEMENTS
A)You are the Marketing assistant for “IMM ltd”: a company which produces injection
moulding machines. Imagine that your boss asked you to write an impressive AD to
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be published in the local newspaper tomorrow. You have little time and need to find
“flashy” and “catchy” words for your AD!
You may use the small technical Glossary that follows:
ENGLISH

ITALIAN

Injection mould

Stampo a iniezione

Injection moulding machines

Macchine di stampo a iniezione

Mould shrinkage

Ritiro di stampaggio

(ritiro del materiale dopo lo stampaggio a causa

della temperatura esterna)

Mould

Stampo

Multi-cavity mould

Stampo a più cavità (o impronte)

Press

Pressa

B) Your boss is not satisfied with your article and suggests that you just find some
catch phrases* to insert in the local newspaper and in your Website.
Suggest some catchwords...
*catch phrases / catchword– > slogan/motto pubblicitario
(Example: if you worked for a laundry, you would probably write “Best/Quickest service in
town”; if you worked for a pizza takeaway, you could write “the best pizza ever”; “the tastiest
pizzas in town” etc.)
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SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS TO CHAPTER EXERCISES
SUMMARY of “Why the Unemployment Rate in Japan is so low”
(in brackets are alternative words)
The reasons for the stability of the unemployment system in Japan can be found in
the fact that Japanese firms invest a lot in “human capital”. As a matter of fact,
instead of dismissing workers during an economic crisis, both firms and employees
prefer reducing wages and working hours. The STABILITY of the Japanese employment
system is BASED ON (connected to/linked with) high investments in workers' skills. As a
matter of fact, Japanese firms spend a lot of money in training their employees and,
ON THE OTHER HAND, workers ENTITLED TO bonuses which represent their returns to
training programmes. In this way, workers are highly motivated to be trained and to
accept lower wages during economic DOWNTURNS. Japan has experienced human
capital investments with high success also because the exchange of information costs
less in Japan than in IN ANY OTHER COUNTRY. These costs concern economic
information (such as the information regarding the work organisation), and they are
generally INCURRED by firms with a view to training or hiring workers. Another
advantage that makes Japan different from other countries, CONSISTS OF (is based on)
the high cooperation between employers and employees and OF (on) the LOYALTY
which LINKS them. In conclusion, BASED ON these facts, it could be CLAIMED (asserted)
that the successful Japanese strategy to BYPASS (reduce) unemployment is a winning
example that European companies could follow in order to COUNTERBALANCE their
employment system during a DOWNWORD trend.

ENDING A TEXT
A)
However, a computer-based society should not be perceived as a threaten either by
employers or by employees. The challenge of our new Internet-based society, is today
to reinvent the workers’ ability and to start anew, by finding new cutting-edge solutions
for a different, hurried and more demanding customer - or better “end-user”. The
development of the third sector implies in fact the implementation of new electronic
services rather then new products. The enterprises are now called upon to anticipate
the market requirements or even to create new needs.
Thanks to the development of ICT, individuals today can benefit from interactive
multimedia activities, e-learning solutions, telecommuting and many other possibilities
of personal and professional growth.
In conclusion, people can socialise and improve their personal skills over the Internet,
which has to be perceived as a source for business and a way towards personal
enrichment.

B)As a consequence (third paragraph), at the same time (fourth paragraph), therefore
(fifth paragraph), as a matter of fact (fifth), in fact (fifth), furthermore (sixth
paragraph), in fact (seventh), however, thanks to, in conclusion.

EXERCISE: REPORTING
a)James wants to participate because we will increase our sales, if we are there. He
suggests spending less. Therefore, we should reduce some costs.
b)We're here with Vicente Gonzalez, the managing director. He's just told us the
history of the company; he's said that the company has a high credit rate (well, to
be verified) and.. he will take us to lunch. We will go around the warehouse with
one of his assistants...
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c)This article deals with carbon pricing and proposes ways to a sustainable future. It
is in favour of establishing prices that reflect the impact of CO2 emissions
(therefore, the higher the CO2 emission, the higher the price). It also proposes
cuts in fuel subsidies and funding for R&D.

GLOSSARY ON COMPANY PROFILES
A)
Mission

Missione

Year of foundation

Anno di fondazione

Core business

Attività principale

Range of products

Gamma prodotti / linea di prodotti/ portfolio prodotti

Well-established firm

Azienda consolidata

Well-known firm

Azienda rinomata

Production plant, facilities Sito produttivo
Branch, branch office

Filiale, sede operativa, sede distaccata

B)
To start a company

Avviare un'attività

To be active (specialised) in (sector)

Operare in (settore)

To pride oneself on a long-lasting experience in

Vantare una lunga esperienza in..

To be located in..

Avere la propria sede

To run a business

Condurre un'attività

C)Translate the following phrases:
conduciamo questa attività da vent'anni

we've been running this/our business for
20 years

la nostra società fu fondata nel 1989

our company was founded in 1989

dal 1995 offriamo la migliore assistenza
post-vendita

since 1995 we've offered the best aftersales service

i nostri clienti hanno sempre lodato i
nostri prodotti di alta qualità

our customers have always praised our
high-quality products

WRITING A COMPANY PROFILE
A)
MB quality stationary is the leader in office supply. We provide high-quality office
products that match or exceed the standards of national brands. We have been in
business since 1990 and we are a quality-certified company, located in Surrey, UK.
Our online shop offers a wide range of products, from staplers and pens to office
furniture. Our deliveries are punctual and our freight unbeatable. We are proud to be
quality stationary experts, providing not only quality products at competitive prices,
but also customised solutions that make your job faster and more enjoyable.
B)
FONDERIA F.LLI TERNANI – F.LLI TERNANI FOUNDRY
The year of foundation of our foundry goes back to 1944, when Mr. Ternani, our
grandfather, worked in his home garage, in Messina, Sicily, and started in this way
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this fascinating and creative activity.
Our foundry uses today the best state-of-the-art, but still hand-crafted, techniques in
the production of its works, such as: cast-iron lanterns, lamp-posts, lamp-holders,
handrails, wall fountains, drink fountains, benches of various sizes, seats and winding
stairs, together with many others pieces of urban furniture. All our products are
ISOXXX compliant and patent pending. Our clients come from different parts of the
world to visit our plant and see our unique works. We have customers from Russia,
the UAE, Morocco, Spain and from some Northern European countries, such as
Finland, Denmark and Sweden. We are ready to deliver tailored solutions to public
authorities, such as Municipalities and Counties, as well as to private companies or
individuals, who may use our wonderful pieces of manual art in their gardens or as
fireplace interiors. Our skilled workers have more than 10 years' experience in this
sector, are constantly updated about the latest technologies and know how to create
astonishing artworks out of cast-iron materials. We would like to invite all our
potential customers to visit our foundry and see our high quality urban and garden
furniture.
------------------------------------------------------

CATALOGUES:
TRANSLATION OF A PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
SALOTTO AGATHA
Agatha è il salotto completo per eccellenza; con divani di varie dimensioni, posa-piedi
e tavoli con piani in marmo bianco venato. La struttura portante è in faggio
stagionato, la base in metallo è rivestita in cuoio stratificato. L'imbottitura è in
poliuretano espanso, mentre il rivestimento in pelle o tessuto. Disponibile nei colori:
panna, avorio.

WRITING A PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A)
1.Down Jacket. Its feather-light down and functional materials guarantees reliable
protection from the cold and wet. The hood can be removed. Pockets are lined with
fleece, practical inner zipper pocket. 80% down, 20% feathers.
2.Breathable microfibre t-shirts. Lightweight, waterproof and breathable. Its fabric
prevents from getting too warm and from sweating. Available in red, blue and lilac.
B)
1.Mango Door Line
Rounded white matt laminate door. Trims available in the following colours: white,
grey, salmon, yellow, red, anthracite. Glass door with coloured frame matching door
trim.
(Translation: anta/porta arrotondata in laminato bianco. Profili disponibili nei colori
bianco, grigio, salmone, giallo, rosso, antracite. Anta/porta in vetro con telaio colorato
in accordo con i profili dell'anta).
2.Liz Luxury Chair
A chair with or without arms made in a seasoned beechwood frame. The beechwood
legs are available in a natural, white, cherry tree and walnut finish. Foam
polyurethane is used for the padding and the covering is made of leather or
removable fabric.
(Translation: sedia con o senza braccioli realizzata con una struttura in faggio
stagionato. Gambe disponibili in faggio naturale, bianco, tinto ciliegio o tinto noce.
L'imbottitura è in poliuretano espanso e il rivestimento e in pelle o sfoderabile in
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tessuto).
------------------------------------------------------

READING A PRESS RELEASE
-the name of the product is PC Inspector WatchIT ™
-the software will recover information quickly and cost-effectively (it can be
downloaded for only $ 25)
-in recent times, losing computer data was a complete disaster and it happened quite
often; thanks to this new tool, losing data will not be a threat anymore
-with this product, the risk of a hacker attack, of viruses and of data loss is practically
impossible
-the software can be installed in every PC and notebook, which just need to be
rebooted. Then, by hitting the F9 key, all data can be retrieved
-any data can be retrieved, regardless of the brand and type of PC. This is the most
effective feature of PC Inspector WatchIT ™

WRITING A PRESS RELEASE
MOA International Expo boasts over 20 years of history and experience, witnessing
steady growth and attracting new buyers from different industrial sectors.
MOA International Expo offers over 200,00 square feet of exhibit space with more
than 1,000 exhibitors. MOA is not just a fair; in 2014 it hosted the yearly forum
dedicated to service solutions offered to the world of business. It has hence become
an international business meeting point for those who seek new business or wish to
consolidate their market position.
MOA Intl. Expo is sponsored, amongst others, by prestigious associations, including:
the European Industrial Business Association, the American Manufacturers
Organization, the North-East Industrial Association, the UAE Manufacturers
Confederation and many more!
MOA Intl. Expo is a unique global event for international buyers and sellers,
representing more than 50 countries.
Go to our Visitor Registration Page for details on attending.
------------------------------------------------------

UNDERSTANDING ADVERTISEMENTS
Outsourced printing services

ANALYSING ADVERTISEMENTS
in yellow the core phrases, in green the informative sentences and in red the
redundant phrases.

Studies show that 10% of corporate revenue is spent on storing, printing and
disseminating information.
Document mismanagement eats up to 35 percent of labour costs. While looking for external help
to better handle business processes, our customers not only will buy a commodity like a file
holder or paper clips; they will make a strategic investment in efficiency, productivity and long
lasting profitability. This is the reason why forward-looking and fast-growing enterprises choose
Demetria Solutions Associates. Because we deal with the issues our customers face day
to day. If you have employees with Master Degrees that perform cut-and-paste jobs, bored staff
looking forward to their coffee-breaks and over-skilled workers phoning your outsourced service
providers for easy work, you'd better speak with one of our representatives! If your budget is
cramped and you are looking forward to getting hold of a state-of-the-art printer or to upgrade
your PC for a better print work, you should talk to Demetria about the economies of having
professionals who do that job right for you. We are sure we can deliver a superior quality
product and incomparable service quickly and cost-effectively, with excellent time-saving
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deliveries. Your customers will no longer have to worry about technology that seems to become
obsolete the moment you install it. Your employees will not see their printouts thrown to the bin
by over-demanding managers. In a world of changing technology, being up-to-date is our mission.

WRITING ADVERTISEMENTS
A)Are you tired of taking your brand new injection moulding machines back to
maintenance? Can you cope with the demanding and fast-changing market
requirements? Have you ever dreamt of anticipating your customers' needs without
simply following their ever-changing ideas, projects and product requirements? Have
you ever imagined how it could be, if you had a growing market share and fast
increasing, secure profit margins? Have you recently had new, intuitive solutions to
retain your recently-acquired customers? We at IMM ltd, provide answers to all these
questions: we produce cutting-edge injection moulding machines, either for small or
large companies; we are THE injection moulding machine manufacturer that can
change your business trend. Maintenance is cost-effective and on-the-spot; it is
carried out on a yearly basis by our skilled technicians and, guess what, FOR FREE. All
our machines are produced according to the most updated safety rules and with the
latest technologies. Remote assistance, electronic control system and outstanding
performances are just some of the default features our machines offer. Call us today
for further details! Start increasing your productivity whilst lowering your
maintenance costs right now!
B) CATCHPHRASES:
“high performance, high capacity injection moulding machines”
“next generation moulding machines”
“looking for a reliable and skilled IM technological partner?”
“your injection M machine just broke up?”
“injection moulding technology made great strides forward…”
“injection M machine out of order again?”
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6. GRAMMAR REVIEW
PRONUNCIATION OF FREQUENT BUSINESS WORDS
In the following words, pay attention to the position of the accent (') :
CONTRIBUTE (verb)--> /kənˈtrɪbjuːt/ GB; ˈkɒntrɪbjuːt/ US
DEVELOPMENT
/
(noun)--> /dɪˈveləpmənt/
ENHANCE (verb)--> /ɪnˈhɑːns GB; /ɪnˈhænt s/ US
INCREASE (noun)--> /ɪnˈkriːs/
INCREASE (verb)--> /ˈɪŋkriːs/
INTERESTED
/
(adjective)--> /ˈɪntrəstd/ GB; /ɪntrəˈsted/ US
MANAGEMENT
/
(noun)--> /ˈmanɪʤmənt/
PERFORMANCE
/
(noun)--> /pəˈfɔːməns/
SCHEDULE
/
(noun)--> /ˈʃɛdjuːl/ GB; /ˈskɛd-/ US
URGENT
/
(adjective)--> /ˈɜːʤənt/
.. let’s see why....:
ENGLISH WORD STRESS RULES
There are many other word stress rules in English, but these are the basic ones.

Rule 1: nouns and adjectives:
Nouns and adjectives are normally stressed on the first syllable.
Examples:
'butter
'pretty
'table
'ugly
'people
'mother
'water
'father..
Rule 2 : prefix on two- and three-syllable words:
When there are words (mostly verbs) with prefix, such as be-, dis-, ex-, in-, un- the
stress is normally on the second or third syllable.
Most Prefixes are, therefore, unstressed.
Examples
begi'n
conclu'de
confe'r
incre'ase (as a verb; 'increase as a noun)
repe'at
understa'nd
Rule 3: suffixes on words:
Suffixes (-ly, -ive, -ic etc.) are generally not stressed.
Examples
al
ori'ginal
ent/ant equi'valent
ic
auto'matic
ive
admini'strative
ly
qui'etly
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Rule 3.1 With some suffixes, the syllable before the suffix is stressed.
Examples
iant (de'viant)
ial (substa'ntial)
ian (me'dian)
ic (geogra'phic; but 'geography)
ient (inci'pient)
ious (infe'ctious)
itable (nego'tiable)
ity (opprtu'nity)
ive (impre'ssive)
Rule 3.2 The suffix “-able” do not generally change the stress
Examples
ada'pt-- ada'ptable
dete'st-- dete'stable
Exceptions
'admire-- admi'rable
'demonstrate—demon'strable
Rule 4 : compound words
Compound words have the stress on the first part.
Examples
'chairman
'grandfather
'hotdog
'teapot
Rule 4.1 Some compound words are formed by “adjective + noun”. When in a
sentence the compound words are separated, each word will be stressed
independently from the other.
Example
'registered 'post
'bus 'stop
Rule 5 : there are some words which are both a verb and a noun.
Examples
export, import, increase, insult, overflow
In these cases: verbs -- >stress on the last syllable; nouns -- >stress on the first syllable
Examples
verb: to expo'rt; noun: 'export
verb: to impo'rt; noun: 'import
verb: to incre'ase; noun: 'increase
verb: to insu'lt, noun: 'insult
verb: to overfl'ow; noun: 'overflow
WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN...
(commonly mistaken verbs, nouns, adjectives)
ADVICE

ADVISE

ANYMORE

ANY LONGER
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APOLOGIZE

APOLOGIES

APOLOGIZE

EXCUSE

TO ASK

TO DEMAND (see also false friends)

TO BRING

TO TAKE

CONSISTENT (see also false friends)

CONSIDERABLE (see also false friends)

TO DESPATCH

TO DELIVER

TO DISCUSS

TO ARGUE

DRAWBACKS

DOWNTURNS

ECONOMIC

ECONOMICAL

ECONOMICS

ECONOMY

EFFECTIVE

EFFICIENT

EFFICACY

EFFICIENCY

(AN) INCREASE OF

(AN) INCREASE IN

INCREASED BY

LIKE

LIKELY

ALIKE

TO MAKE

TO DO

TO PROPOSE

PURPOSE

QUITE

RATHER

REQUESTS

REQUIREMENTS

TO RISE

TO RAISE

SORRY FOR

SORRY ABOUT

REGARDS

REGARD

TALK TO / SPEAK TO

TALK WITH / SPEAK WITH

Here are the answers..
advice is a noun (UNCOUNTABLE)
advise is a verb
“I won’t do this anymore” or “I won’t do this any longer”  adverbs of time
“I don’t want any more coffee, thank you”  adverb of quantity
Note: “anymore” is not generally mentioned in most of the British English grammar books.

apologize=verb (e.g. We apologize for the inconvenience)
apologies=noun (pl.) (e.g. Please accept our apologies)
apologize=to feel sorry (for making a mistake; for bumping into someone on the street..)
excuse=to ask for the permission to interrupt; before asking politely for information
etc.
to ask=”domandare”
to demand=”pretendere”
to bring=”portare avvicinando” -- > “bring my book here, please”
to take=”portare allontanando” -- > “please, take me there!”
consistent=logic, “coerente”
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considerable=substantial, “consistente”
to despatch=it refers to the date of shipment of the goods - - >"spedire"
to deliver=it refers to the date of arrival of the goods - - > "consegnare"
to discuss ≠ to argue
to discuss about (something) = to talk about (something)
a discussion about = a talk about
to argue = to quarrel; to shout at someone
an argument = a heated discussion
drawback=(noun) inconvenience/negative effects (e.g. the drawbacks of a strategy)
downturn=(noun) drop/slowdown/decrease (e.g. an economic downturn)
econo'mic (adj.)= something that concerns the economy (e.g. the present economic
situation)

econo'mical (adj.)=cheap
e'conomics (noun) =the science of economy (e.g. Faculty of Economics)
e'conomy (noun) =the national economy
effective(adj.)efficacy(noun)=capability to attain a goal
efficient(adj.)efficiency(noun)=capability to spend less,
resources

given

the

available

an increase (noun) OF 10% =we use OF after a noun, before a percentage
an increase (noun) IN sales (noun)=we use IN after and before a noun
the prices increased (verb) BY 10%=we use BY after a verb, before a percentage
alike similar (“uguali”); showing no differences (e.g.“Italians are all alike!”)
likely probable (“probabile”); (e.g. “it is likely that I won’t get the promotion”; “if
you don’t stay at home, you are more likely to get sick”)
like similar to (“come”) (e.g. “being here, it’s like being at home”)
Pay attention to: to sound like (when you hear); to taste like (when you eat); to look
like (when you see)== > they all mean "to seem" = “sembrare”
MAKE and DO : they both mean the same (“FARE”), but normally MAKE is used for
practical things, whereas DO for intellectual activities.
However, there are many exceptions, such as..:
ENGLISH
ITALIANO
ENGLISH
ITALIANO
DO AN EXAM :
DO A FAVOUR :
DO EXERCISES :
DO THE HOUSEWORK :
DO THE LAUNDRY :
DO ONE'S BEST :
and...

FARE UN ESAME
FARE UN FAVORE
FARE ESERCIZI
FARE LE PULIZIE
FARE IL BUCATO
FAR DEL PROPRIO MEGLIO

MAKE
MAKE
MAKE
MAKE
MAKE
MAKE
MAKE
MAKE
MAKE
MAKE

A MISTAKE :
FARE UN ERRORE
AMENDS :
FARE AMMENDE
ARRANGEMENTS :PRENDERE ACCORDI
A CHOICE :
FARE UNA SCELTA
AN EFFORT :
FARE UNO SFORZO
MONEY :
FAR SOLDI
PROFITS :
FAR PROFITTI
A PROMISE :
FARE UNA PROMESSA
A REMARK :
FARE UN COMMENTO
A SUGGESTION : DARE UN SUGGERIMENTO

quite=used to describe positive ideas or opinions
rather=used to express a negative opinion
Examples: “It’s rather cold here, please close the window.”;
"You’re quite right!”
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Note: If “rather” precedes a positive adjective, it means “unusually; oddly”
Example:

"He's rather happy today" (=he's unusually happy today)

To propose --> verb ("proporre") ; a proposal -- > noun ("proposta")
A purpose --> noun ("scopo")= an aim, an objective
requests=what you ask for ("richieste")
requirements=needs ("fabbisogno; necessità")
to rise=to increase (intransitive verb: it is a verb that is not followed by a direct object to
complete its meaning) (e.g. prices have risen)
to raise=to increase (transitive verb: it is a verb which is normally followed by a direct
object) (e.g. they raised our wages)
you are sorry ABOUT something
you are sorry - FOR someone or
- FOR what was said/done etc.
regards -- > saluti (e.g. "please send my regards to your wife")
regard (to) -- > rispetto (a) (e.g. "with regard to your fax of ../..,")
talk to one way conversation (one is speaking, the other one is listening)
talk with two way conversation; sharing opinions among two or more people
COMMON VERBS + PARTICLES
− An increase IN the demand FOR our products
− (Sales) increased BY 2%
− Sales fell BY 1.000 units (you mean: the difference in sales is 1.000 units)
− Sales fell TO 1.000 units (you mean: the sales value is 1.000 units)
− We are interested IN your products
− We will not participate (or “take part”) IN the company’s welcome party
− I succeeded IN reaching that goal
− He's IN a meeting now
− The reason FOR this dramatic change could be explained BY..
− The reason WHY I didn't call you is that I was sick
− I was pleased TO see you at the trade fair
− I was in favour OF the election of the new candidate
− I totally agree WITH you ON the new strategy
− I work WITH children (the end-users of my activity are children)
− I work IN Education (in the field of..)
− I work FOR Timber&Associates (you think of the corporate body that employs you);
− I work AT Timber&Associates (you refer to the office or location of the company)
− I am writing with regard TO / regarding / in respect TO / with respect TO / with
reference TO
− This issue is linked / connected TO (also possible: WITH - see a dictionary for details)
− We are uncapable to cope WITH unforeseen matters
− I am sorry FOR Pete; I am sorry FOR bothering you again; I am sorry ABOUT
yesterday's problems
− I suggest THAT we spend more money ON.. (the object “we” is expressed)
− I suggest investing more money IN.. (no object is expressed)
− To confuse something WITH something else (to mix someone up with someone
else)
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−
−
−
−

−
−
−
−
−
−

We would like to help you WITH this matter
We will supply you WITH our quality articles
We will provide you WITH our quality products
I will inform you ABOUT /ON the outcomes
We will discuss (no preposition) the matter later
Workers are replaced WITH machines BY production managers
My uncle substituted FOR the teacher when she was sick
I am in charge OF the company’s finance
I am responsible FOR the company’s strategic decisions
I managed TO solve that issue

PHRASAL VERBS
There are plenty of phrasal verbs in English. The particle (preposition or adverb) that
follows a verb can change or intensify the meaning of the verb. Sometimes the verb
must be followed by the particle; other times the verb is separable from the particle
(which means that the object is placed between the verb and the particle):
− With no object
e.g. break down
My new car broke down yesterday

−

−
−

−

With an object (separable)
e.g. turn down
Please turn down the volume OR
Please turn the volume down (= the verb and preposition are separable)

With an object (non-separable)
e.g. search for
I’m searching for my new glasses; NO -- > (I'm searching my new glasses for)

With a pronoun, the phrasal verb is always non-separable
e.g. turn down
Please turn it down ; NO -- > (Please turn down it)

With 2 prepositions OR 1preposition+1adverb (non separable)

e.g. look forward to
We look forward to your reply
The best way to remember phrasal verbs it to use them often...

Some more examples..
ENGLISH
to bring over (separable)
to call off (separable)
to carry on (separable)
to close down (separable)
to cut down (expenses) (separable)
to deal with (non separable)
to follow up (non separable)
to look forward to + Verb-ING (non

ITALIAN
portare con sé
cancellare (un appuntamento)
continuare
cessare una attività
tagliare/ridurre (le spese)
trattare, avere a che fare
continuare fino alla fine

separable)

letteralmente “non veder l’ora di”, ma è usato in
chiusura di lettere commerciali

to
to
to
to
to

esaminare a fondo
sembrare/assomigliare a
compensare, rimediare
terminare/rimanere senza
sostituire/prendere il posto di..

look into (something) (non separable)
look like (non separable)
make up (for it) (non separable)
run out of (non separable)
take over (non separable)
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COUNTABLE OR UNCOUNTABLE NOUNS?
ATTIRE (U)
BUSINESS (U-->when it means “activity”; C-->when it means “enterprise”)
COLLABORATION (U-->when it means “affiliation”; otherwise C)
COOPERATION (U)
DAMAGE (U -- > when it means “physical harm”; C --> when it refers to the money
paid to somebody who was harmed or injured)
EXPERIENCE (C--> “experience of life”; U--> “work experience”)
FURNITURE (U)
GOODS (always plural)
INCREASE (C)
INFORMATION (U)
NEWS (always plural)
RESEARCH (U)
STAFF (C -- > “all employees of a company”; U -- > “employees in a department/unit”)
TRAVEL = it is mainly a verb. It can be used as a plural noun when speaking about “your travels”
MODAL VERBS: BRIEF REVIEW
 No need of auxiliaries for questions and negative phrases
 No infinitive
 Followed by an infinitive without TO
 No S added with He/She/It
MUST  dovere (presente)  OBBLIGO
OUGHT TO  dovere (condizionale)  OBBLIGO; SUGGERIMENTO; AUGURABILITÀ
SHOULD  dovere (condizionale)  OBBLIGO; SUGGERIMENTO
CAN  potere (presente)  CAPACITÀ
COULD  potere (condizionale, passato)  CAPACITÀ; POSSIBILITÀ; CORTESIA;SUGGER.
MAY  potere (presente)  PROBABILITÀ
MIGHT  potere (condizionale, passato)  PROBABILITÀ; CORTESIA
Can, Could, May and Might are the polite forms used to ask for permissions or authorisations.

WILL  futuro
WOULD  condizionale
SHOULD  dovere (condizionale)
MUST NOT  non dovere= divieto
DON’T HAVE TO  non necessario
NEED NOT / DON’T NEED TO  non necessario
CANNOT / CAN’T  non essere in grado di; non potere
REPORTED SPEECH basic rules
Direct speech:
Why did you write this letter?
Indirect questions:
I wondered why you wrote (NO --> did you write) that letter.
I had no idea why you wrote that letter.
I’d like to know why you wrote that letter.
Let me understand why you wrote that letter.
I asked many times why you wrote that letter...

Verb Tense Change
will  would (e.g.: Larry "We will sell more this year"; Larry said that they would sell more that year)
would  would
would do  would do (if accomplished)
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would do  would have done (if not accomplished)
could  could
should/could do  should/could do (if accomplished)
should/could do  should/could have done (if not accomplished)
do (all present simple verbs)  did (past simple)
(e.g. Sara: "I pay my bills regularly"; Sara said she paid here bills regularly)

have done (present perfect)  had done (past perfect)
had done (past perfect)  had done (past perfect)
did (past simple)  had done (past perfect) OR did (past simple)
Time Change
yesterday  the day before / the previous day
e.g. Mr. Blacke says "Yesterday we had a meeting".
Reported speech: Mr. Blacke said that they had (had had) a meeting the previous day

tomorrow  the day after / the following day
by now  by that date / by that time
next week  the week after
last week  the week before / the previous week
this  that
FALSE FRIENDS : some examples
PHRASE
TRANSLATION
I am dedicated to..

mi piace../sono dedito a..

REFERENCES
APPLICATIONS

to load; to unload (to
caricare; scaricare (camion)
download: from the Internet!)

TRANSPORTATION

consistent

coerente

WRITING

considerable

consistente; considerevole

WRITING

to demand

to want, to claim

NEGOTIATIONS

-- > to pretend

fingere

-

exhibitions

fiere (di settore)

EXHIBITIONS

exhibitor

espositore

EXHIBITIONS

quotation

preventivo

TRADE & COMMERCE

to require

aver bisogno di

NEGOTIATIONS/MEETINGS

requirements

bisogni

NEGOTIATIONS/MEETINGS

actually

in realtà

WRITING

-- > nowadays; now; today

oggigiorno,attualmente,ora

WRITING

(a company)
created/established in

(azienda) costituita nell’anno

WRITING

industrial complex, industrial
area (“settlement” is for
people); factory, production
plant

insediamento industriale;
fabbrica, sito produttivo

COMPANY DESCRIPTION

WORD ORDER
A) EXPRESSIONS OF TIME AND PLACE
Subject + Verb + Object; Place + extra information + Time
(sometimes it is possible to put the time at the beginning of a sentence)
Examples:
− I’m going to Paris with Mary on Monday
or On Monday I’m going to Paris with Mary
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− I’m going to London for a few days next week
or Nex week I’m going to London for a few days
− We found some interesting books in the computer room yesterday
or Yesterday we found some interesting books in the computer room
− Did you hear a lot of new ideas at the meeting you attended today?
B) ADJECTIVES before a NOUN
Opinion Adjectives + Fact Adjactives + NOUN
Opinion adjectives  subjective ideas: nice, elegant, intelligent..
Fact adjectives objective facts: sunny, hot, young, large, round..

Fact Adjective order:
How
big?

How
old?

What
colour?

Where
from?

What
made of?

+ NOUN

Example:
I bought a beautiful, large, round, wooden, kitchen table.
WORDS or VERBS with SIMILAR MEANINGS
1)IT'S WORTH + ING verb = “VALER LA PENA (fare)”
IT'S WORTHWHILE = “ESSERE UTILE; PROFICUO”
Examples:
It's worth paying us a visit! ; This book is not worth reading
It isn't worthwhile reading it!

2) MAKE, LET, GET = “FARE/LASCIAR FARE”
subj+LET+obj.+verb
to let=to allow--> “our boss let us go earlier yesterday”
subj+MAKE+obj.+verb
to make=to force--> “why do you always make me do all paperwork?”
subj.+GET+obj.+TO+verb
to get=to persuade--> “he got me to repair my old PC”
-- > HAVE/GET SOMETHING DONE =”FARSI FARE”
I had my car repaired yesterday (=ieri mi son fatto riparare l'auto;ho fatto riparare l'auto)
3 ) “RICHIEDERE; DOMANDARE”
ENGLISH
To ask (for)
To demand
To request
To require

ITALIANO
Domandare
Pretendere (vedere anche “false friend”)
Richiedere
Aver bisogno di / necessitare

4) AS FOLLOWS and THE FOLLOWING = “COME SEGUE”; “IL SEGUENTE”
“as follows” always ends with an “S” and is similar to “the following” (in some phrases
you can use either). Never write “as follow”, instead.
e.g. “the problems we encountered yesterday are as follows/the following: ....”
5) “ALLO SCOPO DI / AL FINE DI / PER..”
with the view to + verb-ing = allo scopo di
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in order to + infinitive = allo scopo di
e.g. with the view to expanding our sales, we hired new personnel
in order to expand our sales, we hired new personnel
6) TO SUBSTITUTE ; TO REPLACE = “SOSTITUIRE”
To substitute=>temporarily
To replace=>to take over permanently
7) AS / LIKE = “COME”
ENGLISH
AS

ITALIANO
come = in qualità di

LIKE

come = paragone

8) “INDICE”
ENGLISH
Index

ITALIANO
Indice; elenco

Indicator

Indice; indicatore (economico etc.);

ARTICLES before a PERCENTAGE
Putting articles (“THE” or “A”) before a percentage is possible when the percentage is
followed by a phrase which gives some extra information (e.g. “it was the 2,9% of
the total amount”), otherwise articles never preceed a percentage (e.g. “the expected
increase will be 2,9%”).
APHOSTROPHE & POSSESSIVE CASES vs. COLLECTIVE NOUNS
I’ve got a three-week holiday  ok
Why are both sentences correct??
I’ve got a three weeks’ holiday  ok
 in the first case, “three-week” is a collective noun (or “noun group”) therefore it has been hyphoned.
Furthermore, as it has been converted into an adjective, no plural is needed.
in the second case, the possessive case is applied to the plural noun “three weeks”. In fact, time
expressions take the possessive case (e.g. “The little problems of yesterday”  “Yesterday’s little
problems”).



EXPRESSING HOPE
− HOPE+FUTURE TENSE --> I hope I will get that job
− WISH+PAST SUBJUNCTIVE --> I wish I never accepted that offer (past subjuctinve =
simple past)

BE – AE DIFFERENT SPELLING, DIFFERENT WORDS
There are many differences between American and British spelling, the following one
are just some of them. It is advisable to look up words in the dictionary for more
information.

BRE/TREBER/TER (e.g. fibre/fiber; centre/center; theatre/theater)
CESE
(e.g. licence; license; advice/advise)
OGUEOG
(e.g. catalogue/catalog)
OUROR
(e.g. labour/labor; honour/honor)
SATIONZATION (e.g. organisation/oragnization)
SEZE
(e.g. to analyse/to analyze)
There are other words which are slightly different, such as:
jewellery/jewelry
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grey/gray
aeroplane/airplane
..and others which are totally different, such as :
car park/parking lot
lorry/truck
lift/elevator
motorway/highway
queue/line
check/cheque
(on the phone:)to bear (with)/to hold on
ABBREVIATIONS OF LATIN ORIGINS
In English you may find abbreviations which have a Latin origin, such as:
a.m. -- > ante meridiem
ca. -- > circa = approximately
e.g. -- > exempli gratia = for example
etc. -- > etcetera = and so on
i.e. -- > id est = that is; that is to say
N.B -- > nota bene = please note
p.m. -- > post meridiem
P.S. -- > post scriptum
Ph.D -- > Philosophiae Doctor = Teacher of Phisolophy
RE: -- > in re / res = concerning
(therefore, in a business letter or in an email, RE is not the abbreviation of “REPLY”)

Vs. -- > versus = against
USE OF THE DEFINITE ARTICLE
In English the use of the definite article is very peculiar. Here are some highlights.
1)With uncountable nouns THE is omitted:
-roses are my favourite flowers
-there is no sugar in my coffee
2)With plural, countable generic nouns THE is omitted:
-computers are not very expensive any longer
-roses are red
-big dogs are quieter than small dogs
3)When I refer specifically to something or someone THE must be used. In
particular:
a)when the noun (that follows THE) is followed by a preposition (IN, OF, FOR..)
or by a relative pronoun (THAT, WHICH, WHO)
-The roses in your garde are beautiful
-The furniture that you bought is antique
b)when what I refer to was already mentioned or specified before:
-I'm in St. Peter's now and the bells are banging (the bells=>St.Peter's bells)
-Yesterday I saw 4 cats on the streets. The cats were...
c)when what I refer to is known by the hearer i.e. when it is “shared
knowledge”.
-(husband to wife): where are the kids?
-(student to other student): were they difficult, the tests?
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Remember that with body parts (i.e. hair, legs etc.) you must use personal adjectives,
no definite articles!
-my hands are hurting => mi fanno male le mani
PUNCTUATION RULES
Remember that in English:
1)You have to put a comma after some linking words, such as: therefore,
nevertheless, nonetheless, however, moreover, furthermore, in addition, in particular,
firstly, secondly, on the other hand...
2)The same linking words must be preceded by either a full stop or a semi-colon.
Examples: No-one voted. Therefore, the meeting was adjourned OR
No-one voted; therefore, the meeting was adjourned
3)You can use commas:
-to separate adjectives in a list (but do not put a comma on the last adjective
before a noun). Example: she had long, red hair.
-before the conjunction “and” as long as it does not “break” its logic or its parts.
Example: we strive to create successful products by investments in Research
and development, and in human resources
-to allow the reader to “take a break”
Example: yesterday we went to an important meeting with important people,
(breath intake) we saw..
-after some linking words (as stated in 1).
4)You can use semi-colons:
-before some linking words (as stated in 2)
-to make a pause, more important than the one you make after a comma; less
important than the one after a full stop
-instead of writing “in fact”, “therefore”, “hence” etc.
Example: she was very tired; she went straight to bed
-to separate items in a list introduced by colons
Example: we need more people for this job: skilled electricians; trained
mechanics; hard-working managers; smart graduates...
5)You can use colons:
-when you quote what someone said (direct speech)
-before a list of items/people, etc.
Example: Many people were at the meeting: Paul, John, Jenny,..
-when one sentence “expands” on, or further explains, the previous one
Example: According to Jenny, newly-hired people are more reliable: they
show more commitment to work; they provide fresh insights into the market
and are better equipped with..
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